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medium having a surface; a plurality of acoustic wave path forming 
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ACOUSTIC COITION SENSOR EMPLOYING A PLUTtALITY OF 
MUTUALLY NON-ORTHOGONAL WAVES

TECHNICAL FIELD OF THE INVENTON
The present invention relates to an acoustic touch position sensor，and more particularly 

to such a sensor wherein a coordinate position，and optionally an absorption characteristic, of an 
acoustic disturbance is determined by analyzing a plurality of received signals. The present 
invention allows the sensing system to employ waves to differ in path geometry，and/or wave 
characteristic type，e.g·，mode, frequency，waveform，velocity，and/or wavelength. This system 
advantageously allows redundant position measurement and/or differential wave perturbation 
sensing.

BACKGROUND ◦F THE INVENTION
Acoustic touch position sensors are well known. A common system includes two sets of 

transducers, each set having a different axis aligned respectively with the axes of a physical 
Cartesian coordinate system defined by a substrate. An acoustic pulse is generated by one 
transducer，propagating as a Rayleigh wave along an axis which intersects an array of reflective 
elements，each element angled at 45٥ and spaced corresponding to an integral number of 
wavelengths of the acoustic wave puke. Each reflective element reflects a portion of the wave 
along a path perpendicular to the axis，across an active region of the substrate，to an opposing 
array and transducer which is a mirror image of the first array and transducer‘ The transducer in 
the mirror image array receives an acoustic wave consisting of superposed portions of the wave 
reflected by the reflective elements of both arrays，directed antiparallel to the emitted pulse. 
Wavepaths in the active region of the sensor have characteristic time delays，and therefore a 
wavepath or wavepaths attenuated by an object touching the active region may be identified by 
determining a timing of an attenuation in the composite returning waveform. A second set of 
arrays and transducers are provided at right angles to the first，and operate similarly. Since the 
axis of a transducer corresponds to a physical coordinate axis of the substrate，the timing of an 
attenuation in the returning wave is indicative of a Cartesian coordinate of a position on the 
substrate，and the coordinates are determined sequentially to detemine the two dimensional 
Cartesian coordinate position of the attenuating object.

The applicability of such systems as commonly employed is restricted by the following
major limitations. First，acoustically absorptive contamination in localized regions，e.g. a water
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drop on a known Rayleigh-wave sensor，result in large areas of shadowing in which two- 
dimensional touch positions camot be reconstructed. Second，the configurational requirements 
of these sensors limits their versatility with regard to shape and size. Third，reconstruction of 
touch coordinates may lead to ambiguities when more than one touch is applied simultaneously. 
Finally，such sensors provide limited touch characteristic information from which to differentiate 
valid touches from folse touches，e.g. fingers from water drops. The present invention addresses 
these problems.

Present commercial touch screen products generally serve applications in which the 
touchscreen is an input device that is intended to be used by one user at a time. An automatic- 
teller-machine (ATM) banking application is typical. While many customers may sequentially 
use a touchscreen based automatic teller machine, each user in tum has a private dialog with the 
system. In contrast，few if any touchscreen products are presently available for applications in 
which the touchscreen is an input device that is intended to be used by more than one user 
simultaneously.

a. Parallel transducer arrays
Acoustic touch position sensors are known to include a touch panel or plate having an 

array of transmitters positioned along a first edge of a substrate for simultaneously generating 
parallel surface acoustic waves that directionally propagate through the panel to a corresponding 
array of detectors positioned opposite the first array on a second edge of the substrate. Another 
pair of transducer arrays is provided at right angles to the first set. Touching the panel at a point 
causes an attenuation of the waves passing through the point of touch，thus allowing 
interpretation of an output from the two sets of transducer arrays to indicate the coordinates of 
the touch. This type of acoustic touch position sensor is shown in U.S. Pat. No. 3,673,327 and 
WO 94/02911，Toda，incorporated herein by reference. By employing a direct acoustic path 
from a transmitting transducer to a corresponding receiving transducer，an acoustic path length 
which is approximately equal to the height or width of the substrate is provided，as shown in Fig.
1. Because the acoustic wave diverges，a portion of a wave emitted from one transmitting 
transducer will be incident on a set of receiving transducers，as shown in Fig. 2.

b. Reflective arrays
In order to reduce the number of transducers required for an acoustic touchscreen，Adler， 

Re. 33，151，and 4,700，176, provide a reflective array for reflecting portions of an acoustic wave 
along incrementally varying paths. Therefore，if two such arrays are disposed opposite one 
another，as shown in Fig. 4, a single transmit and receive transducer will allow touch sensing
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along one axis of the substrate，with a maximum acoustic path length of twice the height plus 
width or twice the width plus height of the touch sensitive area· The maximum acoustic path 
length is a useitil metric for acoustic touch sensors because most materials，e.g., glass，have a 
relatively constant acoustic power loss expressed in dB per unit length; the greater the path

5 length, the greater the attenuation. In many cases, it is this attenuation of the acoustic signal 
which limits the design of the touchscreen，and therefore it is generally desired to have high 
acoustic efficiency in each of the touchscreen components to allow design leeway. Thus，for 
example，greater numbers of transducers may be selectively deployed to allow larger substrates, 
and likewise，with limited size substrates，acoustic paths may be folded to reduce a required 

1() number of transducers·
In order to provide a set of surface acoustic waves which propagate across a broad region 

of the substrate in parallel，an acoustically reflective grating having elements set at 45° to the 
axis of the beam is disposed along its path，each element reflecting portions of the wave at right 
angles to the axis of propagation. The acoustic waves are then collected，while maintaining the 

15 time dispersion information which characterizes the axial position from which an attenuated 
wave originated. The position of a touch in the active area is thus determined by，e.g.，providing 
another reflective grating opposite the first，which directs the surfoce acoustic waves as a 
superposed wave to another transducer along an antiparallel path，recording the time of arrival 
and amplitude of a wave pattem，an attenuation of which corresponds to a touch and a

20 characteristic time corresponding to a position along the axis of the arrays. The touch，in this 
case, may include a finger or stylus pressing against the surface directly or indirectly through a 
cover sheet. See，e.g.，US 5,451，723. In addition，if the emitted wave diverges，one of the 
reflective arrays may be eliminated，as shown in Fig. 3, although a rectangular coordinate system 
is not provided. In the case shown in Fig■ 3, the maximum path length is approximately the

25 height plus the width. Acoustic touch position sensors are also known wherein a single 
transducer per axis is provided for emitting a surfoce acoustic wave，as shown in Fig· 5. In this 
case, the maximum path length is two times the sum of the height plus width.

The known reflective arrays are generally formed of a glass frit which is silk-screened 
onto a soda-lime glass sheet formed by a float process，and cured in an oven to form a chevron 

30 pattern of raised glass interruptions. These interruptions typically have heights or depths of order 
1% of the acoustic wavekngth，and therefore only partially reflect the acoustic energy.

Thus，with waves having surface energy，the reflecting arrays may be formed on the 
surface，and where wave energy is present on both sides of the substrate，these reflecting arrays 
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may be formed on one or both sides of the substrate. Because the touch sensor is generally 
placed in front of a display device，and because the reflective array is generally optically visible， 
the reflective arrays are generally placed at the periphery of the substrate，outside of the active 
sensing area，and are hidden and protected under a bezel· The reflective elements of the 
reflective array each generally reflect of order 1% of the surface acoustic wave power，dissipating 
a small amount and allowing the remainder to pass along the axis of the array. Thus，array 
elements closer to the transmitting transducer will be subject to greater incident acoustic energy 
and will therefore reflect a greater amount of acoustic power· In order to provide equalized 
acoustic power at the receiving transducer，the spacing of the reflective elements may be 
decreased with increasing distance from the transmitting transducer, or the acoustic reflectivity of 
the reflective elements may be altered，allowing increased reflectivity with increasing distance 
from the transmitting transducer·

Adler，US Re, 33，151，relates to a touch-sensitive system for determining a position of a 
touch along an axis on a surface. A surface acoustic wave generator is coupled to a sheet-like 
substrate to generate a burst of waves，which are deflected into an active region of the system by 
an array of wave redirecting gratings. According to a disclosed example，surface acoustic waves 
traversing the active region are，in turn，redirected along an axis by gratings to a receiving 
transducer. A location of touch is determined by analyzing a selective attenuation of the received 
waveform in the time domain，each characteristic delay corresponding to a locus 에 the surface. 
The redirecting gratings are oriented at 45٥ to the axis of propagation, and spaced at integral 
multiples of the surface acoustic wave wavelength，with dropped elements to produce an 
approximately constant surfoce acoustic wave power density over the active area. The spacing 
between grates decreases with increasing distance along the axis of propagation from the 
transducer，with a minimum spacing of at least one wavelength of the transmitted wave. US 

329,070, US 5,260,521，US 5,234，148，US5，177,327, US 5,162,618 and US 5,072,427 propose 
specific examples of types of surface acoustic waves that may be used in the acoustic sensor 
system taught in the Adler patents.

Where a separate reflective array is provided to redirect acoustic waves toward the 
receiving transducer，these are also provided with an increasing acoustic reflectivity with 
increasing distance from the receiving transducer. This is to reduce signal loss with propagation 
of the signal toward the receiving transducer along the axis of the reflective array. Typically， 
array pairs are designed as mirror images of one another·
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U.S· Patent No. 4，642,423, to Adler，incorporated herein by reference，Adresses pseMo- 
planarization techniques for rectangular touchscreen surfaces formed by small solid angle 
sections of a sphere. According to Adler，reflective elements are angled to excite waves along 
sections of great circles of the spherical surface which extrapolate to a common intersection 
point. This patent addresses the need for touchscreens that match the curvature of CRT 
faceplates，for which the radius of curvature is always large compared to the diagonal dimension 
of the faceplate. This patent teaches means to minimize the inherent differences between 
spherical geometry of a small portion of a sphere and the Cartesian plane，allowing use in 
conjunction with controllers that are designed for flat sensor geometry. The acoustic waves 
generated by the system of Adler are substantially orthogonal. Known embodiments of the Adler 
technology include 19 inch diagonal CRTs with a radius of curvature of 32 inches and 13 or 14 
inch diagonal CRTs with a radius of curvature of 22.0 inches.

c. Two dimensional position sensing
In order to receive information deteminative of the coordinates of a touch，two acoustic 

waves，each propagating across the active region of the substrate along perpendicular axes are 
provided. Thus, the two axes are typically used in conjunction to recognize a valid touch, but 
may also be analyzed separately and non٠interactively to sequentially determine a position along 
each of the two orthogonal coordinate axes. In these known systems, the coordinate axes of 
interest to the application are defined by the physical configuration of the sensor. Thus，sensor 
design is constrained by the requirements of the application、coordinate system.

In known systems，the system operates on the principle that a touch on the surface 
attenuates surface acoustic waves having a power density at the surface. An attenuation of a 
wave traveling across the substrate causes a corresponding attenuation of waves impinging on 
the receive transducer at a characteristic time period. Thus，the controller need only detect the 
temporal characteristics of an attenuation to detemine the axial coordinate position. 
Measurements are taken along two axes sequentially in order to determine a Cartesian coordinate 
position.

Other known systems，described m mo e detail below，employ a single reflective array 
for separating as a plurality of wave paths，and superposing as a composite waveform，the signal 
from the transducer，though the active region，along a plurality of paths and then back to the 
transducer，by providing an acoustically reflective edge spaced parallel to the reflective array， 
causing the dispersed wave to traverse the active region twice，as shown in Fig. 5. See，U.S. Pat. 
No. 5,177,327, Fig. 10 and accompanying text，incorporated herein by reference.
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Fig. 11 of US 4,700,176 teaches the use of a single transducer for both transmitting the 
wave and receiving the sensing wave, with a single reflective array employed to disperse and 
recombine the wave· Such systems therefore employ a reflective structure opposite the reflective 
array. As a result，an acoustic wave passes through the active region twice，with consequent 
increased wave absorption by the touch but also increased overall signal attenuation due to the 
reflection and additional pass through the active region of the substrate. Thus, the acoustic wave 
may be reflected off an edge of the substrate or an array of 180٥ reflectors parallel to the axis of 
the transmission reflective grating and reflected back through lhe substrate to the reflective array 
and retrace its path back to the transducer. The transducer, in this case, is time division 
multiplexed to act as transmitter and receiver，respectively, at appropriate time periods. A 
second transducer，reflective array and reflective edge are provided for an axis at right angles to 
allow determination of a coordinate of touch along perpendicular axes·

A known system by Electro-Plasma (Milbury Ohio) employs a bisected rcflecting array in 
order to reduce an acoustic wavepath, as shown in Fig. 6Α. Therefore，a maximum path length 
of an acoustic wave along the composite reflecting array from a transducer is about one half of 
the total width, with transducers each sending acoustic waves toward the bisection point· Thus, 
the orthogonal set of paths will be longer，with a maximum total path length of two times the 
height plus the width. In this system，transmitting transducers are excited individually and 
produce identical types of waves，portions of which travel along parallel paths, with a small 
overlap of acoustic wave coverage of the touchscreen in order to avoid a dead zone in the touch 
region. The acoustic waves follow the traditional paths corresponding to axes parallel to the 
Cartesian coordinate axes. A similar type system would bisect both sets of reflective arrays，as 
shown in Fig. 6Β.

The “triple transit” system，shown in Fig. 8, provides for a single transducer which 
produces a sensing wave for detecting touch on two orthogonal axes，which both produces and 
receives the wave from both axes. In this case，the area in which touch IS to be sensed is 
generally oblong, such that the longest characteristic delay along one path is shorter than the 
shortest characteristic delay along the second path，thereby allowing differentiation between the 
two axes based on time of reception. See，U.S. Patent Nos. 5,072,427, 5,162,618, and 5，177,327, 
incorporated herein by reference. The maximum path length of the triple transit design is four 
times the width phis two times the neight. Due to the significant difference in path lengths，the X 
and Y signals are non-overlapping, as shown in Fig. 9Ci
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d. Controller algorithms
The wave pattem of one type of known acoustic touch sensors is dispersed along the axis 

of the transmitting reflective array，traverses the substrate and is recombined，e.g.，by another 
reflective grating, into an axially propagating wave, dispersed in time according to the path taken 
across the substrate，and is directed to a receiving transducer in a direction antiparallel to the 
transmitted wave，which receives the wave and converts it into an electrical signal for processing 
based on signal amplitude received as a function of time· Thus，according to this system，only 
two transducers per axis are required. Because of the antiparallel path，the time delay of a 
perturbation of the electrical signal corresponds to a distance traveled by the wave，which in turn 
is related to the axial distance from the transducer along the reflecting arrays traveled by the 
wave before entering the active area of the substrate，i.e■，approximately two times the distance 
along the axis of the array plus the spacing between the arrays. A typical set of return waveforms 
is shown in Fig. 9.

The location of a touch is determined by detecting an attenuation of the received signal 
amplitude either in absolute terns or as compared to a standard or reference received waveform· 
Thus，for each axis, a distance may be determined，and with two orthogonal axes, a unique 
coordinate for the attenuation determined. Acoustic touch position sensors of this type are 
shown in U.S. Pat· Nos. 4,642,423, 4,644，100, 4,645,870, 4,700,176, 4,746,914 and 4,791,416， 
incorporated herein by reference.

U.S. Pat. Nos. Re. 33,151，and 4,700,176 also disclose a touch sensor system having a set 
of diverging acoustic paths which are incident on a reflective array having elements located 
along an arc and spaced to meet coherency criteria. See，Re. 33，151，and 4,700，176, Fig. 16 and 
accompanying text, incorporated herein by reference. This touch sensor produces a 
unidimensional output which corresponds to an angular position of a touch.

According to known systems，a number of algorithms are employed to determine the 
coordinate position of a touch. The simplest algorithm is a threshold detection, in which an 
amplitude of a received signal is compared to a set value. Any dip below that value is considered 
indicative of a touch. More sophisticated is an adaptive threshold，in which the threshold varies 
based on actual sets of received data, thus allowing increased sensitivity and rejection of artifacts 
of limited amplitude.

A control circuit may operate in a number of modes, e.g.，number of transducers and 
configuration. In known systems having a rectangular substrate without redundancy, the number 
of transducers varies: 1 (triple transit); 2 (ExZec/Carroll Touch); م (Adler); and 6
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(ElectroPlasma)· There is a natural 8 transducer arrangement，not present in prior art designs， 
which is an extension of 6 transducer scheme in which 4 transducers are used for both X and Y 
axis measurements; see Fig· 6Β.

Known systems also include an adaptive baseline, in which an amplitude of the nomal 
received signal over time is stored，and the received signal is compared to a baseline having a 
characteristic timeframe. In this system, an artifoct in one position does not necessarily reduce 
sensitivity at another.

Brenner et al” US 4,644，100 relates to a touch sensitive system employing surface 
acoustic waves，responsive to both the location and magnitude of a perturbation of the surface 
acoustic waves. The system according to US 4,644,100 is similar in execution to the system 
according to US Re. 33，11د, while detemining an amplitude of a received wave and comparing 
it to a stored reference profile.

In order to reduce the number of transducers，the known “triple transit” system reflects 
the acoustic signal so that a wave emitted by a single transducer is dispersed as parallel waves 
along a first axis，then reflected at a right angle and dispersed as parallel waves along a second 
axis. These waves are then reflected back to the arrays and then back to the transducer，so that 
all the waves traveling along the first axis are received by the transducer prior to any waves 
traveling along the second axis，generally requiring an oblong substrate. The controller therefore 
sets two non-overlapping time windows for the received signal，a first window for the first axis 
and a second window for the second axis. Therefore，each time window is analyzed 
conventionally，and the pair of Cartesian coordinates is resolved.

A system for sensing a force of a stylus against an acoustic touch-sensitive substate is 
disclosed in U.S. Patent No. 5,451,723, incorporated herein by reference. This system converts 
the point-contact of the rigid stylus portion into an area contact of an acoustically absorptive 
elastomer，placed between the stylus and the substrate.

e. Wavemodes
“Surface acoustic waves" (“SAW”)，as used herein refers to acoustic waves for which a 

touch on the surface leads to a measurable attenuation of acoustic energy. Several examples of 
surface acoustic waves are known.

The vast majority of present commercial products are based on Rayleigh waves. 
Rayleigh waves maintain a usefol power density at the touch surface due to the fact that they are 
bound to the touch surface. Mathematically，Rayleigh waves exist only in semi-infinite media. 
In practice it is sufficient for the substrate to be 3 or 4 wavelengths in thickness. In this case one 
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has quasi-Rayleigh waves that are practical equivalents to Rayleigh waves. In this context，it is 
understood that Rayleigh waves exist only in theory and therefore a reference thereto indicates a 
quasi-Rayleigh wave.

Like Rayleigh waves，Love waves are "surface-bound waves”■ Particle motion is vertical 
and longitudinal for Rayleigh waves. Both shear and pressure/tension stresses are associated 
with Rayleigh waves. In contrast，particJe motion is horizontai，i.e. parallel to touch surface, for 
Love waves. Only shear stress is associated with a Love wave Other surfoce-bound waves are 
known■

Another class of surface acoustic waves of possible interest in connection with acoustic 
touchscreens are plate waves. Unlike surface-bound waves，plate waves require the confining 
effects of both the top and bottom surfaces of the substote to maWain a useful power density at 
the touch surfoce. Examples of plate waves include symmetric and anti-symmetric Lamb waves, 
zeroth order horizontally polarized shear (ZOHPS) waves，and higher order horizontally 
polarized shear (HOHPS) waves.

The choice of acoustic mode affects touch sensitivity, the relative touch sensitivity 
between water drops and finger touches，as well as a number of sensor design details. However， 
the basic principies of acoustic touchscreen operation are hrgely independent of the choice of 
acoustic mode.

f. Optimization for environmental conditions
The exposed surface of a touchscreen is ordinarily glass. While certain systems may 

include such additions, electrically conductive coatings or cover sheets are not necessary. 
Therefore，acoustic touchscreens are particularly attractive for applications which depend on 
public access to a durable touch interface.

Semi-outdoor applications，e.g.，ATMs，ticket booths，etc.，are of particular interest· 
Typically in such applications，the touchscreen is protected from direct environmental 
precipitation contact by a booth or overhang. However, indirect water contact，due to user 
transfer or condensation is possible. Thus，users coming out of the rain or snow with wet 
clothes, gjoves or umbrellas are likely to leave occasional drops of water on the touchscreen 
surface. Water droplets have a high absorption of Rayleigh waves in known systems; thus，a 
drop of water in the active region will shadow the acoustic paths intersecting that drop, 
preventing normal detection of a touch along those axes.

One approach to limit water contact with the touchscreen surface is to employ a cover 
sheet■ See U.S. Patent No. 5,451,723· However，a cover sheet generally reduces the optical 
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quality of the displayed image seen through the resulting sensor and leads to a less durable 
exposed surface. Another approach to reducing the effects of water droplets is to employ a wave 
mode which is less affected by the droplets, such as a low frequency Rayleigh wave，see U.S. 
Patent No. 5,334,805, a Lamb wave, see U.S. Patent Nos■ 5,072,427 and 5,162,618, or a zero 
order horizontally polarized shear wave，see U.S. Patent No. 5,260,521. These waves，however, 
also have reduced sensitivity, resulting in either reduced touch sensitivity of the touch system， 
increased susceptibility to electromagnetic interference，or more expensive controller circuitry.

In the case of Rayleigh waves，a lower frequency operation requires a thicker substrate， 
e.g.，3 to 4 wavelengths of the wave，and wider reflective arrays and transducers. The increased 
bulk of a sensor designed for low-frequency Rayleigh waves is typically a serious mechanical 
design problem. In the case OI Lamb waves，a thin substrate is required，e.g.，about 1 mm at 
about 5 MHz. These thin substrates are fragile, and Lamb waves have energy on both top and 
bottom surfaces，making optical bonding problematic due to signal damping. In the case of a 
ZOHPS wave, in contrast to a Rayleigh wave，the relative sensitivity is greater to a finger than to 
water droplets. Further，ZOHPS waves support limited options for optical bonding，such as 
RTVs (silicone rubbers) which do not support shear radiation damping.

Shear sensors have two disadvantages ill cold climates. In particularly cold climates，it is 
important for touchscreens to sense touches of fingers of gloved hands. Shear waves have 
reduced sensitivity compared to Rayleigh waves thus making detection of gloved fingers more 
difficult. Secondly，in such climates, drops of water may freeze to form solid ice. While liquid 
water does not strongly couple to horizontally polarized shear waves，ice does. Thus drops of 
water which freeze on the touchscreen surface will cause shadowing or blinding-

There remains a need for a touch position sensor which operates reliably in the 
increasingly rugged enviro^ents to which such devices are deployed. There thus exists a need 
to supplement eisting technologies in order to extend the applicability of acoustic touch sensor 
systems.

g. size constraints.
Acoustic sensors of the Adler type have been considered for use in electronic white 

boards; see Fig. 10 and associated text in Ε.Ρ. Application 94119257.7, Seiko Epson. At present， 
no commercial electronic whiteboard products are available based on acoustic sensor technology. 
In part, this is because of size limitations for known acoustic technology·
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
The present invention derives from an understanding that acoustic position measurement 

technology suffers from various limitations，which may be addressed by implementing a system 
with various foms of partial redundancy in the sensing waves■ Thus，for each coordinate axis of 
the output，a plurality of sets of waves are provided bearing information about the position of a 
single touch along that axis. Therefore，any limitation in the ability of one set of waves to 
determine a touch position may be supplemented by information derived from at least one other 
set of waves. Because the redundancy may be partial，other information may be derived from the 
available sets of waves as well，including a characteristic of a touch and information relating to a 
plurality of touches·

According to one set of schemes for producing partially redundant sets of waves，a 
plurality of sets of waves are provided，each propagating at a different angle with respect to the 
axis along which a touch position is to be sensed. Each of the waves should be able to sense 
position along a significant portion of the axis. Thus，a traditional type touch system provides 
two sets of waves which are each parallel to an edge of a rectangular substrate and produce 
waves which propagate perpendicular to the edges. Thus，each set of waves is dedicated sensing 
a position along a particular axis. Likewise，a known bisected reflective array scheme overlaps 
waves over an insignificant portion of the touch sensitive surface，and the waves generated are of 
the same frequency，mode，axis of propagation and therefore are essentially ШПу redundant and 
likely bear essentially the same infomation.

The present invention also extends these same principles to encompass a number of other 
embodiments, including acoustic touch systems in which the acoustic waves travel along paths 
which are neither parallel nor perpendicular to an edge of a substrate or travel along a path which 
is neither parallel nor perpendicular to a reflective array. Thus，the present invention relaxes 
constraints imposed in prior touch position sensors through an understanding that the geometry 
of the touch sensor substrate，reflective arrays or acoustic paths need not limit the coordinate 
system represented in an output· Thus，the present invention may provide control systems which 
are capable of performing coordinate system transfoms and higher levels of analysis of the 
information contained in the acoustic signals than prior systems.

In forming this understanding that a control need not be limited to a conversion of a 
characteristic timing of a perturbation of an acoustic wave into a coordinate position along a 
single axis，the possibility of non-Euclidean geometric shapes is developed. Thus，while the 
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prior art teaches that acoustic touch sensing may be applied to spherical portions of CRT 

faceplates，the goal of the prior art was to provide a system in which analysis of the received 

acoustic signals were as if the substrate were planar. Therefore，those prior art systems were 

developed to compensate for the spherical aberrations in the design and placement of the 

reflective arrays. Likewise，a known prior art system employs a diverging set of waves incident 

on a reflective array to sense a unidirectional angular measurement· In this case，a control treats 

the unidimensional angular measurement as a single coordinate axis without transfomation.

The present invention provides touch system flexibility allowing analysis of waves which 

propagate along non-orthogonal axes in the touch sensitive region of the touchscreen. Further， 

the present invention provides a touchscreen system which tolerates and analyzes waves which 

are overlapping in time，i.e·，simultaneously impinging on one or more receiving transducers. 

Together，these related aspects of the invention provide greatly enhanced flexibility in the design 

of the touchscreen，with improved performance under adverse conditions.

The present invention also includes touch sensors for purposes other than graphic user 

interfaces. For example，applications in the field of robotics exist，in which it is desirable to 

endow robots with a sense of touch. While a number of sensor technologies exist，acoustic 

sensing provides an opportunity for a large area，high resolution，low cost per unit area sensor on 

a machine，for example，to detect contact or pressure with an adjacent object and to determine the 

location of the touch. Such machines often have nonplanar surfoces，and as such it is 

advantageous to provide a touch position and/or pressure sensor which conforms to the shell of 

the machine. According to the present invention，various surfaces having irregular geometries 

may be formed into sensor surfaces.

The present invention also provides a touch system allowing analysis of a wave 

perturbation of two different types of waves，the waves differing in mode，frequency，wavefom， 

velocity，and/or wavelength. This system advantageously allows redundant position 

measurement and/or differential wave perturbation sensing.

One aspect of the invention can also be described as follows. Acoustic energy is emitted 

into a substrate supporting propagation of acoustic waves. This energy travels through a portion 

of the substrate to a receiving system, which may include redundant use of the acoustic energy 

emitting device. The energy is received as at least two distincLwaves. These waves have 

differing paths or characteristic timing. These waves are non-orthogonal in either the time or 

space planes，meaning that they impinge simultaneously on one or more receiving transducers，or 

follow paths which are substantially non-orthogonal (having a relation different than 90ا)ه
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Therefore，one embodiment of the present invention，as depicted in Fig. 7, is somewhat 

similar to the “triple transit” system, but allows acoustic signals following two different paths 1， 

2 to be received simultaneously· This system provides a first path 2 with a single reflective array

5, which reflects acoustic waves off an opposite side 3 of the substrate 4, back through the touch 

sensitive region of the substrate, back into the reflective array 5, and to the originating transducer

6, with a maximum path length of about two times the sum of the height plus the width. The 

orthogonal axis receives a portion of the same acoustic wave from the transducer 6, which 

reflects off a diagonal comer reflector 7, along a perpendicular axis has a second reflective array

8. The wave is reflected as a set of waves 9 through the touch sensitive region of the substrate 4, 

and is incident on a third reflective array 10, which reflects the acoustic wave toward a second 

transducer 11 on an adjacent side of the substrate 4, near the first transducer 6. The maximum 

path length of this path is two times the sum of the height plus width. In this case，two 

transducers 6, 11 receive signals simultaneously for at least some delay times.

Another embodiment of the invention provides a sensor which employs a plurality of 

waves having differing frequencies，wavelengths，phase velocities，or amplitude· Such waves 

may also be non-orthogonal in the time or space planes，but need not be so. In other words，these 

distinguishable waves may travel sequentially and/or over orthogonal paths■

Where portions of acoustic waves are received simultaneously by a single transducer，it is 

generally preferred that a receiving circuit be sensitive to a phase of a received signal in order to 

help resolve interference effects. Likewise，where waves of differing frequencies are employed， 

it is preferred that the receiver selectively receive those waves according to their frequency. 

Where waves of differing wave propagation mode are employed，transducer having selectivity 

for differing waves modes may be provided. Therefore, embodiments of the present invention 

may also include a receiver sensitive to at least some wave characteristics.

A fiirther embodiment of the invention provides a positive response sensor，e.g.，one 

where an increase in received signal is representative of a typical perturbation. Typically，a 

perturbation in a positive response system will cause a change of some type in the wave，making 

it distinguishable from an unperturbed wave. Again，such a wave may be non-orthogonal in the 

time or space planes，but need not be so. For example, the unperturbed signal may be completely 

attenuated through filtering，and therefore not received by the receiver. In this case，only a 

single，positive response signal according to the present invention is received，

Thus，the present invention is not limited in the conventional manner to sequential receipt 

of independent coherent signals representative of waves propagating along Cartesian coordinate 
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axes，and analysis thereof to determine an attenuation of a transmitted wave by a touch by 
detecting the energy of the wave with respect to time· In particular, according to the present 
invention, a plurality of waves may be received simultaneously, the received signal may be an 
incoherent superposition of components from different wave sets，the waves need not propagate 
parallel to a rectangular coordinate axis of a planar substrate，and detection is not necessarily 
based solely on a determination of a time of an attenuation in power of a received signal■ An 
improved receiver is therefore employed which includes enhanced logical analysis of the 
received wavefom. Advantageously, the waveform sensitive analysis and enhanced logical 
analysis may be employed together.

The receipt of at least two distinct waves which overlap temporally may indicate two 
waves which each have substantial energy, each being specifically intended for receipt，and 
potentially bearing information relating to a touch position along a coordinate axis. Alternately， 
one of the two distinct waves may be due to unintentionally scattered waves，artifacts and 
interference that are not intended for use in touch detection. In either case, a touch-information 
carrying signal may be utilized even if superposed with other signal components.

The present invention allows receipt and analysis of partially redundant waves. 
Therefore，the effects of contamination and various artifacts may be reduced. Further，where 
differing wave modes or frequencies are used，a differential sensing approach may be followed to 
determine both position and a mode sensitive characteristic of a touch.

The present invention includes a system in which the position of a touch is determined by 
the controller independent of the physical axes of the substrate，thus providing for coordinate 
processing and transformation before output. This allows increased flexibility in the layout of 
the transducer systems· In this document，"transducer system” is defined to be the system that 
couples electronic signals to acoustic waves in the desired touch region including the transducer 
itself，e.g. a wedge or edge transducer，and associated reflective arrays if employed.

The present invention also allows receipt and analysis of signals which are excited by a 
common transducer representative of differing sets of wave paths with overlapping characteristic 
time-periods.

A still further aspect of the invention provides an acoustic wave touch sensor in which a 
touch is detected by a perturbation of a received signa، where the perturbation may be a decrease 
in amplitude，an increase in amplitude，a change in phase of the received signal，OT a combination 
of amplitude change and phase change.
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One set of embodiments according to the present invention includes systems employing 

multiple waves sharing a common path portion. The known triple transit transducer also shares 

common path portions，but does not have simultaneously received waves or a transformation of 

coordinate system. In other words, the known triple transit system requires a time separation 

between received waves representing orthogonal axes，thus limiting the topology of the sensor.

According to one aspect of the present invention, a plurality of waves traveling along 

non-orthogonal axes in the active region of the touchsensor may have common path portions， 

being at least partially superposed. In particular, according to certain emkdiments of the 

invention，these waves will share a common transducer，and a common axis of propagation from 

the transducer. The waves may differ，e.g” in path，mode，frequency，phase, propagation velocity， 

or wavelength. Therefore，some emhdiments according to the present invention provide a 

reflective array which separates the waves to propagate along differing paths. Another set of 

emMdiments provides a plurality of sets of distinguished reflective arrays，which reflect portions 

of the waves at differing angles or as waves of differing propagation inodes, от both.

Sensor systems according to the present invention allow superposition of waves 

producing sets of touch-sensitive waves which are dispersed across the touch arca of the 

substrate having characteristic time delays or other characteristics，and a system for reviving the 

dispersed waves and determining a characteristic of a touch or wave perturbation. The axes of 

propagation of one set of waves need not be orthogonal to those of another set. According to the 

present invention，these sets of non-orthogonal waves may be employed with orthogonal waves· 

By providing more than one set of these plurality of waves, a position of a touch may be 

determined using redundant information，e^·，having more information than is necessary to 

mathematically determine a position，allowing enhanced performance in the presence of noise， 

interference and shadowing.

As stated above，the acoustic waves may differ in other properties，inchding mode， 

propagation velocity，wavelength，which in general provides two ^vantages. First, waves 

having differing properties may have differing sensitivity to environmental c^ditions and 

artifacts. Thus，the differential effect on the sensing waves may be used to determine properties 

of an object in contact with the surface. Further, the differences in the waves may be used to 

selectively filter the waves，thus providing opportunity to selectively reduce noise or separate 

potentially interfering waveforms. Waves having differing wavelength in the substrate may be 

selectively redirected with reflective arrays having physical characteristics corresponding to that 

wavelength and its axis of propagation.
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In another aspect of the invention, the coordinate system of a sensing wave is non- 

orthogonal with an output coordinate system· Therefore，a plurality of waves must be analyzed 
and their position information transformed in order to output a coordinate value. The plurality of 
waves may also be analyzed for redundancy to verify a touch coordinate，and potentially to 
resolve ambiguities，perhaps due to multiple touches, in the two dimensional position 
measurement.

In an embodiment of the invention, at least three distinct acoustic wave sets are excited， 
of which analysis of at least two are required in order to detect a two dimensional position of a 
touch. Therefore，under various circumstances，one or more waves may be ignored or 
unavailable, yet operation continues. Where at least three are available，the three waves may be 
analyzed for touch position consistency，artifact or interference，and to determine an optimum 
output indication of the position of the touch. The analysis of the at least three waves may also 
include an output of a plurality of simultaneous touch positions.

According to another embodiment，differing wave modes are induced in the substrate so 
that regions of low sensitivity employing one propagation mode correspond to regions which 
have adequate sensitivity employing a different propagation mode. For example，in regions 
where Rayleigh waves are heavily shadowed due to contamination，a less sensitive backup wave 
mode，e.g. a horizontally polarized shear mode，may be analyzed for this same region to 
determine touch data.

The dual mode operation allows operation with at least two waves, with spatial domain， 
frequency domain，wave propagation mode or time domain multiplexing. Therefore，signals may 
be received along differing paths，having differing frequencies，differing wave propagation 
modes，or differing locations of reception.

In order to provide waves having differing characteristics from substantially common 
sensor hardware, the signal from the transducer system may include a number of components· In 
order to provide frequency mode discrimination，the receiving system must distinguish between 
various received frequencies· With respect to a plurality of wave modes，either the differing 
wave modes must be converted to a single mode which excites the transducer，or the transducer 
must be sensitive to the various modes. With a time domain multiplexing system，readings 
according to various wave modes are taken sequentially. In order to detect spatially separated 
waves，a separate transducer may be provided or the waves may be redirected to a common 
receiving transducer. Where different types of waves are superposed, a perturbation will
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typically have a different characteristic time delay for the different waves, which is used to 

distinguish the particular wave.

Various embodiments of the invention analyze a potential ambiguity in the received 

waveform. That is, two waves，following different paths，arrive at the same receiving transducer 

within an indistinguishable time window，and thus a given wave perturbation is potentially 

attribuable to either wave. Therefore, without fürther information，the controller might not 

determine, based on the signal of the received wave，which of the two possible paths the touch 

intersects. According to a subclass of these embodiments, however, a pair of such ambiguous 

signal perturbations occur. Thus, by analyzing the pair of ambiguous signal perturbations, with 

reference to a physical model of the sensor and additional information from signals from other 

wave sets, the position of the perturbation may be determined or predicted, and the ambiguity 

resolved. Further，as referred to herein，the position may be sensed unambiguously by a pair of 

acoustic waves emitted along a single set of superposed arrays.

According to another aspect of the invention，additional information may be obtained 

from an additional set of superposed arrays，e.g.，along another axis. This information may be 

ftirther employed in determination of the coordinate position. More generally, the present 

invention encompasses the superposition of reflective arrays，e.g.，to scatter a plurality of waves 

coherently, and a physically superposed array structure.

Where the waves travel along different paths，often the waves will be directed towards 

different edges of the substrate. Therefore，for example，two waves may be sensed with two 

different receiving transducers simultaneously. Advantageously, therefore，a traditional 

touchscreen system and a touchscreen system with inclined propagation paths are superposed. 

Embodiments according to the present invention may thus provide multiple channels for 

receiving acoustic wave information.

Reliability of operation is eÉnced according to the present invention even where 

different types of touching objects are to be sensed, such as fingers, gloved fingers，styli，etc. 

Likewise，potentially interfering factors may be identified and/or filtered or ignored.

By allowing multiple wave modes and/or paths，the ^vantages of partially red^dant 

measurements and differential wave perturbation characteristic sensing are realized.

Algorithms may use red^dant coordinate information to verify and perhaps resolve 

ambiguities in two-dimensional position measurements.
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Alternately，algorithms may support systems with redundant coordinate measurements in
which only two of three or more sets of waves are needed to reconstruct two٠dimensional
coordinates of a touch.

Systems according to the present invention also encompass multiple user touch 
applications. In such cases，the redundancy of the multiple wave paths may be used to resolve 
multiple degrees of freedom. For example, such multiple user touch systems might include a 
classroom multi-media device that is simultaneously hands-on for the teacher and several 
students, interactive museum displays, a two-person video game with a touch interface, or a large 
table-top display of engineering drawings that can be simultaneously reviewed and edited by a 
small group of engineers. Complex control system human interfaces are also possible.

A multiple-user touch/display system will typically require a larger display device than a 
system intended for one user at a time，such as is possible with projection systems and large flat 
panel displays commercially available or under development. Therefore，various methods 
according to the present invention allow sensing of multiple touches，reduction of acoustic path 
lengths and of likely sources of interference■ Embodiments according to the present invention 
also employ aspects which allow longer acoustic path lengths■

Simultaneous touches are problematic for existing touchscreen products. Analog 
resistive，capacitive，and force-sensing touch technologies inherently confound a multiple touch 
with a false touch at an intermediate position. High-resolution resistive and capacitive touch 
schemes that cover larger areas with discrete touch zones become awkward and expensive due to 
the large number of electronic channels required. If means are provided to resolve discrete 
ambiguities, acoustic touch technologies have the inherent capability to recognize simultaneous 
multiple touches. In addition to true multiple user applications，a simultaneous touch capability 
would also enable touch applications in which a single user simultaneously touches with both 
hands or more than one finger in one hand. For example，a virtual piano keyboard on a 
touch/display device that supports playing of chords.

It is therefore an object of the invention to provide a system in which waves of differing 
characteristics are used to sense a touch in a substrate，wherein the waves may have differing， 
non-orthogonal axes of propagation, differing wave propagation mode，differing frequency， 
wavelength OT phase velocity.

It is another object according to the present invention to provide a touch sensor 
comprising an acoustic wave transmissive medium having a surface and a touch sensitive portion 
of said surface; a transducer system for emitting acoustic energy into said medium; and a receiver 
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system for receiving the acoustic energy from the substrate, for determining a perturbation of 
said acoustic energy due to a touch on said surfoce，said touch sensor comprising a reflective 
array having a plurality of spaced elements for scattering portions of an incident acoustic wave as 
waves having a different propagation vector than said incident wave and passing other portions 
unscattered, said array being provided an array selected from the group consisting of:

(a) an array associated with said medium situated along a path，said path not being a 
linear segment parallel to a coordinate axis of a substrate in a Cartesian space，a segment parallel 
to an axial axis or perpendicular to a radial axis of a substrate in a Cylindrical space，nor parallel 
and agacent to a side of a rectangular region of a small solid angle section of a sphere;

(b) an array situated along a path substantially not corresponding to a desired 
coordinate axis of a touch position output signa];

(c) an array situated along a path substantially non-parallel to an edge of said 
medium;

(d) has a spacing of elements in said array which differs，over at least one portion 
thereof, from an integral multiple of a wavelength of an incident acoustic wave;

(e) has elements in said array which are non-parallel;
(f) has an angle of acceptance of acoustic waves which varies over regions of said 

array;
(g) coherently scatters at least two distinguishable acoustic waves which are received 

by said receiving system; and
(h) combinations and subcombinations of the above，

except that said array in (d)，(e) or (Í) is not provided parallel and adjacent to a side of a 
rectangular region of a small solid angle section of a sphere.

It is also an object according to the present invention to provide a controller which is 
capable of logically analyzing two sets of waves derived from a common transmit transducer 
burst which are received simultaneously，i.e., in which the wave being received may not be 
distinguished solely by reference to a time window. Thus，the system need not maintain a time 
separation between a plurality of waves for proper operation.

It is a still ftirther object of the invention to provide a receiver in which a received signal 
is analyzed for waveform information，due e.g.，to multipath signal paths· Further，the receiver 
according to the present invention may analyze the received signal for a touch indicated by a 
perturbation of complex amplitude rather than merely an attenuation in received power.
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A ftirther object according to the present invention is to allow output of a coordinate

position in an output coordinate system，typically Cartesian，of a perturbation of acoustic waves，

each of which measures a coordinate substantially different from the axes of the output

coordinate system.

Thus，touch position sensors according to the present invention may provide some or all 

of the following advantages:

(a) Tolerance to shadowing effects of contaminants by obtaining redundant 

infomation and/or employing robust wavefoms■

(b) A higher signal to noise ratio due to availability of redundant coordinate 

infomation.

(c) A multiple wave mode sensor allowing the composite advantages of each selected 

type of wave mode，e.g.，high sensitivity to touch for Rayleigh wave modes，relative immunity to 

contaminants for horizontally polarized shear modes.

(d) Ability to detect a mode sensitive perturbing characteristic of a touch based on 

differential wave perturbation and/or appearance of a characteristic new signal.

(e) Versatility in the selection of substrate，e.g·，use of larger sizes，non-rectangular 

shapes，large solid angle sections of spheres and other non-planar topologies.

(f) Ability to reliably reconstruct multiple touches and hence support applications in 

which more than one finger，hand，or user may simultaneously input touch information.

These and other objects will become apparent from a review of the drawings and Detailed 

Description of the Preferred Embodiments.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The preferred embodiments of the invention will be explained by reference to the 

drawings，in which:

Fig. 1 is a prior art touchscreen system having a plurality each of transmitting transducers 

and receiving transducers;

Fig. 2 is a prior art touchscreen system having transmitting tranducers which emit a wide 

acoustic wave;

Fig. 3 is a prior art touchscreen system having a diverging transmitting transducer with a 

single reflective array along a curved path;

Fig. 4 is a prior art touchscreen system having four tra^ducers and four reflective arrays;

Fig. 5 is a prior art touchscreen system having two transducers and two reflective arrays;

Fig. 6Α is a prior art touchscreen system having six transducers，two normal arrays and 

two segmented reflective arrays

Fig. 6Β is a touchscreen system having eight transducers and four segmented reflective 

arrays;

Fig. 7 is a touchscreen system having two transducers and three reflective arrays;

Fig. 8 is a prior art triple transit touchscreen system having one transducer and two 

reflective arrays;

Figs. 9Α and 9Β show typical wavefoms received from a transducer system according to 

Fig. 4 subject to one and two simultaneous touches，respectively;

Fig. 9C shows a typical waveform received from a transducer system according to Fig. 8;

Fig. 9D(l) shows the superposition of two simultaneously received signals，as would be 

seen by summing the receiving transducers of the embodiment of Fig. 7;

Fig. 9D(2)，90(3) and 9D(4) show the sum of the superposed signals of Fig. 9D(l) when 

the superposed signals are (2) in phase，(3) out of phase with an RMS detector, and (4) out of 

phase with a phase preserving receiver，respectively;

Fig. 10 shows a generic planar sensor subsystem，without intermediate reflections;

Fig· 11 shows the array reflector spacing and orientation of an embodiment according to 

Fig. 10;

Fig. I2(a)٠(f) show example coordinate subsystem geometries as embodiment of the 

touchscreen system according to Fig. 10, of which Fig. 12(a) is prior art;
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Fig. 13(a) and (b) show a rectangular touchscreen according to the present invention 

having two orthogonal sets of wavepaths and an additional diagonal set of wavepaths， 

respectively;

Fig. 14 shows a rectangular touchscreen according to the present invention having two 

orthogonal sets of wavepaths and two diagonal sets of wavepaths of which the second set of 

diagonal wavepaths is shown;

Fig. 15(a) shows a detail of a reflective array according to the present invention having 

two significant Fourier transfom components supporting two distinct spacing vectors for two 

distinct coordinate subsystems;

Figs. 15(b) and 15(c) show hexagonal and triangular sensor systems according to the 

present invention respectively incorporating reflective arrays according to Fig. 15(a);

Fig. 16(a) shows a large area rectangular sensor according to the present invention having 

segmented reflective arrays;

Figs. 16(b) and 16(c) show linear segmented reflective arrays and shingled segmented 

reflective arrays，respectively，according to the present invention;

Fig. 17 shows a generic planar sensor subsystem，similar to the subsystem according to 

Fig，10, with intemediate reflections;

Fig. 18(a) - 18(d) shows example touchscreen systems incorporating a sensor subsystem 

according to Fig. 17, of which 18(c) with common transmit/receive transducer system and 18(d) 

are prior art;

Fig. 19(a) shows an isometric view of a cylindrical sensor system having a triple 

superposed array at one end thereof^ according to the present invention;

Fig. 19(b) shows a planarized representation of the surface of the sensor system according 

to Fig. 19(a);

Fig. 20 shows a generic non-planar sensor subsystem，according to the present invention;

Fig. 21(a) and 21(b) show top and side views，respectively，of a spherical section 

touchsensor system，according to the present invention，for determining a touch position in a 

spherical coordinate system;

Fig. 21(c) and 21(d) show flat-map projection and top views，respectively of another 

embodiment of a hemispherical touchsensor system according to the present invention;

Fig. 22(a) and (b) show isometric and plan views，respectively，of a Love wave mode 

basin sensor according to the present invention;
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Fig. 22(c) shows a side view of a hairhemisphere touch sensor having a single transducer 

and reflective array system according to the present invention:

Fig. 23(a) - (d) show respectively signals received from transducers of the embodiment 

according to Fig. 13;

Fig. 24(a) and (b) show respectively a generalized representation of and a detailed 

specific example of flow diagrams for a redundancy check algorithm according to the present 

invention;

Fig. 25(a) and (b) show respectively a generalized representation of and a detailed 

specific example of flow diagrams for an anti-Shadowing algorithm according to the present 

invention;

Fig, 26 shows a generalized flow diagram for a differential touch characteristic sensing 

algorithm according to the present invention (see Fig. 28(c) for a specific example):

Fig. 27(a) and 27(b) show a touch position sensor system having two non-orthogonal sets 

of wavepaths for waves of differing modes，and a timing diagram showing the relationship of 

received signals，respectively, according to the present invention;

Fig. 28(a) and 28(b) show a touch position sensor system having two non-orthogonal sets 

of wavepaths for waves of a single mode and a rectangular set of wavepaths for a third wave，and 

a timing diagram showing the relationship of received signals for two simultaneous touches， 

respectively，according to the present invention;

Fig. 29(a) - (d) shows diagrams of the effect of a perturbation of one of a set of 

superposed waves with arbitrary phase relationship;

Fig. 30 shows a typical AM receiver circuit of prior art suitable for processing signals 

revived by the embodiment according to Fig. 4;

Figs. 31(a) - (f) show，respectively，alternative circuit diagrams according to the present 

invention for implementing a phase sensitive receiver，having (a) a carrier synthesis circuit based 

on the transmitted wave burst; (b) a tracking phase locked loop carrier recovery circuit; (c) a 

carrier circuit which employs the transmit burst clock; (d) a clock recovery circuit based on the 

received signal; (e) a digital signal processor embodiment which oversamples the signal and 

employs software to analyze the digitized signal; and (f) an application specific integrated circuit 

embodiment which performs phase detection, filtering and decimation in time prior to 

transferring a digital signal representation to a microcomputer; and

Figs. 32(a)(1)，32(a)(2)，32(b)，and 32(c) show flow diagrams of portions of a sensor 

system control sequence demonstrating many aspects of the present invention.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS
The below detailed description and examples are provided to illustrate aspects and 

examples of the present invention, and should not be considered to limit various other possible 
combinations or subcombinations of the elements· Therefore, it should be understood that the 
below examples are preferred emhdiments or portions of emWdiments which form a part of the 
invention, which is to be construed in view of the entirety of the specification，including relevant 
aspects of the recited prior art and the claims.
OVERVIEW

ACOUSTIC WAVES
The wave employed for sensing touch may be any acoustic wave which is detectably 

perturbed by a touch on a surface of a substrate. Many options exist for the choice of surfoce 
acoustic wave modes. Rayleigh waves have excellent touch sensitivity and are inherently 
confined to a thin volume close to the touch surface even for a substrate of an arbitrarily large 
thickness. Horizontally polarized shear waves have the ^vantage that they weakly couple to 
liquid and gel like contaminants such as water and silicone-rubber seals. A non-homogenous 
substrate may support asymmetric horizontally polarized shear waves, including Love waves, 
which are horizontally polarized shear waves trapped near the touch surface like Rayleigh waves. 
Lamb waves in a sufficiently thin substrate provide yet another option for the choice of surface 
acoustic wave mode. Various engineering trade-offs are involved in the optimal choice of 
acoustic mode for a given application.

In this context，Love waves may be supported by a top substrate portion having a lower 
phase velocity interfaced with a lower substrate portion having a higher phase velocity. Similar 
types of waves，generally classified as asymmetric horizontally polarized shear waves，may be 
supported by vertical phase velocity gradients of a more complex nature. Asymmetric 
horizontally polarized shear waves have particular ^vantages if they have essentially no power 
density on the lower surfoce. Where Love waves arc employed herein，asymmetric horizontally 
polarized shear waves may be analogously employed.

The present invention seeks to enhance operation of touchscreens by providing various 
types of wave redundancy，wherein the redradant wave is subject to differing interferences， 
tradeoffs and artifocts. Thus, one adundancy strategy provides waves which propagate along 
differing angles. Thus，a shadowing effect which reduces sensitivity along one wave propagation 
axis may not also shadow a wave passing along a different axis. A second strategy employs 
wave having differing modes of propagation, thus allowing the ^vantages of each mode to be
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exploited，while allowing differential detection to determine an absorptivity characteristic of a
touching object. When the differing wave modes travel along differing axes as well，ftirther
robustness is obtained.

Use of differing frequencies increases the options for implementing wave redundancy· In 
addition to differentiating redundant waves via diffcrentiating axis or modes，different sensor 
subsystems may be distinguished by narrow band filters and filtering techniques. In addition，by 
operating at differing frequencies and differing modes，physical structures of the touchscreen 
may be redundantly employed to reduce substrate system complexity. Furthermore，a given 
acoustic mode, e.g. Rayleigh，at different frequencies will differ in characteristics，e.g. touch 
sensitivity and the amount of shadowing from contaminants，so that use of different frequencies 
can serve similar purposes as the use of differing acoustic modes.

It is noted that typical known acoustic touchscreens employ two different angles，e.g.，X 
and Y axes■ However，these are not considered red^dant except for the existence of a touch， 
rather than its position. Therefore, aspects of the present invention provide a system which is 
capable of providing redundant information defining a position along at least one coordinate axis， 
or a position along a coordinate axis which does not corresp^d to an edge of the substrate.

SUBSTRATE
An acoustic touchscreen sensor is often constructed from a sheet-like substrate，which is a 

material сараЫе of supporting propagation of acoustic waves with relatively low attenuation. 
Often，touchscreens are disposed in front of display devices，^d thus they are transparent. The 
present invention allows the acoustic substrate to be an integral component of a display device， 
such as the foce-plate of a cathode ray tube. The acoustic substrate may also be a touch-sensitive 
mechanical surface of a device，in the absence of an associated display device. In circumstances 
where transparency of the substrate is not required，a metal (e^·，aluminum or steel) or ceramic 
substrate may be employed.

The substrate or a component of a substrate，e.g·, a portion of an acoustic filter，may also 
be formed of plastic. It is noted that most plastics are typically more acoustically absorptive than 
inorganic materials such as glass，and therefore may be unsuitable for use as monolithic 
substrates for acoustic touchsensors of substantial size. However，for smaller devices，plastics 
may be employed as the substrate or a component of a substrate. Acoustic absorption varies 
greatly for different polymer materials. Amongst plastics, polystyrene，low density polyethylene， 
Nylon 6/6，polypropylene，Lustran ^d acrylic have relatively less acoustic absorption. For an all
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plastic substrate，use of such a relatively low-loss plastic is preferred. If plastic is used to form a
portion of an acoustic filter，then use of a higher-loss plastic may be permitted or even desired.

The substrate may be monolithic，laminated or coated. Non-monolithic substrates may be 
employed to alter a wave energy distribution in the substrate, support selected wave mode 
propagation，or to filter undesired wave modes. For example，a sandwich of a slow-velocity 
layer on a fast-velocity layer on an acoustically absorptive layer may support Love waves and 
simultaneously filter out parasitic plate waves. Thus，the substrate may comprise layers having 
differing acoustic propagation properties and/or acoustic interfaces·

In some cases，it may be convenient for manufacturing purposes to fabricate reflective 
arrays on strips of material which are then bonded onto the rest of the substrate; see US 
4,746,914, column 9. Thus a laminated structure may be u^d for manufacturing convenience or 
packaging configuration. Such laminated strips may also achieve benefits in acoustic 
performance■

A sheet like substrate, in a touchscreen embodiment for a computer video display 
monitor，is commonly 2 to 3 mm thick transparent soda-lime glass■ It is noted that various 
substrates may provide particular advantages for acoustic touchscreen sensors. For example， 
borosilicate glass has been found to have up to approximately 30 dB increased signal-to-noise 
ratio over soda lime glass for a typical Rayleigh mode touchscreen system for a display monitor. 
Further，the reduced rate of acoustic attenuation in borosilicate glass is of increasing benefit as 
the lengths of the acoustic paths increase. Accordingly，a borosilicate glass substrate may 
therefore be advantageously u^d for large dimension sensor systems，or those with long acoustic 
wave paths.

One advantageous emMdiment of the present invention provides a borosilicate glass 
substrate on the back of which IS laminated，or otherwise provided，a projection screen. Note that 
the use of Rayleigh，Love and any other mode that has little energy on the back surface can be 
conveniently used with a lamination or other acoustically absorptive structure on the back 
surface٠ Known projection systems include cathode ray tubes，liquid crystal shutter devices， 
electro-optic projection of laser beams，and other spatial light modulators，such as a so-called 
digital mirror device (“DMD") from Texas Instruments. Borosilicate glass may thus be 
advantageous for the large areas OI image projection devices· In Wdition，the geometric 
flexibility of the present invention enables considerable increase in the maximum feasible sensor 
size. Furthermore，such large devices may be placed m environments subject to environmental 
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contamination，and therefore benefit from a robust touch sensing system as provided by the 
present invention，e.g■，by use redundant or differential sensing of touch coordinates.

A large substrate may also be employed in a large white board application, in which the 
substrate is touch sensitive over a large area. In a white board application，the substrate need not 
be transparent，and therefore may be fomed of an opaque material such as aluminum. 
Advantageously, aluminum and some other metals may be coated with an enamel with a 
relatively slow acoustic phase propagation velocity，thus supporting a Love wave with high 
touch sensitivity (relative to horizontal shear plate-wave modes) on the front surface.

A touch sensor substrate suitable for Love waves，a shear-type wave having wave energy 
at one surface and substantially less on the opposed surfoce，is fomed as a laminate of two or 
more substrate materials which differ in phase velocity，with the lower velocity on the top, 
sensitive surface. The laminate may include a number of layers，which follow a generally 
increasing pattern of phase velocity change. Alternately，the laminations may have varying 
phase propagation velocities, provided as a filter arrangement to particularly ^lect a desired 
Love wave mode. Filtering by the substrate may be direct, e.g■，undesired modes are damped or 
evanescent，or indirect，phase velocity differences between desired mode and undesired modes 
are increased，thus enhancing the mode filtering perfomance of reflective arrays. Therefore， 
alternating layers of higher and lower phase velocity materials，with an overall asymmetry may 
be provided to help，e.g.，reflective arrays, select a desired Love wave. By selecting the phase 
velocity distribution, the laminated substrate may selectively vary properties of different wave 
modes.

An example of a Love-wave substrate with a lower velocity surface layer，is a 2 mm glass 
sheet having a uniform coating of lead-based frit of 0.1 mm thickness. Other frit or glazing 
options may be appropriate for applications where acid leaching of lead from the touch surface is 
a potential health hazard· It is possible to construct Love wave substrates that strongly capture 
acoustic energy near the surface and hence improve touch sensitivity. For example，a 100 micron 
thick layer of lead-containing enamel having a shear velocity of less than about 2.6 mm々sec，on 

top of a 2-3 mm thick aluminum sheet with shear velocity about 3.0 m٠sec, captures the 
majority of Love-wave power withm 200 microns of the surface; such a substrate is very similar 
to a known enamel-coated architectural aluminum panel.

Further，a glazed ceramic will also support Love wave propagation，provided that the 
glaze has a reduced shear wave velocity relative to the ceramic. Thus，for example，a basin may 
be formed as a plumbing fixture，e.g.，a sink，or toilet bowl.
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The substrate may be formed as a flat plate with a rectangular shape or a non-rectangular 
shape such as a hexagonal. Alternatively the substrate may be curved along one or both axes as a 
cylindrical, spherical or ellipsoidal surface or section surface，or may have other configurations. 
In particular，large solid angle spherical, and complete cylindrical substrates are contemplated. 
This invention provides flexibility in the layout of transducers and arrays to accommodate such a 
variety of sensor shapes. For example，a polygonal touch sensor may be provided with reflective 
arrays on each side and transducers at each vertex.

Cylindrical substrates are particùriy interesting applications of the present invention， 
because perimeter reflective arrays may be used without need for arrays parallel to the axis of the 
cylinder，allowing determination of both axial position and angle. Thus，a cylindrical touch 
sensor may be used for electronically controlling focus and zoom of a camera lens in a 
cylindrical housing without external moving parts. By employing selected wave modes having 
low fractional absorption by water and a significant differential absorption between water and 
flesh，e.g.，horizontally pohrized shear waves，applications such as an underwater camera control 
may be supported.

REFLECTIVE ARRAYS
spacing-vector formula
Reflective arrays coherently scatter or redirect acoustic energy in a controlled fashion. 

Referring to Fig. 10, general principles of reflective array design are introduced below· These 
very board principles enable engineering of novel reflective array designs.

A comment on notation: in this document，variables which are vector quantities are given 
in bold foce，while scalar variables are not■

Reflector orientations and spacings can be determined from the wave vectors of the 
desired incident and reflected acoustic waves. These wave vectors are defined as follows. Let 
the wave vector kT be defined as parallel to the incident beam direction and as having a 
magnitude k| = 2π/λι٠ The wavelength of the incident beam，λι = V|/f，is determined from the 
operating frequency，f，and the phase (not group) velocity，V［，of the incident wave. Likewise for 
the reflected wave，let US define kR be defined as parallel to the reflected beam direction with 
magnitude kR = 2π/λκ where λκ = vR/f with Vr being the phase velocity of the reflected wave.

These wave vectors may be a function of position along the array. For this purpose we 
introduce a path parameter “s” which uniquely identifies members of sets of acoustic wave paths， 
and hence also the position along arrays at which the acoustic path is scattered from the transmit 
array or scattered onto the receive array. For example each member of the set of acoustic paths 
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can be represented by a value of‘‘s’，between zero and one. In general，the incident and reflected 
wave vectors for an array are fonctions of s: kj(s) and kR(s). For a sensor system as described in 
US 4,645,870, in which the value of s for a touch is identified by the frequency of the signal 
absorption，even the operating frequency，f(s), and hence the wavelengths，λι(ε) and λκ(8)， 
depend on the path parameter. For notational convenience，the path parameter dependence is not 
always explicitly written and is implicitly implied. In many cases，such as flat rectangular 
sensors of the prior art，the wave vectors are constants that do not depend on the path parameter.

The spacing and orientation of the array reflectors，for each position along a reflective 
array，can be determined from the wave vectors k] and kR. Consider, for example，the case 
where the reflective array is composed of line-segment reflector elements; see Fig. 11. Of 
particular interest is the reflector spacing vector s which is perpendicular to the reflector lines 
and has a length equal to the center-to-center spacing between reflector elements in a direction 
parallel to s. If the reflector spacing vector s is known，then so are the orientations and spacing 
of the reflectors.

It is noted that the line-segment reflector elements represented in Fig. 11 are a form of 
pulse compression filter，and other known types of such pulse-compression filters may be 
employed according to the present invention, as appropriate■

The spacing vector，which in general is a fonction of the path parameter，may be 
determined from the incident and reflected wave vectors as follows.

s：2nn (k1-kR)/|kî-kR|2

This is the fundamental equation of coherent reflective array design. All reflector element 
orientations and spacings found in the prior art can be derived as special cases of this general 
formula. Furthermore，this fundamental equation enables the design of arrays for large families 
of new sensor embodiments outside the scope of prior art. Given its importance，the derivation 
of this spacing-vector formula is presented is some detail below.

For the derivation，we define a reflector orientation vector R which is parallel to the 
reflector line elements and whose length is the distance from point A to point c in Fig. 11. The 
reflector spacing vector s is perpendicular to the reflector elements; in vector dot-product 

notation，this orthogonality condition is expressed as R٠s = 0.
Note，for example，that ki٠R = (2π/λι )xRx cos(0) where Θ is the angle defined by the 

points A，c，and F. Rx cos(0) is the extra distance the incident acoustic wave must travel to 
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intercept the reflector at point c rather than point A. Hence (2π/λι )xRx cos(0) is the phase 
advance，in radians，of the incident acoustic mode in propagating from point F to point c.

Similarly kR٠R is the phase advance for the reflected acoustic mode propagating from 
points A to G.

Coherent scattering from arbitrary pairs of points within a given reflector element，e.g. 
points A and c，requires equality of the phase delays kjiR and kR٠R. This requirement can be 

expressed as (kt - kR)٠R = 0, that is，the reflector elements are perpendicular to the vector 
difference of the incident and reflected wave vectors.

If there is no mode conversion，and hence the wave vectors k] ^d kK have the same 
magnimdes，(k] - kK)٠R = 0 reduces the angle-of:incidence-equals-angle-of:reflectance rule 
familiar from the optics of mirrors. If there is mode conversion, then the angle of incidence no 
longer equals the angle of reflectance, but rather is quantitatively analogous to Snell’s ]aw 
familiar from refraction in optics Where phase velocity equals the speed of light divided by the 
index of refraction)■

Note that because vectors s and (ki - kR) are both perpradicular to the reflector ekments， 
both are orthogonal to R■ Hence they must be parallel to each other (the algebraic sign of ±s is 
physically irrelevant，so there is no loss of generality if we neglect the possibility that they are 
anti-parallel). This confirms that the spacing-vector formula correctly gives the spacing vector 
direction.

Now consider the requirement that scattering between arbitrary points on different 
reflectors be coherent. In particular，consider scattering from points B and c in Fig. 11· The 
phase delay for the incident wave propagating from points D to B can be shown to equal kr٠s. 

The phase delay for the sc٠red mode to propagate from points B to E is -kR٠S. Hence the 
total phase delay for scattering off of point B relative to scattering off of point c is (k] - kR)٠S. 

To have coherent scattering between reflector elements, this total phase advance must be an 
integer multiple of 2π, and hence the condition (kj - kR)٠S = 2πη.

Together，the within-reflector-coherence condition, (kl - kR)٠R = 0, and the between- 

reflector-coherence condition，(ki - kR)٠S = 2πη١ tells US that (k\ - kR) is parallel to s and has a 

magnitude of 2nn/s. Hence we have the following equality.
(ki-kR)：2nnS/S2

Solving for s gives the fundamental spacing-vector formula given above.
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A given spacing vector s will support scattering in the reverse direction. More formally， 
if we define the reverse-direction wave vectors k； = - kR and kR١ = ¡k| then a spacing vector s 
satisfies the spacing-vector formula for kj and kR if and only if it satisfies the spacing-vector 
formula for k； and kR\

A special case of a spacing vector is an ،،n=l spacing vector” which satisfies the 
following relation that does not contain a factor ،،n١١.

s = 2n (ki-kR)/|k|-kR|2
From a mathematical perspective，this is the most fundamental form of the spacing vector 
formula. Mathematically，a reflective array with a spacing vector of s is typically a 
superposition of a components with spacing vectors of S/2, S/3, etc. The n > 1 solutions result 
from coherent scattering off of these “higher hamonics” of the basic reflector spacing.

Definition of reflective аиау
Reflective arrays in known systems and available touchscreen products are composed of 

line-segment reflective elements composed of material deposited on the substrate surfoce， 
fobricated by removing material from the substrate surface，or combinations of both. Here we 
define a reflective array more generally to be a region of a sensor subsystem in which the 
acoustic properties of the medium have been modulated in such a foshion to produce a 
distribution of scattering centers which has a significant two-dimensional Fourier-transform 
amplitude for the point in two-dimensional wave-vector space given by 2kS/S2 where s is a 
desired n=٦ spacing vector. This condition assures coherent scattering in the desired direction 
into the desired acoustic mode.

In a preferred embodiment，reflective arrays are composed of linear reflector elements as 
illustrated in Figure 11. The reflective arrays may be formed by any means that alters the 
acoustic impedance of the substrate for the incident acoustic waves. In a preferred embodiment， 
reflector elements are raised lines formed by screening glass frits through a stencil on the surface 
of the substrate and subsequently firing the screened substrate to ftise the frit to the substrate. In 
another embodiment, the reflectors are depressions in the acoustic substrate，perhaps back-filled 
with another material. Manufacturing cost considerations often guide the choice amongst the 
many options here.

While the general definition of reflective arrays includes arrays of line-segment reflectors 
in which the shortest distance between reflectors is given by the desired n=l spacing vector s or 
a multiple thereof，this is not a requirement. For example，in analogy with crystal diffraction of 
neutrons off of nuclei，a reflective array may be composed of an array of reflective dots. X-ray 
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crystal diffraction provides an analogy where the distribution of scattering centers (probability 
densities for electron orbitals) is more complex; reflective arrays need not be divisible into well- 
defined or isolated reflective elements. For example, a ductile substrate surfoce，e.g. aluminum 
or temporarily heated glass，may be modulated in a sinusoidal or more complex foshion by a 
stamping process. The coherent scattering principles in the spacing-vector formula are 
independent of the details of reflective array fabrication techniques.

Many embodiments involve superposed reflective arrays. The general definition of a 
superposed array is a region of a sensor subsystem in which the acoustic properties of the 
medium have been modulated in such a foshion to produce a distribution of scattering centers 
which has significant two-dimensional Fourier-transfom amplitudes for two or more points in 2- 
D wave-vector space given by ZnSj/S2؛ where Si for 1=1,2, ... are two are more desired n=l 
spacing vectors·

As stated above，other types of pulse compression filters may be employed to redirect or 
scatter portions of the acoustic wave along desired paths or sets of paths. Generalizing， 
therefore，the pulse compression filter has at least one two dimensional Fourier transform with an 
admittance for a desired wave or set of waves. Examples of these other types of pulse 
compression filters are employed，for example，in the field of piezoelectric radio frequency 
surfoce acoustic wave (SAW) devices.

Shared wave paths
In order to simplify the construction of the system or to support more compact sensor 

designs，a plurality of desired waves may share physical elements and portions of wave paths. In 
order to create a system in which a plurality of sensor subsystems share portions of wave paths，a 
number of configurations are possible.

First，a reflective array having a set of reflective elements with a characteristic spacing 
and angle which is suitable for scattering two different waves may be employed to generate two 
sets of wave paths，which are ultimately analyzed. Thus，the same physical elements of the 
reflective array may be used to reflect both waves. Generally，suitable waves may differ in 
frequency and/or wave mode. Referring to Figure 11，this is the case in which a single spacing 
vector，s, simultaneously satisfies the spacing vector formula for two or more combinations of 
incident and reflected wave vectors; the value of n need not be the same for the two or more 
combinations. While this approach provides an elegant economy of design，the spacing-vector 
formula places constraints that limit the geometrical flexibility of this approach.
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Second，a plurality of arrays may be provided，adjacent to each other，as shown in Figs· 
18(a), and (c)· In this case，each array may be provided with a separate transducer or a transducer 
wide enough to excite acoustic waves propagating through more than one array. The spatial 
separation of the arrays provides opportunity for filtering of the wave between the arrays to 
remove undesired components. A wave from a lateral array must pass through a medial array in 
order to travel to or from the central，touch sensitive region. Scattering from undesired array 
may lead to some loss of signal ampltode and perhaps generation of parasitic acoustic paths; 
typically this will be a minor effect because only a small portion of the wave will be scattered by 
each array the wave passes through. If necessary，various parasite suppression techniques 
discussed below may be applied. For applications with tight space constraints，this approach has 
the di^dvantage that the region containing the arrays near the edge of the substrate may need to 
be relatively large.

Third，arrays may be placed on opposite faces of the substrate■ In this case，the waves 
intended for interaction with the reflective arrays on the back of the substrate must have a 
significant power density on the rear surfoce of the substrate，as is the case for plate waves. For 
example，A reflective array on the top surface may have a spacing vector designed for Rayleigh- 
to-Rayleigh scattering，and a rear reflective array may have a spacing vector designed to couple a 
HOHPS wave in the touch region to a back-side Rayleigh wave. This approach contrasts with 
the top-^d-bottom array schemes proposed for Lamb wave sensors in order to distinguish 
symmetric and antisymmetric Lamb waves，allowing one to assure that only one acoustic mode 
is emitted; see U.S. Patent Nos. 5,329,070, 5,243，148, 5,072,427, 5，162,618, and 5,177,327.

Fourth，a plurality of reflective elements arranged as arrays may be superposed in the 
same physical space, or more generally the reflective array may be designed by whatever means 
to support mo e than one spacing vector，as shown in Fig. 15(a). This configuration is generally 
preferaole, because of its efficient use of spacing, efficient use of transducers and corresponding 
winng and electronics. If the differing acoustic modes propagate along the superposed arrays， 
e٠g.，Rayleigh and shear，distinct transducers may be required. Advantageously，where the arrays 
are physically superimposed and only a single mode is propagated along the array, a single 
transducer may be employed.

Reflective boundaries as example of reflective array
The acoustic path may encounter a reflective boundary between scatterings off of the 

transmit and receive arrays. This is the generalized concept shown in Fig. 17· The reflective 
boundary may utilize coherent scattering from a superposition of scattering centers，and if so can 
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be designed using similar principles as for reflective arrays that follow segments of acoustic 
paths. For example, the spacing vector fomula can still be app^^ Note，however，that for 
reflective boundaries，it may be advantageous to use reflective elements that scatter more 
strongly.

In many cases, a reflective boundary enables common or superposed transmit and receive 
arrays. For example，consider a superposed reflective array on a flat substrate including elements 

disposed at angles of 45٥ ± θ٠ Thus，waves propagating along the array will be scattered at 

angles of 90٠ ± 2Θ. Where a reflective structure is disposed opposite and parallel to the 
superposed reflective array across the substrate，and the reflective boundary’s spacing vector is 
perpendicular to the boundary，waves will travel in sets triangular paths.

Under certain circumstances it may be desired to alter a wave mode while reflecting from 
a reflecting structure, rather than at the reflective array. In this case，the reflective structure may 
be provided as a series of appropriately spaced parallel elements which together efficiently 
scatter the wave energy as a selected mode; the coherent-scattering condition of Figure 11 
applies to reflective boundaries as well as reflective arrays. For example, a variant of the 
triangular acoustic paths above is one in which the reflective boundary and one of the sets of 
reflectors of the reflective array are designed as mode converters·

Parasitic acoustic paths
Engineering care may sometimes be required in array design to minimize creation of 

undesired parasitic acoustic paths which can result in signal artifacts. There are many means 
available to suppress such parasitic signals.

The reflective arrays serve as narrow band filters for both wavelength and angle of 
propagation. Thus, a reflective array has a high directional sensitivity，which in conjunction with 
the transducer’s directional sensitivity，serves to limit the angular acceptance of the system. 
Thus，stray wave energy rarely causes substantial interference in the revived electronic signal.

In cases were a parasitic acoustic path has a delay time longer than the delay times of the 
desired signals，the parasitic signals may be eliminated by time gating of the received signas.

The elements of the reflective array are designed to be inefficient reflectors，i.e.，they 
allow a substantial portion of the wave to pass unscattered，with a small portion being scattered 
according to known principles. In a preferred anay design，of order 1% of incident wave energy 
is scattered at elements of an array. Since the reflective elements each reflect of order 1% of the 
incident wave energy，reflected waves which are not directed directly toward the receiving 
transducer will require an additional reflection，and therefore will be substantially attenuated as 
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compared to a desired signal· Studies by the present inventor have determined，in fact, that the 
primary interference due to stray acoustic energy is related to parasitic paths having a small 
number of reflections in its wave path，rather than scattered wave energy having elongated paths 
involving multiple reflections· Thus，interference may be controlled by attention to a relatively 
small number of direct parasitic paths rather than a large number of indirect paths·

Another result believed attributable to the relatively low reflectivity of the reflective 
elements and arrays as a whole is that small signal presumptions，e.g. the principk of 
superposition，are valid when analyzing the reflective arrays. Thus，the present inventor has 
found that low reflectivity reflective arrays, when overlayed, superpose generally linearly， 
without significant higher order effects. Thus，the intersections of the overlayed elements，as well 
as potential resonances，did not result in artifocts，distortion, undue parasitic paths or 
inoperability.

SIGNAL EQUALIZATION METHODS
Controller electronics and associated touch recognition algorithms typically can 

accommodate variations in signai amplitudes (before a touch) without variation in the touch 
sensitivity as perceived by a user. There is always a limit to the dynamic range of amplitudes 
that can be thus accommodated. Hence，it is generally desirable to limit the dynamic range of 
signal amplitudes within the useful time window of a received signal for the set of acoustic paths 
of a sensor subsystem. The variation is signal amplitudes can be controlled by a number of 
signal equalization methods.

Below a number of signal equalization methods are described. Combinations of these 
methods may be used simultaneously.

The power density of reflected acoustic waves may be controlled by a "reflective element 
withdrawal" method，as discussed in US 4,644,100 and Re. 33，151• Here the spacing of reflector 
elements is varied. Here the "n” in the spacing vector formula，and hence the series of discrete 
options for the spacing vector s compatible with desired incident and reflected wave vectors，is 
used advantageously as a locally varying array parameter. The “reflective element withdrawal” 
method is such that selected reflective elements in the array are eliminated from a nominal dense 
n=l array. It is noted that for superposed or dual use arrays，the optimal reflective element 
placement may vary from that provided for simple reflective arrays.

Note that with the withdrawal method，the local spacing vector is increased in length by 
an integral multiple，e.g.，m. This increase in spacing makes it more likely that coherent parasitic 
scattering will take place because withdrawn reflectors are no longer available to provide
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destructive interference for undesired scattering. More formally，an integer value for n’ may
exist for a parasitic scattered wave vector k’R for a value of m greater than one，where no such
solution exists for m = 1 :

mS(s) = 2^'(k)-k’R(s))/[(k|-k’A))٠ (ki-k’R(s))] 
In cases where this proves to be a significant cause of parasitic signals，alternate signal 
equalization techniques are prefcrred.

Another method of obtaining constant power density includes varying the power 
reflectivity at points along the array by providing a variable height reflective elements. Such 
reflecting elements of reflective arrays having varying height are known，see US Patent No. 
4,746,914, incorporated herein by reference.

A ftirther method of modulating reflected power is the use of segmented or truncated 
reflective array elements，having interrupted reflective elements，e.g., dashed or dotted lines，or 
staggered lines. See，U.S. Pat Nos. Re. 33,151，and ،，700，176, Figs. 9, 10 and 10a，and 
accompanying text，incorporated herein by reference.

A still ftirther method of modulating reflected power is to vary the line width of reflector 
lines. A reflector element of finite width can be analyzed as a superposition of many adjacent 
reflector elements of infinitesimal width. The scattering amplitude for the finite width reflector 
is the vector sum of the scattering amplitudes of its infinitesimal elements. In known sensors, the 
line width of the reflector element is designed so that there is a 180٥ path-length phase delay 
between the scattering off of the first and last infinitesimal reflector elements of the line width; 
and hence the line width is chosen to maximize the scattering amplitude. Therefore，the present 
invention encompasses a new reflected power modulation technique，that of reflective element 
line٠width modulation. This method has an interesting benefit in the context of the present 
invention; for some parasitic scatterings，it is possible to pick a line width that substantially 
eliminates the parasitic scattering amplitude and yet supports a usefol scattering amplitude for 
the desired signal path. This method is also advantageous for superposed reflective arrays 
because it allows modulation of reflected power while maintaining a uniform frit thickness. 
More generally this method supports array designs suited to manufacturing processes that 
support only one modified acoustic impedance of the substrate.

SEGMENTED REFLECTIVE ARRAYS
In order to reduce an acoustic path length in large substrates, a side of a substrate mat be 

subdivided into a plurality of segments，each with its own transducer and reflective array 
associated with that transducer，as shown in Figs. 6(a) and (b) and 16(a) - (c). Thus，an acoustic 
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wave path need not include the length of an entire side of a substrate■ Where the side is bisected, 
in a known embodiment shown in Fig. 6(a), the two transducers may produce or receive waves 
traveling in antiparallel directions along a reflective array which is provided as two reflective 
arrays which each reflect an acoustic wave directly into a touch sensitive portion of a substrate. 
The two reflective array portions overlap slightly，so that the overlapping portion is sensed by 
parallel waves of the same type produced by two tra^ducers.

More generally，a reflective array may be segmented and disposed along a perimeter of an 
active region of a substrate. In this case，each segment includes a transducer at one terminus· 
According to this segmented array arrangement，the acoustic wave path length is reduced to the 
distance across the substrate plus the lengths of the transmitting and receiving arrays，which are 
shorter than the length of the substrate on the side where the arrays are situated.

Segmented arrays 1601 may lead to blind spots 1602 in a composite system at the 
junction of adjacent segments，as shown in Fig. 16(b). In some cases of sufficiently redundant 
sensor systems，such blind spots may be acceptable. In other cases blind spots may be avoided by 
arranging the reflective arrays to be shingled，i.e.，inclined and overlapping a small amount at 
respective ends，as shown in Fig. 16(c)，with the end of the array 1603 associated with the 
tra^ducer 1604 being placed behind another array 1605. In this case，the angles and spacing of 
the reflectors should be adjusted as compared to a non-inclined array，per the principles of Figs. 
10 and 11，to provide waves propagating along desired axes· In a special case noted above，as 
shown in Fig. 6(a) and 6(b)，two end-to-end arrays 12, 13, 14, 15 (with antiparallel propagating 
waves) may avoid a blind spot by providing an overlapping portion 16, 17, but this solution is 
only applicable to fronttoend bisected systems.

REVERSE REFLECTION
In some cases，it may be advantageous for an array to direct an acoustic path away from 

the touch region towards a reflective boundary，and hence only indirectly couple to acoustic path 
segments across the desired touch region. U.S. patent 5,260,521，incorporated herein by 
reference，in particular figure 17 and accompanying text thereof, illustrates such an arrangement· 
As shown in this prior art example，such reverse reflection provides additional opportunities to 
include mode-selective filtering within the acoustic path. It is noted that，according to the 
present invention，the reflective boundary according to the present invention need not comprise 
an edge of a substrate or be parallel to an edge of the substrate and/or a reflective array.

It the context of the present invention，reverse reflection may offer another possible 
benefit. If a desired spacing vector of a superposed a array
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contributes to an undesired parasitic acoustic path，reverse reflection can allow use of a similar 
set of acoustic wave paths in the desired touch sensitive region of the sensor while employing a 
completely different direction for the spacing vector，due to a reversal of for the scattered wave 
vector. This adds to the design options available to suppress parasitic paths.

The reflective portion may be a cut edge of the substrate，or one or more parallel 
reflective elements providing a highly reflective interface for the desired wave(s). These 
reflective elements may be formed in similar manner to the reflective elements of the reflective 
arrays, although for increased reflectivity, a relatively large scattering strength is preferred. 
Advantageously, a reflective structure may be provided which controls an angle of reflection， 
thereby reducing reliance on the edge condition of the glass，and allowing fine control over the 
propagation angle of each wave path.

Reverse reflection typically adds to the acoustic path length and hence adds to the delay 
times. In some cases，this may provide means to avoid time overlap between signals from two 
sensor subsystems·

Under certain circumstances It may be desired to alter a wave mode while reflecting from 
a reflecting portion. In this case, the reflective portion may be provided as a series of parallel 
elements whose spacing satisfies the vector-spacing formula for the desired scattering of incident 
wave energy into the selected mode.

In various sensor configurations，the desired touch sensitive portion of a substrate may be 
disposed as desired，for example medial or lateral to a reflective array with respect to a boundary 
of the substrate.

ELECTRONICS
TRANSDUCER INTERFACE
The transmitting and reviving transducers couple electrical energy to and from the 

controller to acoustic energy in the touchscreen. He other types of transducers are possible， 
transducers based on piezoelectric elements are generally preferred for reasons of cost， 
mechanical compactness，and performance.

A piezoelectric element is typically in the form of a thin rectangular slab having 
conductive portions serving as electrodes on two opposing surfaces. When an oscillating voltage 
signal is applied to the electrodes，the resulting electric field within the piezoelectric material，via 
the piezoelectric effect，causes the element to vibrate. Conversely，if the element is subjected to 
mechanical oscillations，an oscillating voltage will appear on the electrodes.
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There are several options regarding the mode of the piezoelectric element’s mechanical 
oscillations. A common choice is the lowest-order compression-expansion oscillation with 
respect to the thin dimension of the ekment; such an element couples to bulk pressure waves or 
other acoustic modes with a significant longitudinal component. Another option is a lowest- 
order shear oscillation in whicn one electrode-bearing surface moves anti-parallel to the opposite 
face; such an element couples to bulk shear waves and other acoustic modes with shear 
components. The direction of shear motion can be designed to be any direction within the plane 
oftheekctrodes. More complex options are also possible. According to one aspect of the 
present invention，various sets of sensing waves propagating in the substrate may be 
distinguished according to their propagation mode by selective coupling to appropriate mode- 
sensitive transducers.

Typically，piezoelectric elements are designed to have a resonant frequency at the 
operating frequency for the desired mode of oscillation. For lowest order compression 
oscillation，the resonant frequency is the bulk pressure-wave velocity (in the piezoelectric 
material) divided by twice the piezoelectric element thickness so that the piezo transducer 
element is a half wavelength thick. Similarly，a lowest-order shear-mode piezoelectric element 
is half of a bulk-shear wavelength thick. As used in a touchscreen，the piezoelectric element is a 
damped mechanical oscillator due to coupling to acoustic waves in the substrate. The 
mechanical quality factor，Q, is typically in the range from 5 to 20. Viewed as a frequency filter， 
the piezoelectric element has a corresponding relatively broad bandwidth; two signals at 
frequencies that are considered distinct by controller receiver circuitry might still use a common 
transducer·

A piezoelectric element may be bonded directly to the touchscreen substrate and thus 
form a transducer. For example，see Figure 2Β of u٠s٠ patent 5，162，618, incorporated herein by 
reference in its entirety· Such transducers are typically placed on the edge of the substrate and 
referred to as “edge transducers”. A transducer may include more than one piezoelectric element 
which may help coupling to the desired acoustic mode; for example see Figure 2D of U.S. patent 
5，162,618. All transducers shown in Figure 2 of 162,618，د may be used with this invention.

The piezoelectric element may be coupled indirectly to the touchscreen substrate· For 
example，see the "flexible connector” that serves as an acoustic transmission line between the 
piezoelectric element and the substrate in Figure 12 of U.S, patent 5,072,427, incorporated herein 
by reference in its entirety.
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In a preferred embodiment，the transducer inchdes a wedge shaped coupling block 
between the piezoelectric element and the touch substrate. When used as a transmitting 
transducer，the piezoelectric element generates bulk waves in the wedge material which in turn 
couple to the desired acoustic mode in the touch substrate■ For example，in commercial 
touchscreen products of Elo TouchSystems，pressure-mMe piezoelectric elements arc coupled to 
Rayleigh waves in this fashion with an acrylic wedge. Alternatively，a wedge tramducer may 
couple a horizontally polarized shear piezoelectric element to Love waves in a suitable touch 
substrate. The wedge material must have a bulk wave acoustic velocity that is slower than the 
phase velocity of the desired mode in the touch substrate؛ the cosine of the wedge angle equals 
the ratio of these two velocities■

The receiving transducer may also serve as the transmitting transducer in certain 
embodiments. When the same transducer is used for both transmission and reception，the low- 
voltage high-sensitivity receiver electronics may be temporally disconnected through a high 
impedance switch from the higher voltage transmitting electronics.

The transmitting transducer receives a sine wave or pseudo sine wave tone burst at the 
desired frequency，from the controller. This burst typically has a power spectrum with a 
maximum at a nominal operating frequency. Normally，the sensor is tuned for use at a specific 
frequency or set of frequencies，and therefore this parameter is predetermined. See，U.S. Patent 
No. 4,644,100, Re. 33，151, and 4,700,176, incorporated herein by reference.

Piezoelectric transducers of the type described are inherently directional. Acoustic- 
electronic coupling is strongest when all parts of a piezoelectric are driven, electronically or 
mechanically，in phase. Thus，waves which are incident at a skewed angle to the face of the 
piezoelectric element，have a substantially reduced off axis response.

Typically，transducers are mode elective. For example，a wedge transducer with a 
pressure-mode piezoelectric element may be sensitive to Rayleigh waves but insensitive to 
horizontally polarized shear waves. A transducer based on an edge mounted horizontally- 
polarized shear mode piezoelectric element may be sensitive to ZOHPS waves but insensitive to 
Lamb waves. The mode selectivity of transducers contribute to the suppression of signals from 
parasitic acoustic paths.

It is noted that，as used herein, the transducer system comprises the transducer and any 
associated array. Therefore，the transducer system generates sets of incrementally varying waves 
traveling through the substrate，which may be of the same or different wave propagation mode as 
generated by the transducer ikelf■
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CONTROL SYSTEM
The control system has a number of fonctions. First，an electronic signal is generated, 

which excites the transducer to generate an acoustic waves which subsequently form the sets of 
waves. A transducer then receives the sets of waves，and transduces them to an electrical signal. 
The electrical signal is received，retaining significant infomation with a relatively high data rate 
in a low level control system. An intermediate level control system, often combined structurally 
with the low level control，processes the received data，seeking to identify and characterize 
perturbations. For example，in one embodiment，the intermediate level control filters the signal, 
performs baseline correction，and determines a relation of the signal to a threshold. A high level 
control analyzes the signal perturbations and outputs a touch position. The control system as a 
whole therefore has the functions of exciting an acoustic wave, receiving portions of the acoustic 
wave bearing touch information as a perturbation, and analyzing the received portions to extract 
characteristics of the touch, e.g., position.

In a preferred embodiment，as discussed in detail below，the electronic signal exciting the 
transmitting transducer is in the form of a short tone burst and delay times are determined for 
perturbations in the received signals. Alternately, the control system may determine which wave 
paths are absorbed by a touch via a frequency analysis of signal perturbations. See，e.g.，US 
4,645,870.

A. IMPLEMENTATIONS
A typical control system for a touch position sensor includes a digital microcomputer 

system having program instructions stored in a non-volatile memory. This，for example，is an 8 
or 16 bit microcontroller having internal CPU，RAM，counters and timers and possibly other 
functionality. Thus，an industry standard 8OC51 derivative microcomputer or an ASIC device 
including an 8OC51 core may be used. Likewise，a digital signal processor may be employed for 
analysis of the wavefoms，or a low cost RISC microcontroller such as the Microchip PIC 16Χ 
and 17Χ RISC microcontrollers may also be employed.

The circuitry to implement the control according to the present invention may be 
provided as discrete devices，standard devices partitioned according to general availability，or as 
highly integrated circuits such as application specific integrated circuits (ASICs). A preferred 
control circuit is provided as a pair of ASICs which arc generally involved in digital control of 
burst and acquisition cycles，and analog transmit and receive fonctions of the touchscreen 
systems，respectively. Traditionally，the excitation necessary for piezoelectric transducers in 
acoustic touchscreens has required relatively high voltages in the tens of volts range，and 
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therefore discrete semiconductor devices were employed for this function. However，according 
to several embodiments of the present invention，a logic level transducer excitation is possible, 
pemitting highly integrated mixed signal ASICs to implement the control. Therefore，the 
present invention also encompasses a highly integrated control circuit to implement the 
excitation and receive functions，and optionally the programmable microcontroller. Logic level 
voltages are intOTded to mean signals intended for communication between digital integrated 
circuits. Therefore，one advantageous embodiment may inùde excitation using voltages 
intetóed for intercomputer device communication，which may typically have higher voltages 
than intracomputer communications devices· Thus，such voltages may be derived from an RS- 
232 communications circuit, such as may be used to communicate touch position output.

While the various functions of the control are described herein separately，it should be 
^derst^d that in many instances, a high level of functional integration is preferred，and 
therefore it is ^derst^d that common hardware elements may be used for the various functions. 
However，in some instances，especially where the touch sensing systems are employed with host 
computers，some of the high level functions may be implemented on the host computer as a 
program or so-cäed device driver■

B. EXCITATION
The excitation function is generally straightforward. A series of pulses or shaped pulses 

are emitted in a defined pattern, having substantial power spectrum density at a nominal 
operating frequency of frequencies. Because this pulse is of limited duration，it has a finite band 
width. For example，Elo TouchSystems manufoctures a controller which can excite 5.53 MHz 
tone bursts with durations in the range of 6 to 42 oscillations. This electronic pulse train drives a 
transmit transducers which emits acoustic waves traveling away from the transmitting transducer. 
The wave is highly directional，and travels along an axis，which for example passes through a 

reflective array·
Where high flexibility of control over the excitation burst is desired，a direct digital 

synthesizer，such as the Analog Devices AD9850 may be employed.
During the excitation，it is generally desired that the receiving circuitry，which may be 

multiplexed to receive signals from a plurality of transducers，be electrically isolated，e.g.， 
through ekctronic switches and/or diodes，so that parasitic electrical paths from the excitation 
circuitry do not overload the high gain receiver circuitry or influence charge storage elements 
including filters. When the excitation pulse is finished, the receiving circuitry is then connected 
to the receiving transducer，which may be the same as the transmitting transducer，by electronic
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switches. The isolation circuitry may cooperate with the multiplexing circuitry. The excitation 
circuitry may be adaptive to accommodate variations in the characteristics of the sensor 
subsystems. For example，Elo TouchSystem controller product Ε281-2310 adapts to 
touchscreens of varying signal attenuations by adjusting the burst pulse duration.

c. BANDWIDTHCONSIDERATIONS
The excitation tone burst is of finite duration and will hence include a number of 

frequency components including the nominal transmit frequency. This frequency spread is 
typically broad compared to the relatively narrow frequency filtering characteristics of the 
reflective arrays.

The reflective arrays act as filters，and are generally the narrowest band filtering system 
of the transducer. For well equalized signal amplitudes and for high quality array design and 
manufacturing control of reflector spacings，the band width can approach the theoretical limit 
proportional to the inverse of the signal duration. Thus, much of the broadband energy from the 
excitation pulse is not coherently scattered or is misdirected by the reflective arrays and not 
received with the desired signal(s)· In some cases，components of the broadband wave energy 
may lead to parasitic signals due to sidelobes，mode conversion，or other undesired effects which 
allow this wave energy to interfere with receipt of the desired waves. This provides a motivation 
to limit the bandwidth of the receiving circuitry. Thus，the receiver may include a selective filter.

From a frequency-domain perspective，a touch alters the frequency filtering 
characteristics of the sensor subsystem. A perturbation due to a touch which is narrow in the 
time domain will lead，via the fundamental mathematical relationships between bandwidth and 
time duration，to a broadening of the frequency filter characteristics of the sensor subsystem. The 
transmitted tone bursts are generally kept short enough so that the sensor subsystem is excited for 
the band of frequencies containing the touch information. The bandwidth of the bandpass filters 
in the receiving circuitry must have sufficient width to pass frequency components containing the 
touch information.

D. RECEIVER
The control receives the signals corresponding to the acoustic waves from the transducer 

and processes the signals for analysis■ The control retains relevant data and may，and indeed 
preferably，filters extraneous data from the signal. Thus，where the relevant information is time 
and amplitude for a smoothed wave-form，other information may be ignored such as phase， 
frequency components outside the desired bandwidth，and signals for receive transducers for 
other sensor subsystems. Further, the type of data contained in the signal defines the simplest
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acceptable controller configuration. However，other types of infomation may also be included 
within the signal. Analysis of this information may be useful in analyzing the signal. The 
purpose of the receiver is to extract information from an acoustic wave signal which may 
represent its source，path，characteristics or type of perturbation(s)，timing of perturbation(s), 
duration of perturbation(s)，frequency characteristics of perturbation(s)，pressure OT amplitude of 
perturbation(s)，and interferences or artifacts. Thus，the receiver takes a signal having a large 
amount of raw data and produces vectors representing significant features of the signal.

According to certain embodiments of the present invention，different types of waves may 
be time multiplexed，e.g., applied to the substrate sequentially，and therefore need not be present 
or analyzed simultaneously■ Thus，where excitation of transmitted waves having differing 
frequencies OT wavelengths may be independently selected，these may be time multiplexed onto 
the substrate. Therefore，a receiver may also be multiplexed to operate in a plurality of states■ 
Alternately，various wave modes may be simultaneously applied to the substrate and resolved by 
selecting one of two or more receive transducers receiving signals from a common transmit 
transducer，with selective processing at the receiving transducer or in the receiving electronics.

The receive circuitry may be adaptive to variations in the physical characteristics of the 
sensor subsystems. For example，tlo fouchSystem controller product Ε281-2310 adapts to 
sensor subsystems of varying sizes by adjusting time windows used to gate received signals.

A multivariate analysis of different parameters may be employed to obtain farther 
information from the received data. If more than one wave type is available，a controller may 
select an optimal wave OT set of waves to analyze the sensed variable，i.e.，under various 
conditions，a subset of the available infomation may be analyzed OT employed in determining 
the output.

In many embodiments，it is not necessary to capture phase infomation contained in the 
received signal. However，in some instances，it may be advantageous，or even essential to do 
so. As discussed below，use of phase information allows generalization to cases in which a 
desired signal is coherently superposed on another desired signal or a parasitic signal. This noveJ 
feature of this invention is discussed in more detail below.

Phase and separation of superposed signals
The phase information in received signals may be used to disentangle signds overlapping 

intime· With reference to Fig. 29(a)，the effect of 빠哪⑽ In a phase
sensitive receiver system，a perturbation is detected at an ith time slice if the magnitude of signal
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vector s؛ is significantly larger or smaller than the magnitude of the reference vector 1、，or if the
relative phase shift

Δφ= Φ؛-(ΦϋΛ + Φ؛-δ)/2 

is significantly non-zero, or some weighted combination of both such as the quadratic sum of △Φ 

and |S؛ - R٦| / (Ril is greater than a threshold. In this formula，△ is an integer comparable or larger 
than the number of time slices occupied by a typical touch perturbation. Note that the value of 
△Φ，and hence the above conditions, are not affccted by global drifts in absolute phase，nor by 
global changes in the slope of phase with time. Thus，a phase sensitive receiver system can 
reliably detect a perturbation of a desired signal even in the presence of an interfering signal. On 
the other hand，even if a significant change in the signal phase at the م time slice occurs，this 
may be ignored by an AM detection system if |S¡!ح |R」.

This threshold need not be a global value，and may therefore vary between different 
regions of the sensor. In theory，the threshold is set to reliably detect touches (low false negative 
rate) while preventing outputs indicative of touch which do not correspond to a real touch (low 
false positive rate). This may be optimized，for example，by determining a noise or signal 
instability level in a given region，and setting the threshold above an average noise or instability 
level for that region. The threshold may be redetermined periodically，continuously，and/or 
based on the occurrence of an event· He possibly more pertinent for a phase sensitive 
controller，a regionally determined threshold system may also be applied to traditional AM 
detector systems. The regions may correspond to the time dimension of a received signal，a 
physical coordinate of the sensor system，or other convenient space. The threshold detemination 
may occur before，after or in conjunction with a logical analysis of the signal(s).

In a phase sensitive system，to ensure the perturbation is localized as expected for a 
touch，a ftirther analysis may be conducted，requiring the following conditions on the signal 

^plitudes for the time slices a suitably small number of steps, △，away from the م time slice.

Φί+Δ ٥ Φ٠-Δ Is ؛٠ a|« ا٩٠△ ا |Si.۵!«Iاطل
Further refinements and elaborations of these basic phase-algorithm principles can be 

supported by modem electronics■ For example，a DSP filter design may be provided，having 
adaptive capabilities，i.e·，it may leam new compensation strategies or details and apply these as 
necessary· It is noted that DSP functionality may be implemented as a dedicated semiconductor 
design，e.g.，a DSP or digital filter，or may be provided as software controlled functionality of a 
general purpose processor. Suitable DSP devices include TMS320C2X，сзх or C5X devices 
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from Texas Instruments，MC56000 series DSPs from Motorola，Ζ8 series microcontrollers 
including DSP capability from Zilog，etc. DSP functionality may also be obtained through 
application specific integrated circuits，programmable logic devices，and other types of 
semiconductor devices·

The acoustic signal propagation time for is very short as compared to human reaction 
times. Therefore，the signal need not be fully processed in real time■ Typically it is sufficient to 
simply capture and digitize a wave-form infomation as it is received. The captured raw data can 
be processed later■ It is possible to sequentially excite a plurality of sensor subsystems and 
process of signal data from one subsystem while another is excited. Thus，where a control 
system is provided which may analyze the received signals，the substrate is available for 
additional measurement cycles，allowing various wave mode excitation cycles to be analyzed 
independently. Under circumstances where a high speed of data acquisition is desired, or 
computational power is available for this purpose，multiple sensor subsystems may also be 
analyzed in parallel.

D(i). AM DETECTION
For embodiments in which signal amplitude information is sufficient to reconstruct touch 

positions，an AM (amplitude modulation) detection circuitry may be used. This is likely to be the 
case if interference from parasitic acoustic paths is negligible and if there is never simultaneous 
receipt of more than one desired signal，from more than one sensor subsystem，at a receiving 
transducer. Prior art acoustic touch systems assume a requirement the received signals can be 
successfully processed via AM detection. For the present invention，this is not a requirement， 
but will nevertheless be true for many embodiments. A typical AM detection circuit is shown in 
Fig. 30.

AM detection methods have been widely used in the prior art. Thus，AM receivers are 
disclosed in U.S. Patent Nos. 5,162,618, 5,072,427, 5,177,327, 5,243，148 and 5,329,070， 
expressly incorporated herein by reference and in U.S■ Patent Nos. 4，642,423, 4,700，176， 
4,044,100 and Re. 33,151, expressly incorporated herein by reference，which may be employed, 
as applicable, with sensor embodiments. Controllers for acoustic touch panels are also disclosed 
in US Patent Nos. 5,380,959, and 5,334,805, expressly incorporated herein by reference.

The following AM detection scheme is typical of present commercial controller products. 
After a pre-amplifier stage，one for each receive transducer，the received signal is multiplexed to, 
e.g. an MC1350 RF automatic gain controlled amplifier. The signal is then detected, by for 
example a full or half wave rectifier circuit, a synchronous rectifier or an MC1330 detector. The
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detector is generally followed by a single pole low pass filter· Bandwidth limiting is applied at 
various stages of the signal chain. The resulting bandwidth is typically less than 0_5 MHz. The 
rectified signal, smoothed due to bandwidth limiting，is then buffered and digitized by an 8 or 12 
bit ^alog-digital converter· One digitized sample per microsecond is typical. The digitized data 
may be analyMd in real time and/or buffered for later analysis·

Prior art approaches to AM detection of touchscreen signals are not the only AM 
detection techniques available· For example, the receiver circuit may include a tuned narrow 
b^d AM superheterodyne receiver· The received signal，with a known transmission frequency， 
is initially amplified in a low noise，high gain video-type amplifier· The amplified carrier and 
signal is then mixed with an AFC (automatic frequency control) tuning signal to achieve an IF 
of； for example，3.54 MHz. The narrow band IF (intemwdiate frequency) signal is filtered to 
eliminate other frequencies but retain amplitude infomation having a bandwidth of less than 500 
kHz，and then amplified. The amplified, filtered IF signal is then detected by a füll wave 
rectification and filtering or synchronous detection. The AM detected signal is digitized.

For many embodiments of the present invention，the low-level recognition of signal 
perturbations may proceed via known AM detection schemes，while the higher-level logical 
analysis of identified signal perturbations differ from known systems，as described herein.

A variation of AM detection methods disclosed in U.S. Patent Nos. 5,380,959，and 
5,334,805, in which distinct X and Y receive transducers generate signals. One receiver 
responds to the desired signal plus interference from acoustic parasitic paths or electromagnetic 
backgrounds，and the other responds only to the interference. While perhaps atypical，there may 
be cases in which the interference is received with the same phase and ampli^de for both the X 
and Y receive transducers. In such cases the interference-only signal may be coherently 
subtracted from the other signal，and the resulting interference-canceled signal processed via 
standard AM detection methods. This comDining of signals from two receive transducers is very 
different from the phase-sensitive detection methods described below，in which a controller can 
process input from a single receive tra^ducer even if multiple signals are superposed; the 
apparent purpose of the dual receiving transducer circuit of U.S. patent 5,380,959 and 5,334,805 
is to avoid the n^d to for processing of signals overlapping in time that would otherwise 
interfere with AM detection schemes.

As shown in Fig. 30, a pair of transducers，X and Y，provide inputs to band pass filters
3001 and 3002. These band pass filters may also be notch filters，and ind^d the preamplifiers
3003, 3004 are band limiting. The outputs of the preamplifiers 3003, 3004 are multiplexed
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through multiplexer 3005, depending on which transducer is actively receiving signal. A ftirther 
bandpass filter 3006 may be provided. A voltage controlled amplifier 3007 is provided to allow 
a controller to adjust the gain of the input channel. A band pass filter 3008 eliminates DC and 
low frequency components，as well as high frequency noise，and the amplitude of the signal is 
detected in a full wave rectifier 3009 or RMS circuit. The detected output is then again filtered 
with a low pass filter 3010, amplified with amplifier 3011，and output. The output may be fed， 
for example，to a sample and hold amplifier and analog to digital converter (not shown).

D(ii). PHASESENSITIVEDETECTION
According to one set of embodiments according to the present invention，two (or more) 

sets of wave paths are superposed and portions are received simultaneously at the reaiver. This 
scenario is demonstrated in Fig. 9D(l). A superposed set of wave paths may correspond to a 
desired sensor subsystem，or be due to parasitic acoustic paths. No presumption is made that 
there is any particular absolute phase relationship between the various sets of superposed wave 
paths，furthermore the phase relationships between superposed signals may drift with time.

Four representative relative phase states of two waves are: in phase，out of phase，leading 
and lagging. For example，waves having equal amplimde pass through a portion of a substrate 
subject to a touch induced perturbation，where，for illustrative purposes，we assume a finger 
touch completely absorbs one of the waves. If the waves are in phase，the touch will result in a 
foctor of two reduction in total amplitude. If the waves have leading and lagging phase 
relationship of 90。，the finger touch results in only a 29% reduction in the magnitude of the net 

signal amplitude. If the waves are out of phase (180٥ apart)，the net amplitude will be zero 
before the touch，and a finite signal will appear due to the finger touch. Such effects confuse 
typical touch recognition algorithms based on AM detection schemes，and hence is why it has 
been heretofore been considered unacceptaWe for sensor design to allow signal amplitudes to 
combine in such a fashion.

As shown in Fig. 9D(l)，two signals，each bearing touch infomation，are prcsent 
simultaneously. When summed，there are a number of possibilities，as discussed above· Fig. 
9D(2) shows a phase coherent superposition, wherein the amplitudes of the two waves are 
additive· In a phase coherent detection scheme，as shown in Fig. 9D(3)，the second waveform 21 
is subtracted from the first wavefom 20, with the possibility of negative amplitudes 22, and an 
increase in signal amplitude corresponding to a wave perturbation 23. Fig. 9D(4) shows a 
destructive interference of the two waves，with RMS detection of the resulting waveform，so that 
negative amplitudes are not possible. More generally，the phase relationship between the two
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signals in Fig. 9D(l) may drift while they are being received, thus leading to signals that are even
more problematic for AM detection schemes.

Embodiments in which the controller captures phase as well as amplitude information can 
utilize such superposed signals. For example，as noted in Fig. 29(a)，signal perturbations due to 
touches may be recognized by a displacement of the net amplitude in two-dimensional I-Q space. 
This is true even if the magnitude of the net signal does not change. Even in the presence of 
superposed signals，acoustic attenuation of the desired signal will always change the net signal 
vector in I-Q space. As noted in the discussion above regarding Fig· 29(a)，it is possible to 
implement algorithms that filter our various drifts in the global phases of the superposed sets of 
waves.

In cases where the drifts in the global phases of superposed sets of waves is slow 
compared to the time it takes the controller to update the reference I-Q amplitude vectors ，the 
presence of a touch may be simply recognized as a significantly ηοη-zero value for |S؛ - Rih

There are many ways to implement a phase-sensitive controller. One basic approach is to 
compare the phase of received signals with a free running reference clock signal，as shown in 
Fig. 31(c). Other approaches may make use of phase-locked loops，as shown in Figs· 31(a)， 
31(b)，and31(d)_

In the context of Fig. 31(c)，homodyne mixing provides a particularly simple conceptual 
approach. For example，for a sensor operating at 5 MHz，a continuous 5 MHz reference clock 
signal 3101 is generated. The tone burst to the transmit transducer has a fixed phase relationship 
to this reference clock signal· An “In-phase，，or “I” copy of a reference clock signal 3102， 
derived by time-shifting the clock with phase shifter 3103, as necessary，is mixed in mixer 3104 
with a filtered signal 3106 from a receive transducer 3105, and the resulting mixed signal passed 
through a low-pass filter 3107 and then digitized with analog to digital converter 3108; thus an I 
wave-fom 3109 is captured. A “Quadrature” or "Q” copy of the reference clock signal is 
generated with a 90٥ phase shift with respect to the I reference clock signal，generated by 
quadrature generator 3110; this is similarly used to capture the Q wave-form 3114 through a 
mixer 3111，low pass filter 3112 and analog to digital converter 3113. In this fashion，Si = (Ii，Qi) 
is directly generated for use in the implementation of algorithms based on Fig. 29(a)■ The digital 
processing may be accomplished with general purpose microprocessor OT more specialized 
digital signal processors，not shown in Fig. 31(c).

An alternate phase locked loop embodiment is shown in Fig. 31(a). In this figure，the 
transmit burst signal generator also controls the revive clock generator. The transmit burst
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generator 3147 produces an output which is influenced by a model 3148, which is，for example，a 
set of delays and filters. This is then fed to the phase locked loop circuit 3149. The remainder of 
Fig. 31(a) is similar to the circuit of Fig. 31(b)，discussed below.

In certain instances，it may be preferable to capture the received signal from the receive 
transducer 3122 with sufficient high time resolution，e.g.，four times the carrier frequency Í；, to 
capture the RF waveform. The received signal is preferably filtered with a narrow band filter 
3127. In this case，the sampling clock 3123 provides a phase reference，to operate a track and 
hold amplifier 3124 and analog to digital converter 3125, as shown in Figs. 31(e) and 31(f). In 
particular，a system as shown in Fig. 31(e) provides the full flexibility provided by 
programmable digital signal processing 3126. For example，in cases where two or more 
operating frequencies are used，a particular received signal may be selected，in part，by loading 
appropriate digital signal processing constants needed to produce a filter at the desired frequency 
selected the in software. Fig. 31(f) provides an application specific digital signal processing 
circuit 3120, which performs phase extraction，digital filtering, and decimation in time. Thus， 
the output data rate is reduced，and a typical microcomputer 3121，without particular digital 
signal processing prowess，may be used to perform ftirther analysis.

In such a system that captures a RF wave-fom，the received signal is digitized directly at 
a rate in excess of the Nyquist rate，after preamplification and standard signal conditioning 
(which may include narrow band filtering)，and is then processed using a digital signal processor 
(DSP) 3126. In this case，the DSP 3126 may operate in real time，or buffer the received digitized 
waveform in a RAM and process it with some latency. For example，with a 5.53 MHz 
excitation，and a 500 μδ echo analysis，a RAM buffer on the order of about 16 kWords may be 
required, with samples acquired about every 40 nanoseconds (25 Megasiples per second)· Of 
course，this storage requirement may be reduced if the entire signal need not be folly analyzed at 
one time; for exalte，the signal may be divided timewise，and blocks of consecutive samples 
analyzed consecutively. This will focus the analysis on sections of the sensor for each excitation 
burst. The actual sample timing may vary adaptively to track the received waveform or be at a 
constant rate. The digitized signal，after detection of the relevant parameters, may then be 
digitally filtered (FIR，IIR，auto regression，or more complex filters such as auto regression and 
moving average process filtering)，waveform analyzed, adaptively compensated，compared to a 
reference，and subject to other techniques to determine waveform perturbing characteristics of 
the touch, such as location, z٠axis (pressure), and type of object (wave mode absorption 
characteristics). Thus，a selective，sensitive system is provided.
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The reference clock signal may be generated from the received signal with a phase-locked 
loop 3130, as shown in Fig. 31(d). Typically，a phase locked loop 3130 may be implemented in 
hardware，so that an oscillating signal is generated which corresponds to a “carrier” wave of 
another signal. As shown in more detail in Fig. 31(b)，the phase locked loop 3131 tracks the 
signal，but is limited to vary more slowly by time delays 3132. Thus，drift in phase due to 
manufacturing tolerances and environmental effects may be filtered，and yet any rapid changes in 
phase due to a touch may be determined by comparing the generated carrier with the actual 
signal，or by analyzing the error signal. Also shown in Fig, 31(b) is apair of mixers 3133, 3134, 
for mixing the in phase and quadrature synthesized clock outputs 3135 with the received signal， 
and a pair of RMS detectors 3136, 3Β7 to detect each phase signal. As shown，the circuit seeks 
to maximize the difference between the RMS value of the I and Q signals，to shift the phase of 
the vco 3138 when a relative change occurs in the respective amplitudes. The vco 3138 has a 
lock input 3139 from the controller 3140 to prevent compensatory changes，for example where a 
touch is detected· The RMS values of the I and Q signals are multiplexed in multiplexer 3141， 
and digitized in analog to digital converter 3142, and input to the controller 3140. The controller 
3140 has associated RAM 3143, for storing transient data，and ROM 3144, for storing programs 
and tables，as well as input and output drivers 3145. As shown in Fig. 31(d)，the detection circuit 
3146 may generate the I and Q signals，which are multiplexed and digitized, without RMS 
processing.

If the control feedback of a phasedlocked loop is sufficient fast，then，for example，the 
voltage controlling a variable-frequency oscillator within the phased-locked loop may be 
integrated and digitized to directly provide a measure of signal phase. With a DC-reject filter， 
variations in the global phase offsets can be eliminated. Combined with AM detection，this 
provides digitized I-Q signal amplitudes in polar coordinates. Thus phase-sensitive controllers 
may digitize signals in I-Q space in either Cartesian or polar coordinates.

The electronics industry provides，and can be expected to continue to introduce， 
components that enable fabrication of phase-sensitive controllers. For example，impressive 
digital signal processing power can be provided by an Intel Pentium processor or a Texas 
Instruments TMS 32OC8O DSP coprocessor. Rapid digitization of signals is possible at 40 
MSPS from one or more Texas Instruments TLC5540INSLE 8-bit ADCs, o at 10-bit resolution 
at 20 MSPS from one or more Analog Devices ADS820 10 bit ADCs. Suitable PLLs are，for 
example，Ле Signetics NE/SE564, ΝΕ568,(or equivalents) and Texas Instruments TLC2932 (or 
equivalent). Suitable mixers include the NE/SA602 and ΝΕ612 (or equivalent)，which each 
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include a double-balanced mixer circuit. See，Signetics NE/SA602 data sheet and Signetics 
ΑΝ1981 andAD1982· The cost-perfomancetWe-offs for particular appl^^ 
determine the most suitable choice of components for phase-sensitive controllers·

Use of intemediate frequencies (“IF”)with heterodyne mixing may be considered as a 
means to shift received signals to a frequency which is a standard for a mass-market signal 
processing application. For example 455 kHz and 10.7 MHz are standard IF frequencies for 
radio and video communication. Further，where a plurality of frequencies are to be received，a 
heterodyne reviver allows a common filter and receiver to be employed for receiving the various 
signals after tuning. Note that it is possible for the intermediate frequency to be higher than the 
operating frequency for the touchscreens. The use of IF frequencies further increases options for 
electronic components to be used as building blocks of a phase-sensitive controller.

E. INTERMEDIATE LEVEL PROCESSING
The purpose of intermediate level processing is to efficiently reconstruct delay-times，and 

perhaps quantitative absorption information，for perturbations of the signals due to touches，and 
to do so with sufficient immunity to signal artifacts due to temperature，humidity，electronic 
emissions，radio frequency interference, and the like. Intermediate-level processing n^d not be 
fool-proof^ as higher order processing within the algorithm may also reject artifocts. If fact, 
intermediate level processing can be optimized for efficiency at the expense of immunity if the 
higher level algorithms require consistent and redundant information from three or more sensor 
subsystems.

Typically，the relevant touch information is contained within a relatively narrow 
b—width about the nominal operating frequency or frequencies. Many artifacts can be 
eliminated with appropriate frequency filtering，either in hardware or via digital signal 
processing.

Touch perturbations occur on a fast time scale relative to many sources of signal drift. 
Therefore, as is typical of the prior art，an adaptive baseline is used to distinguish genuine touch 
infomation from systematic drifts in signal amplitudes. Note，however，in contrast to prior art， 
the adaptive baseline need not be limited to AM amplitude information; the adaptive baseline 
may also incorporate phase information.

As discussed above，the beeline and/or threshold processing may be regionally varying, 
and may be optimi^d for highest performance.

In the context of a phase-sensitive controller, use of an adaptive baseline is conceptually 
similar to known AM systems. Thus，for example，an adaptive baseline correction is 
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implemented by memorizing a baseline pattern and analyzing the received signal with respect to 
the memorized baseline to determine the presence of a perturbation. The reference condition 
compensates for long term and environmental conditions，and facilitates meaningful analysis of 
the received signals. The reference condition is preferably derived periodically in the absence of 
a touch or other indications of transient conditions. Furthermore，the baseline may also be 
updated continuously based on portions of the signal presumed to be unaffected by transient 
conditions，even during periods when a touch occurs. The reference signal therefore 
compensates for many physical characteristics of the screen，contamination，as well as long term 
drift due to, e.g.，temperature. Known systems implement such adaptive baselines.

Embodiments of the present invention using phase sensitive controllers necessarily 
involve more than simple subtraction of a baseline. The baseline information，e.g. a memorized 
reference wave-form，contains phase as well as amplitude information· Optionally，stability or 
noise information may be stored. Simple subtraction of reference amplitudes is replaced by 
mathematical processing involving calculations of displacements in I-Q space.

Whether or not the controller is phase sensitive，the received signals are processed to 
provide time-delays and magnitudes of candidate touch perturbations for the sensor subsystems. 
This information is then used in the next level of data processing.

In cases where there is an ambiguity regarding which sensor subsystem correspOTds to a 
candidate touch perturbation，all interpretations may be provided to the higher level algorithms 
for forther processing. Such ambiguities occur in sensor systems as shown in Figs. 19, 22(c)， 
and 28. A case in point is where a phase-sensitive controller simultaneously receives signals 
from two sensor subsystems through a common receive transducer, and the controller may not 
have a direct means to detemine which of the coherently summed signals has been perturbed.

F. ANALYSIS OF PERTURBATIONS
Candidate touch perturbations are analyzed to reconstruct positions of touches. 

Optionally，the touch system may output forther infomation regarding touches such as the touch 
"pressure”，i.e. magnitude of acoustic absorption，and ‘‘water-rejection，’ touch characteristics 
such as the ratio of shear-wave to Rayleigh-wave absorption. Furthermore，the present invention 
supports algorithms with increased tolerance for shadowing due to contMinants，with 
unambiguous multiple-touch capability，and with enhanced reliability due to consistency checks 
based on redundant measurements.

Generalize to non-orthogonal sensor subsystems
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Although the scope of this invention includes schemes which output but a singe 

coordinate，the primary objective of most touch systems is to output two-dimensional coordinates 
of touches on a surface. If a touch is sensed by two or more sensor subsystems, then there is 
typically a unique touch position on the touch surfoce that can account for the resulting delay 
times for the perturbations observed in the corresponding signals. Note that coordinates 
measured by the subsystems according to the present invention need not correspond to an output 
coordinate axis and need not be orthogonal to each other，the arrays，nor the edges of the glass. 
Thus，where the sensing waves do not cross the touch sensitive region of the substrate orthogonal 
to a reference coordinate system，the controller performs a coordinate transfomation on one or 
more received signals to the desired coordinate system. The coordinate transformation to the 
output system may occur before or after the two-dimensional position of the touch is 
reconstructed.

Where more information is received than is required for reconstruction of the touch 
position，e.g.，three revived signals for two coordinate axes, a consistency checking and 
optimization analysis may be executed to make optimal use of the available information· A 
weighted average may be constructed based on coordinates determined by pairs of sensor 
subsystems sensing the touch. Alternately，the algorithm may use the coordinate determined by 
the sensor-subsystem pair most likely to provide reliable and accurate coordinate measurements.

Once a touch is registered，the coordinates of the touch are determined by calculating a 
center of a touch，possibly with correction for non-linearity or scaling，and output as the touch 
position.

There is no requirement here that there is a linear，or approximately linear relationship 
between delay times of touch perturbations and any coordinate of interest.

Dual mode sensing of touch characteristic
As with prior art sensors，a “pressure" or “z axis” value for the touch may be included 

with the touch position as part of the output from the touch system. Additional information may 
be provided by the present invention in cases where a touch is sensed by more than one acoustic 
mode. See Fig. 26. For example，if a touch is sensed by both a horizontally polarized shear 
wave and an acoustic mode subject to kaky٠wave-radiation damping into water contaminants， 
such as a Rayleigh wave，then the ratio of shear-wave to non-shear_wave acoustic absorption 
provides an touch characteristic that may be used for water rejection. A threshold may be 
defined so that “touches” due to water drops are rejected while finger touches are accepted. This 
in an important feature of sensors utilizing more than one acoustic mode in the touch region.
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Thus，according to Fig. 26, a touch position is reconstructed 2601 · The magnitude of the signal 
perturbation for each wave is determined 2602. The consistency of the perturbation is tested 
with respect to known conditions 2603, to allow classification of the characteristic of the touch.

Anti٠shadowing
For sensor designs in which touches are designed to be sensed with three or more sensor 

subsystems，^ti-shadowing algorithms are See，Figs. 25(a) and 25(b). Shadowing
occurs when a contaminant or other acoustic obstruction so reduces signal amplitudes so as to 
produce an unresponsive dead region. For a sensor subsystem，the dead region includes not only 
the location of the contaminant，but also the entire length of the acoustic paths shadowed by the 
contaminant. For example，in rectangular sensors according to the prior art with X and Y sensor 
subsystems，a strongly absorbing contaminant one inch in diameter will result in a cross-shaped 
dead region，with one inch horizontal and vertical stripes intersecting at the contaminant，within 
which two-dimensional touch coordinates cannot be reconstructed. Note that the loss of either 
coordinate measurement results in an inability to reconstruct a touch position. In contrast，when a 
touch is within the sensitive zone of three or more sensor subsystems，a two-dimensional position 
can still be determined if one coordinate is lost in the shadow of a contaminant·

Figure 25(a) shows a simplified flow chart for an anti-shadowing algorithm. The 
algorithm flow chart is abbreviated and representative，setting forth the basic steps. Application 
of the basic concepts here will be considered below in the context of specific embodiments of the 
invention. All significant perturbations in all sensor subsystem signals are identified 2501. The 
delay times are determined for each signal perturbation 2502. Perturbations in overlapping 
regions of sensor subsystems are matched 2503. Finally，from the matched sets，touch positions 
are calculated 2504. It is noted that the shadowing influence will be considered a strongly 
absorptive，slowly changing perturbation，in contrast to a touch，which is generally of short 
duration and may be less than completely absorptive. Fig. 25(b) shows an antishadowing 
algorithm in тоте detail for an X，Y，30٠ diagonal path sensor system as shown in Fig. 13. The 
X signal is searched for a touch 2511. If found，2512, the Y signal is searched，or if not found， 
the Y signal is also searched 2521. If X and Y are found，the touch position is reported 2513. 
The diagonal paths of the two triangular sensor subsystems are then searched for touch，2514， 
1517, and if found，the missing Y is calculated 2515, 2518, and reported 2516，2519. If no 
diagonal touch perturbation is found, the X touch information is likely artifoct and ignored 2520. 
If no X is found，the Y is searched for a touch 2521. If both X and Y fail to show a touch，it is 

presumed that no touch is present 2522. ◦n the other hand，if a Y touch is found, the diagonal
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paths are then searched for touch 2523, 2526, and if found，the missing X calculated 2524, 2527, 
and reported 2525, 2528. If no diagonal touch perturbation is found，the Y touch information is 
likely artifact and ignored 2529.

For a shadowing contaminant，particularly one which is observed by three от тоте sensor 
subsystems, the controller has infomation from which one can detemine the presence and 
location of the contaminant· Such infomation can also be used to provide user feedback to 
remedy the problem. For example，diagnostic software may include a maintenance option in 
which “Clean me here!” messages appear as needed with arrows and targets.

Multiple touch capability
A particular aspect of certain embodiments of the present invention is the ability to detect 

and analyze multiple simultaneous touches，based on the plurality of waves. See Figs. 24(a) and 
24(b).

Prior art sensors are subject to the following ambiguity when simultaneously subjected to 
two or more touches. Consider an acoustic touchscreen is subjected to two touches，one may be 
represented with coordinates (Χι，Υ|) and the other with coordinates (X2,Y2). The received signal 
providing X coordinate information contains two signal perturbations allowing the determination 
ofthe values of X! and Χ2· See Fig. 9Β. Likewise the Y signal allows reconstruction ofthe 
values of Υ1 and Υ2· The signals make it clear that there are two touches. However，there is an 
ambiguity whether the two touches are at coordinates (X1١Yj) and (X2,Y2), OT alternatively at 
coordinates (X؛,Y2) and (X2，Y1). The ambiguity concerns which X coordinate to pair up with 
which Y coordinate. With increased complexity，similar ambiguities are present for three or 
more simultaneous touches.

To some extent，this ambiguity can be resolved by timing and quantitative attenuation 
information· If the (X】，Y1) touch makes contact with the sensor before the (X2,Y2) touch，the 
controller may decide that a (Χ,,Υί) / (χ^,γ^) double touch is тоте likely to follow a (Xj，Yj) 
single touch than a (Χ|，Υ2)/(Χ2，Υ|) double touch. Similarly，touch amplitude infomation may be 
used. Assume，for example，that the second touch is a lighter touch，i.e. with less attenuation， 
than the touch at (X］，Y|)，being represented using lower case letters for its touch coordinates 
(Х2，У2). ßy matching amplitudes, the controller may decide that а / (χ2,χ2) double touch
is тоте likely than a (Xi5y2)/(x2١Yi) double touch. In many cases，these methods will resolve the 
ibiguity. However，by ^emselves，these methods 耽 not always reliable. Two touches may 
have approximately the same attenuation or make contact simultaneously. Most importantly，if 
Xi and X2，or Y| and Υ2，are sufficiently close in value，the corresponding perturbations in the 
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signal will overlap and make it problematic to reliably and accurately disentangle the two 
coordinate values.

Here，it is advantageous to cover desired touch regions with three or more sensor 
subsystems，as shown in Figs· 13 and 14. Fig· 24(b) presents an algorithm that may be used with 
the sensor in Fig. 13. Using a pair of sensor subsystems，candidate touch positions，subject to 
ambiguities，may be determined 2401Χ，2401Y. For each candidate touch position，delay times 
can be predicted for the remaining sensor subsystem(s). For the valid touch positions，the 
predicted delay times will corresprad to measured touch perturbations along all axes. More 
generally，a valid touch is recognized by a self-consistent triple(s) of delay times from three or 
more sensor subsystems. From these self-consistent triples，the touch positions may be 
calculated.

The comparison process includes testing candidate touch positions with the various 
possibilities. Thus，the candidates are identified 2405, the predicted perturbations calculated for 
each c—idate touch position for the diagonal axes 2406, 2408, and the predicted perturbation 
compared with the actual perturbation for each diagonal axis 2407, 2409. The consistent 
CMdidates are determined for the touch positions and output 2410. The c^didates are evaluated 
successively 2411.

Also note that the touch perturbation interference problem noted here is a variant of the 
“contaminant" shadowing problem，and hence may be solved with the aid of anti-shado١ving 
algorithms. Namely，the algorithm may base touch position determination on sensor subsystem 
data for which touch perturbations are well separated.

A multiple-touch algorithm may be subject to the burden of sorting through a relatively 
large number of candidate touch positions due to the nature of combinatorics. However，unless 
the number of simultaneous touches becomes excessive, this is not a significant problem for 
algorithm response times. A substantial amount of data reduction occurs in the low level control，

i.e· ，the data stream from the analog to digital converter is reduced to a relatively small set of 
parameters，e.g.，a timing，width ^d amplitude of each detected perturbation. Because the 
amount of data to be processed by the high level control，i.e.，logical analysis, is relatively small， 
a comprehensive analysis is possible. Therefore，if three perturbations are detected in each of 
three sets of waves，a logical analysis of each of the 27 possible coordinate locations of three 
touches is possible. Therefore，the perturbation characteristic，attenuation and timing correlation 
of each perturbation may be compared to predict a most likely set of points. If one of the
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perturbations，for example，comprises artifact or interference，the corresponding coordinate may
be excluded or ignored.

It is also noted that, in order to define a touch position from among a number of 
possibilities，the resolution of ambiguity need not be performed strictly by acoustic means. For 
example，a coarse infrared touch detection grid (rotated with respect to coordinates measured by 
acoustic sensor subsystems) may be used to detect the gross position of one or more touches， 
with the coarse position used to consistently determine the exact location of multiple 
perturbations in the received acoustic wave signals.

Wdundant measurement consistency checks
Even when there are not discrete ambiguities due to multiple touches，algorithms based 

on self consistency of redundant coordinate measurements provides a means to eliminate 
artifocts. See Fig. 24(a), The use of self consistent triples of delay times from three or more 
sensor subsystems goes beyond the redundancy checks u^d in the prior art.

According to known schemes，waves travel along axes which correspond to a pair of 
perpendicular physical edges or major axes of a substrate，and one set of waves senses touch 
along each axis■ Thus，a single touch will produce a pair of corresponding perturbations in each 
of the sets of waves，which directly correspond to the coordinate system of the substrate. Thus， 
when a touch is detected, the analysis determines the position along each of the axes and outputs 
a coordinate pair. This known system thus redundantly detects the presence of a touch，that is 
the presence of a touch is validated il it IS observed in both the X and Y channels. Thus， 
uncorrela^d noise which effects one riding may be ignored if it does not effect a subsequent 
reading on the other axis. Further，a minimum perturbation duration may be required，so that at 
least one confirming reading may be required in order for a touch to register· However，known 
systems do not inùde a higher level of redundancy.

The present invention，encompasses the analysis of redundancy，such that a 
position along one coordinate axis is detemi^d using information which provides at least two 
wavepaths through a touch position to detemine a position along a single axis，or two waves 
having dififerent al absorptivity characteristics for a touch passing through the touch position. 
According to another aspect of the invention，a coordinate transform is perforad to translate 
signals produwd by transducers from the various wavepaths to a deshd coordinate system， 
wherein the transform requires at least two wavepaths to define a single output coordinate.

The perturbation analysis may thus also include validity checking and position estimation 
based on the multiple signals, wherein an inconsistency may be present. Thus，the signals are 
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logically analyzed according to rules，which may be predetermined or adaptive，to define an 
output which should be praduced for a given set of inputs.

Figure 24 shows a multiple-touch / red^dancy-check algorithm flow chart for a touch 
sensor having two orthogonal sets of acoustic paths and a non-orthogonal set of acoustic paths. 
The algorithm flow chart is abbreviated and representative，setting forth the basic steps· 
Significant perturbations in all sensor subsystem signals are identified 2401. The delay times for 
all perturbations is determined 2402. Self consistency of triples is then evaluated，with errors 
evaluated for significance 2403. The touch position(s) is then calculated 2404 and output. 
Application of the basic concepts here will be considered below in the context of specific 
embodiments of the invention. Such an algorithm is able to resolve multiple-touch ambiguities, 
and provides for additional noise rejection, allowing operation with a lighter touch threshold 
and/or operation in a noisier environment■

Where supposedly redundant information is inconsistent，the signals may be analyzed to 
determine if one of the signals is likely inaccurate or in error，and a most likely coordinate 
output■ Further，where an inaccuracy or error follows a pattern，for example indicative of poorly 
optimized calibration constants used to correlate delay times with touch positions，an error signal 
may be provided which ultimately prompts a user to remedy the problem，e.g. re-run calibration 
software·

WAVE MODES
As noted earlier，this document defines "surface acoustic waves”(hereinafter “SAW”)as 

acoustic waves for which a touch on the surface leads to a measurable attenuation of acoustic 
energy. Surface acoustic waves are used for the segments of acoustic paths travCTsing the 
desired touch sensitive zone of sensor subsystems. Other segments of the acoustic paths，e.g. 
along the arrays to and from the transducers，can use any acoustic ^des that couple to 
transducers and also couple to the desired surface acoustic wave via scattering by the reflective 
array. Several examples of surface acoustic waves are known.

There are many advantages to Raytógh waves including high touch sensitivity and high 
power density at the touch surface even for arbitrarily thick substrates. Rayleigh waves maintain 
a usefiil power density at the touch surface due to boundary conditions that allows the substrate 
material to deform into free space, effectively reducing material stiffriess for the wave and hence 
its velocity, thus resulting in a reduced-velocity wave guiding effect near the surface. For 
example，this enables Rayleigh waves to be used on a CRT faceplate which represents a very 
thick substrate relative to the acoustic wavelengths.
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Like Rayleigh waves，Love waves are ‘‘surface-bound waves”. Particle motion is vertical 
and longitudinal for Rayleigh waves; both shear and pressure/tension stresses are associated with 
Rayleigh waves· In contrast，for Love waves，particle motion is horizontal，i.e. parallel to the 
substrate surfoce. Only shear stress is associated with a Love wave. Love waves have the 
advantage that they do not couple to water or other liquid or quasi-liquid contaminants，e.g. a 
silicone rubber seal，via pressure-wave radiation damping. Of course，elimination of radiation 
damping will also reduce sensitivity for a finger touch which must now rely on viscous damping 
alone. However，for market niches for which liquid contamination is a particular problem，a Love 
wave may be preferable to a Raleigh wave. DepeMing on substrate design，the concentration of 
acoustic power at the surface，and hence the touch sensitivity，can be varied. A key advantage of 
Love waves, or more generally asymmetric horizontally polariMd shear waves，is that they may 
have no appreciable energy on the lower surface of the substrate.

Another class of surface acoustic waves of possible interest in connection with acoustic 
touchscreens are plate waves· Unlike surface-bound waves，plate waves require the confining 
effects of both the top and bottom surfaces of the substrate to maintain a useful power density at 
the touch surface. Examples of plate waves include symmetric and anti-symmetric Lamb waves， 
zeroth order horizontally polarized shear (ZOHPS) waves，and higher order horizontally 
polarized shear (HOHPS) waves.

Use of plate waves constrains the thickness of the substrate. For plate waves，the touch 
sensitivity decreases with increasing plate tftickness. For low-order plate waves such as ZOHPS 
waves，phase velocity differences with respect to neighboring acoustic modes (i.e. n=l HOHPS 
for ZOHPS) shrink with increasing substrate thickness making clean separation of modes more 
difficult. ZOHPS sensors operating at 5 MHz are thus typically limited to substrate thickness ◦f 
about one millimeter for glass· Higher order inodes can be used with somewhat thicker glass 
substrates of 2 to 3 millimeters，in part because of a larger phase-velocity differences from 
neighboring modes，and in part because nodal planes inside the substrate help concentrate 
acoustic power at the touch surfoce· Note that plate waves are equally sensitive on the top and 
bottom of the substrate. For applications in which limitations on substrate thickness are not a 
problem, and for which bottom-side touch sensitivity is not a problem, plate waves are viable 
options.

The choice of acoustic mode effects touch sensitivity, the relative touch sensitivity
between water drops and finger touches, as well as a number of sensor design details. However，
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the basic principles of acoustic touchscreen operation are largely independent of the choice of
acoustic mode.

As noted above，there can be particular advantages to simultaneous detection of touches 
with more than one acoustic mode. For example，a water rejection can be based on a comparison 
of touch perturbations from a horizontally polarized shear mode (e.g. Love，ZOHPS，HOHPS) 
and from a mode that is damped by pressure-wave radiation in liquids (e.g. Rayleigh，Lamb).

MODE DISTINGUISHING PHYSICAL FILTERS
Sensor subsystems are designed for a particular set of acoustic paths and acoustic modes. 

Ideally，the receiver signal is entirely due to the desired paths and modes. With the aid of a 
phase sensitive controller，some interference from parasitic acoustic signals may be acceptable， 
nevertheless it is still desirable to avoid excessive parasitic interference. Various physical filters 
may be employed to assure that sufficient suppression of parasitic modes is achieved.

The transducers and arrays provide the most basic filters to suppress undesired acoustic 
modes. For example, a Rayleigh_wave transducer composed of a pressure-mode piezoelectric 
element and a wedge will couple strongly to Rayleigh waves but very weakly to possible 
parasitic horizontally-polarized shear waves. The arrays themselves are typically very selective 
mode filters. Referring to Fig. 11，an array’s spacing vector is designed to efficiently scatter the 
desired mode in the desired direction: fortuitous circumstances are required for the array to 
coherently scatter the wrong mode or the right mode in the wrong direction. In addition to these 
two fondamental mode filtering mechanisms that are inherently part of the sensor design，forther 
mode filters may be introduced.

In some cases，the mode selectivity of reflective arrays can be enhanced by means of the 
depth structure of the reflective arrays. For example，Figures 5Α and 5Β of US patent 5,072,427 
consider reflective materials on both the top and bottom surfaces of a substrate in order to reduce 
parasitic mode generation during mode conversion from a ZOHPS wave to a Lamb wave of a 
specified symmetry (symmetric or anti-symmetric). In principle，optimal reflective array mode 
selectivity could be obtained if one had foil design control over the depth profUe of the reflector 
structure; this is not always cost-effective in practice.

Commercial acoustic touchscreens typically use acoustic damping materials to absorb or 
“filter out” undesired acoustic paths· For example，in sensor designs for which the substrate 
edges serve no desired acoustic purpose，acoustic absorbers such as contact adhesives arc placed 
around at least part of the perimeter of the substrate to eliminate possible reflections off the edge 
of the glass. Such absorbers at the substrate perimeter arc analogous in fonction to the wave
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absorbing design of the sides of Olympic-style swimming pools; waves impinging the perimeter 
are not reflected back into the active area where they may complicate signal analysis or slow 
down swimmers. Such prior art techniques may also be applied to embodiments of the present 
invention.

Figure 14, reference numeral 52, of US patent 5，177,327 also shows use of acoustically 
absorbing materials to differentially absorb desired and parasitic modes. Such techniques may 
also be applicable to embodiments of the current invention. Reverse reflection schemes，such at 
that shown in Figure 17 of US patent 5，177,327, increase opportunities to place mode filters in 
the acoustic path from the transmit to receive transducers.

The substrate itself may be designed to selectively propagate desired modes and cut-off 
or absorb undesired modes. For example，if the desired mode is a lowest order plate wave，e.g. a 
ZOHPS or a flexural wave，then a sufficiently thin substrate will not support Rayleigh waves nor 
the higher order plate waves for which the cut-off frequency is above the operating frequency; 
the thinning may be in a limited region or for the entire substrate. As another example，the glass- 
polymer-glass lamination of safety glass may serve as a Rayleigh٠wave substrate for wavelengths 
sufficiently small compared to upper glass thickness; all plate wave modes will be absorbed by 
the acoustically absorbing adhesive bOTding layer. As yet another example，a Love-wave 
substrate may be designd with a thin slow-velocity layer on the top，a higher velocity ^dium in 
the middle，and an acoustically absorbing material on the bottom. The thickness of the slow- 
velocity layer can be reduad until only the lowest-order Love wave is captured. Such a Love- 
wave substrate will support the lowest-order Love wave and a modified Rayleigh wave，but will 
not propagate any of the (modified) plate-wave n^es·

Some embodiments involve reflective boundaries. In some cases，the reflective bounda^ 
may be a source of parasitic mode conversions，for example when the reflective boundary is 
simply a machined edge of the substrate. In other cases，the reflective boundary may provide 
further mode filtering，for example reflective boundaries based on coherent scattering off of 
multiple reflectors，i.e. reflective boundaries based on the principles of Figs. 11 and 17.

One interesting variant of a reflective boundary is a beveled edge of a substrate. As the 
substrate thins，cut-off frequencies for higher order plate-wave modes increase. If the beveled 
edge becomes sufficiently thin to drive a cut-off frequency above the operating frequency，then 
the corresponding mode will be reflected. Due to the high acoustic power density at the reflection 
point (analogous to the long dwell time at the maximum elevation of an object rolling up a hill)， 
an absorber placed at the reflection point will have increased damping effect· For a beveled 
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substrate edge，different higher order modes will have reflection points at different distances 
from the substrate edge; thus allowing strategically placed absorbers to differentially absorb 
different modes· This basic mode-filtering technical applies to both Lamb waves and 
horizontally polarized shear waves·

As an example，let US look at horizontally polarized shear waves in more detail. A mode 
selective filter may be provided by a substrate having a beveled reflective edge. As the substrate 
becomes thinner，the cutoff frequencies for HOHPS modes increase. As the wave-guide cut off 
frequency increases，the group velocity decreases. When the substrate is thin enough for the cut- 
off frequency to equal the operating frequency，the group velocity becomes zero and the wave is 
reflected. This reflection point differs for differing wave modes，such that the larger the order n 
of the mode, the further from the edge of the substrate will be the reflection point. An acoustic 
wave generally has enhanced sensitivity to absorbing materials placed in the neighborhood of the 
reflection point· The substrate beveling may take the form of a narrowing bevel or tapering on 
one or both sides of the substrate.

Thus，if an HOHPS of order n is desired，e.g.，order n：4, the order η-Í wave，e.g.，order 
n=3, will be the wave with the closest group velocity and hence a potential source of 
interference· On a substrate with a beveled edge，an absorptive material, such as a sealant，RTV 
silicone, epoxy，adhesive or ^lf٠adhesive tape，placed beyond the order n=4 reflection point 
(where the substrate is thinner) will filter the lower order waves. This material may be placed on 
one or both sides of the substrate. In order to filter the order n+1 wave，a further adsorbent 
material may be placed at the order n+1 reflection point (where the substrate is thicker)，which 
will absorb the order n+1 wave more than the order n wave due to the concentration of n+1 wave 
energy at that point. For the special case than n=0, note that the n=l HOHPS mode to be 
suppressed relative the ZOHPS mode. One attractive feature of such use of a beveled edge as a 
reflective mode filter is that glass and other substrates are commonly manufactured with beveled 
edges.

POSITIVE RESPONSE SENSOR
The scope of the present invention includes embodiments where one or more sensor 

subsystems are of the positive-signal type. Here ‘'positive-signal” refers to the use of desired 
acoustic paths for which a touch induces a mode conversion required to complete the acoustic 
path，or produces a wave shifted in phase from the originating wave. Hence the signal 
perturbation is the generation of a signal amplitude at a delay time for which the previous signal 
amplitude was small or zero. Corresponding changes，if necessary，are made in the lower level 
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algorithm. Embodiments using phase sensitive controllers may not require any modifications: 
there is still a vector displacement in I-Q space. Once a delay time and perturbation magnitude 
are reconstructed，the higher levé of the touch reconstruction algorithm proceed as they would 
without the positive signal feature.

Before considering an illustrative example of a sensor using positive-signal sensor 
subsystems，recall the following acoustics. Consider the lowest order symmetric and anti- 
symmetric Lamb waves labeled as L| and Fl in, e.g.. Fig. 10.18 of the second edition of 
“Acoustic Fields and Waves in Solids: Volume II” by Β.Α■ Auld. In the limit that the substrate 
is very thick，the phase velocities of these two Lamb modes becomes the Rayleigh-wave 
velocity，and an in-phase superposition of L| and F|, ،،Li + F■”，becomes a Rayleigh wave on the 
top surface and an out-or-phase superposition of L| and F|, ،،ط! - F]’’· If the substrate is thick， 
but finite in thickness，then these superposed modes are "quasi-Rayleigh waves”，which indeed 
are the "Rayleigh waves” used in actual touchscreens. For substrates of finite thickness，an 
acoustic wave initially launched as ،،L| + F!’’ quasi-Rayleigh wave on the top surface will convert 
into ،،Lj - F]” quasi-Rayleigh wave on the bottom surface after propagating a distance given by 

d：(l/2f) Vr2/Av

where f is the operating frequency，Vr is the Rayleigh-wave võcity，and △V is the difference in 
phase vòcity between the Li and F] modes at the operating frequency. By varying the thickness 
of the substrate，and can control the value of △V and hence control the value of d. For 
commercial Rayleigh-wave sensors as are produced by Elo TouchSystems，it is desired that d be 
very large compared to the dimensions of the touchscreen so that “Rayleigh waves’，stay on the 
top surface of the touch substrate. Use of 2 or 3 millimeter soda-lime glass at 5.53 MHz 
satisfies this condition. Alternately US patent 5,072,427 and 5 162,618 teach acoustic sensors in 
which first order Lamb waves sense touches; here the substrate is approximately two 
wavelengths thick or thinner，e.g. about 1 millimeter or less of soda-lime glass at 5 MHz. Here 
d is very short so that quasi-Rayleigh wave behavior is suppressed. Having reviewed this 
background material，let US know consider the case of an intermediate substrate thickness 
(perhaps determined empirically) for which d is equal to the distance of an acoustic path across 
the touch sensitive zone.

For simplicity，let US first consider the case in which there are no reflective arrays，but 
rather a straight line of sight between transmit and receive transducers as in US 3,073,327 of 
Johnson and Fryberger，as shown in Fig，l(a). As described above，the substrate thickness is 
chosen such that a top-surfoce quasi٠Rayleigh wave launched on one side of the touch region will
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be revived as a bottom-surfoce quasi-Rayleigh wave on the other side of the touch region. By 
placing，e.g. wedge，transmit and receive transducers on the top and bottom surfoces of the 
substrate，both top and bottom quasi-Rayleigh waves can be launched and received. This 
arrangement supports four sensor subsystems with top-to-top，top-to-bottom，bottom-totop，and 
bottom-to-bottom，acoustic transmission from a transmit transducer to a rcceive transducer■ 
Before a touch (or contaminants)，the top-to-bottom and bottom-to-top subsystems have large 
signals and the top-to-top and bottom-to-bottom subsystems have small (nominally no) signes. 
A touch will attenuate the top-to-bottom and bottom-totop signes and create a positive signal 
response in the top-to-top and bottom-to-bottom signals·

For this example，a strongly absorbing touch on the top surface of the touch region will 
“reset” the wave mode as a bottom quasi-Rayleigh wave. Hence a touch not only attenuates the 
acoustic energy, but also changes the phase between the Lt and Fl components. Hence the Li 
and Fl components will no longer have a phase difference of 0٥ or 180٥ at the receive 
transducers，and hence the received wave will no longer be a pure quasi-Rayleigh wave on one 
surface. The revive transducers on both surfoces will both detect a quasi_Rayleigh wave 
component. By this mechanism，the absorbing touch leads to a positive signal.

Note that a quasi-Rayleigh wave launched on the top surface and nominally received on 
the bottom surface will be more heavily absorbed (as measured by the sum of the intensities of 
the two receive signals) by a touch nearer the transmit transducers than the receive transducers. 
The converse is true for a quasi-Rayleigh wave launched on the bottom surface■ Hence the ratio 
of the summed received intensities for bursts from the two transmit transducers provides a 
measurement of position along the direction of the acoustic path. With the four signals，top-to- 
top，top-to-bottom，bottom-to-top, and bottom-to-bottom，a touch coordinate and touch pressure 
can be determined with two additional degrees of freedom for redundancy or measurement of 
additional touch characteristics.

The above transducer-line-ofsight scheme generalizes to sensors with reflective arrays. 
For example，a rectangular sensor with only “X” arrays could measure X and Y coordinates if it 
is provided with transducers and reflective arrays on both the top and bottom of the substrate. 
Note that in this scheme there is no ambiguity for multiple touches regarding which X coordinate 
to associate with which Y coordinate. It may be advantageous to thicken the substrate in the 
region of the arrays so that quasi-Rayleigh waves between the transducer and the scattering on 
the a^ays stay on the desired surfaces. For such a rectangular sensor with both “X” and “Y” 
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arrays and transducers on the top and bottom surface，both X and Y coordinates would be 
redundantly measured.

Positive-signal sensor subsystems may be considered in which a touch induces other 
types of mode conversions，e.g, where a wedge transducer transmits a Rayleigh wave，the 
transmitting array scatters the acoustic beam into the touch region in the form of an n=3 HOHPS 
wave，the receiving array selectively scatters n：4 HOHPS waves into Rayleigh waves which are 
then received by a Rayleigh-wave wedge transducer· Mode conversion from n=3 to n=4 
HOHPS mode in the touch region is required to complete the acoustic path. Such a sensor would 
be sensitive to such mode converting perturbations.

In an embodiment such a positive-signal sensor subsystem is combined with other sensor 
subsystems，and dual or multiple mode algorithms provide added characterizations of true and 
folse touches.

NON-TOUCHSCREEN APPLICATIONS
The present invention adds much flexibility regarding in sensor geometry. Maximum 

sensor size is increased. Sensors n^d not be rectangular Dramatically non-planar shapes are 
possible. This opens the door for many non-touchscreen applications for which rectangular 
substrates are not appropriate.

The hexagonal sensorofFig. 15(b), the triangular sensor of Fig‘ 15(c)，the cylindrical 
sensor of Fig. ：19(a), the spherical sensors of Fig. 21，the basin sensor of Fig. 22(a) and (b)，and 
the half٠hemisphere of Fig. 22(c) provide examples of the freedom of sensor geometry provided 
by the principles Ol Fig. 10, Fig. 17, and Fig· 20. This enhances the applicability of acoustic 
touch sensor technology to, for example，endow robot components with a sense of touch.

An example of a non-touchscreen application of acoustic touch position sensing is to 
detect the presence of acoustically absorptive matter on a surfoce· For example，as shown in Fig. 
22(a) and (b)，acoustic waves are used to determine whether a basin or toilet has been used，the 
nature of its contents，and during a flushing or draining process whether and when it is 
reasonably clean. Thus，a feedback mechanism is proved for the inside of a wash basin or 
toilet，which may form part of a control system. Il It IS desirable that the sensor may be able to 
distinguish solids from liquids，it is preferred that horizontal shear wave such as a Love wave be 
employed· Such a wave is viscosity sensitive，and thus is relatively insensitive to water and 
more sensitive to viscous materials. Algorithms may thus be implemented to support public 
policy，e.g·，a recent California drought slogan: “If it’s pee，let it be，if it’s brown，flush it down” 
In this case，the position of a mass need not be determined with precision or without ambiguity.
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The present invention allows the use of redundant information to determine the position 

or quality of a touch，allowing differential sensing and immunity from shadowing in various 
embodiments. While often it is desired to sense coordinate position, in some, applications，an 
axial position measurement is sufficient. Therefore，the present invention also includes one 
dimensional sensors. For example，practical applications of 1-D sensors include components of 
an apartment building door-bell system; elevator buttons; musical devices; single degree of 
freedom manual input devices; and a touch sensor for a security entry system. For example，See 
Fig· 27, which shows a dual mode primarily single axis sensing system. In this system，waves of 
differing modes，a Rayleigh wave and an n：4 HOHPS wave are employed. Both waves are 
emitted from a single transducer 2701. The wave is emitted at about 5 MHz，is scattered at a 
non-orthogonal angle by a reflective array 2702, and is scattered to a second transducer 2703 by 
another reflective array 2704. The HOHPS wave，on the other hand，is emitted and travels along 
an orthogonal path 2705. The HOHPS wave passes through the reflective array 2704, reflects of 
a selective n=4 HOHPS reflective boundary 2706, fonned as a partially masked beveled edge, 
and is redirected along its path of incidence，to the reflective array 2702, back to the transducer 
2701. In this case, the substrate 2707 is aluminum. Fig. 27(b) shows a timing diagram for the 
system according to Fig. 27(a)，in which the Rayleigh，Fig, 27(b)(1) and HOHPS, Fig· 27(b)(2)， 
waves overlap in time. Due to the non-orthogonal path of the Rayleigh wave，some horizontal 
position information may be extracted from the received signals.

For security systems，for example，it may be advantageous to be able to verify that the 
finger or stylus has the expected acoustic properties (e.g.，ratio of shear to Rayleigh absorption). 
Thus，for example，to enter an area containing biohazard materials, one may want to require that 
the operator is wearing dry rubber gloves selected，in part，to have a distinctive acoustic 
signature.

The use of coversheets extend the potential applications for this invention. The touch 
surfoce may be exposed，or covered. For example，a plastic sheet with spacer dots，provides a 
number of interesting advantages■ Such a cover sheet protects touch surfoces from scratches and 
digs that may disrupt propagation of acoustic waves; particularly if the shell is a soft metal like 
al^inum. By keeping rain off the touch surfaces，a cover sheet may епаЫе outdoor 
applications. When provided a coversheet，an acoustic sensor responds more directly to the 
pressure of contact via the compliance of the sheet (rather than sensing the acoustic properties of 
the contacting material). See，Knowles and Huang，U.S. Patent No. 5,451,723, which proposes 
the use of a cover sheet with acoustic touch panels for certain applications·
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Advantageously，"control buttons” can be painted on the touch surface，or on a 
corresponding cover sheet. This allows a single surface to serve both as sensor and a user input 
device，providing an opportunity for a unified interface to reduce costs，such as on a toy device， 
or to best exploit available surface area. On a toy robot，for example，a cylindrical aluminum 
shell is provided with a cover sheet having graphics. As the toy robot moves，any contact will be 
sensed. When the robot is motionless，or under other circumstances where contact with 
enviro^ental objects is unlikely，e.gt, where a touch is not detected along an axis of movement 
or expected touch，the sensing may be analyzed as a potential input from a user.

The scope of this invention is not limited to transparent touchscreens placed in front of 
display devices·

EXAMPLE 1
Fig. 10 represents a generic sensor subsystem including transmit and receive transducers 

and arrays. This generic sensor subsystem includes a family of embodiments which differ in the 
various parameters·

Later examples will generalize to families of embodiments in which the acoustic path 
between the transmit and receive arrays are scattered one or more times by reflective boundaries. 
Later examples will also generalize to families of embodiment in which the sensor surface has 
non_planar geometry. In this example，we consider the generic sensor subsystem of Fig. 10.

In the embodiment of Fig. 10, a set of acoustic paths is associated with a sensor 
subsystem· Each member of the set of acoustic paths can be represented by a value between zero 
and one of a path parameter “s”·(In cases where a range other than zero to one is mathematically 
convenient; this can easily be accommodated with a change of variables.) The acoustic path for a 
given path parameter starts at the transmit transducer centered at position Tt, proceeds along the 
transmit array for a distance and direction sAt where it is redirected across the touch sensitive 
region for a distance and direction P(s) where it is intercepted by the receive array. The acoustic 
path then continues for a distance and direction given by sA٢ until it ends at the receive 
transducer centered at T٢. The array locations and orientations need not have any particular 
relation to Cartesian axis directions or edges of the glass.

According the present invention，there is no requirement that the set of acoustic paths 
through the active region be a set of paraël paths，although in many cases it is convenient to do 
so in order to simplify touch reconstruction algorithms.

There is an acoustic mode associated with each segment of the acoustic paths. Here we 
define Vt to the group velocity，and Vt to be the phase velocity，of the acoustic mode that is
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emitted from the transmit transducer and travels down the transmit array and is scattered，and 
perhaps mode converted, by the transmit array. Similarly we define Vp and Vp for the path 
segment across the touch region and ٧٢ and v٢ for the segment along the receive array. The 
acoustic mode across the touch region must be a surfoce acoustic wave such as Rayleigh or Love 
waves and Lamb，ZOHPS，HOHPS waves in sufficiently thin substrates. The modes along the 
arrays can be any mode with sufficient coupling to the transducers and the reflective airay 
elements.

For each value of the path parameter, there is an associated delay time. This delay time 
is related to the group velocities of the modes used by the following equation.

t(s) = sA/٧t + P(s)~p + sA/Vf
(Recall notation where，for example, At represents the magnitude of the ‘‘bold face" vector A(.)

It is generally desirable，but not a requirement，that a geometry be chosen so that the 
delay time is a monotonically increasing function of the path parameter. If so, then a finger 
touch in the active region causing a reduction in signal amplitude at time t(s) must be located 
within the locus of points defined by varying a between zero in one in the following expression.

aP(s)-bsAt + Tt
The reflective arrays may be designed with the aid of the spacing-vector method 

illustrated in Fig. 11. Wave vectors used in the spacing-vector calculations are determined as 
follows. The wave vectors kt, kp(s), and k，are parallel to Al，P(s), and Ar respectively. The 
magnitudes of the wave vectors k[ = 2π/λι١ kp = 2π/λρ, and кт = 2π/λ٢, dependent on the mode 

wavelengths λ(，λρ，and λ٢, which in turn are determined by the operating frequency，f，and the 
phase (not group) velocities V(，Vp，and v٢，namely λ( = v/f, λρ = Vp/f, and λ٢ = v/f. Given the 
wave vectors as a function of the path parameter，the reflective array spacing vectors may be 
calculated as follows. For the transmit array，the reflector spacing vector can be calculated by 
the equation below.

S(s) = 2nn(kt - kp(s)) /1 k( - kp(s) م
Similarly，for the receive array, the orientation and spacing of the reflectors are determined as 
follows‘

S(s) = 2Kn(kp(s)٠ k》/1 kp(s)٠ k, |2
For clarity of presentation，Fig. 10 does not fully does not include the following

generalizations which are within the scope of this invention.
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٠ The vector representing the receive-array scatter location，s\，is more generally expressed as 
r(s)Ar where r(s) is a monotonically increasing function of the path parameter with a range 
from zero to one.

٠ Fig. 11 of US patent 4,642,423 of Adler teaches an array design technique to cause an 
acoustic beam traveling along an array to deviate from a straight-line trajectory，or more 
generally to deviate from a geodesic trajectory such as a great circle. With the use of this or 
other wave guiding techniques，the family of embodiments associated with Fig. 10 is 
extended to cases in which the arrays are not straight line segments.

٠ A gap without reflectors can be introduced between the transducers and their corresponding 
arrays. Such a gap，for example, may be used to prevent the transducer in question from 
blocking acoustic paths of another sensor subsystem. More generally，within the formalism 
of Fig. 10, there is no requirement that the full length of the array is populated with reflective 
elements,

EXAMPLE 2
Fig. 12 illustrates examples of specific touch region geometries within the scope of Fig. 

10.
The rectangular touch region shown in Fig. 12(a) is typical of the X-coordinate sensor 

subsystems of current flat rectangular acoustic touchscreen products.
If all segments of the acoustic path in Fig. 12(a) use the same acoustic mode，then the 

spacing-vector formula leads to the prior art 45。reflectors with wavelength spacing along the 
array axes. For example，if the incident wave is in the -X direction and the scattered wave IS in 

the Y direction，then the spacing vector is calculated to be s == (ηλ/2，ηλ/2) and hence the 
reflectors are at 45٥ the spacing between reflectors in a direction perpendicular to the reflectors is 

2 /دال٦ر  and the rcflector spacing in along the array axis ηλ.
If，instead，the transmit and receive array modes are zeroth order horizontally polarized 

shear (ZOHPS) waves and the touch region mode is a Lamb wave，then the spacing vector is 

calculated to be s = n ( 人나她，、OHPS) XzoHPs / ( XLanib2 + ÀZOHPS2)}■ This in turn implies a
reflector angie Θ with respect to array axis satisfying the condition tan(ö) = λίατηΗ/λζοΗΡδ = vLamb/ 
Vzohps· This reflector orientation is that given in equation 2 of US patent 5,072,427* In terms of 
Θ，the magnitude of the spacing vector can be reduced to s = n sin(0) λ2ΟΗΡ5 which in turn implies 

ηλΖΟΗρ5 reflector spacing with respect to the array axis. Hence，the array design essentials of US
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patent 5,072,427, incorporated herein by reference, are also derivable from the spacing vector
formula.

Going beyond prior art，the principles of Fig. 10 combined with the vector-spacing 
formula also allow one to engineer sensor subsystems for a variety of other geometries including 
parallelograms as in Fig. 12(b)，trapezoids as in Fig. 12(c)，and triangles，as shown in Figures 
12(d)，12(e) and 12(f).

EXAMPLE 3
Fig. 13 represents an example sensor design that utilizes four sensor subsystems. This 

design supports control systems which include anti-shadowing algorithms and algorithms that 
resolve multi-touch ambiguities. The touch region has a width-to-height aspect ratio of <3:1.

Two sensor subsystems are rectangular as in Fig. 12(a); see Fig· 13(a). By itself，Fig. 
13(a) has much in common with prior art sensors with standard X and Y measurements. Fig. 
13(a) shows an X transmit transducer 1301，an X transmit reflective array 1302, with reflective 
elements at 45٥，an X receive reflective array 1303, with reflective elements at 45。，and an X 
receive transducer 1304. Likewise, a Y transmit transducer 1305, a Y transmit reflective array 
1306, with reflective elements at 45。，a Y receive reflective array 1307, with reflective elements 

at 45٥, and a Y receive transducer 1308 is provided along an orthogonal set of axes·
The other two subsystems provide a measurement of a “u” diagonal coordinate. Fig. 

13(b) illustrates these other two sensor subsystems· They are both of the type illustrated in Fig· 
12(f). One set of acoustic paths start at the X transmit transducer 1301 and are received by the Y 
receive transducer 1308; the touch region for this sensor subsystem is triangular with sides 
defined by the X transmit array 1302, the Y receive array 1307, and a diagonal across the touch 
region. The other set of acoustic paths start at the Y transmit transducer 1305 and are received 
by the X receive transducer 1304; the touch region for this sensor subsystem is triangular with 
sides defined by the Y transmit array 1306, the X receive array 1303, and a diagonal across the 
touch region. In both cases, the acoustic paths through the touch region are at a 30٥ diagonal 
with respect to the X axis■ Together，the touch regions of these two sensor subsystems cover 
substantially all of the rectangular touch region covered by the X and Y sensor subsystems of 
Fig. 13(a).

Reflector angles and spacings are noted in Fig. 13. These values can be derived from the 
principles of Figs. 10 and the spacing-vector formula. Reflector angles have been calculated for 
the case in which all segments of all acoustic paths use the same acoustic mode a wavelength λ.
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The spacing-vector formula supports generalization to embodiments involving mode conversion.

The arrays shown in Figs. 13(a) and 13(b) are superposed. The transmit array 1302 in 
front of the X transmit transducer includes both 45٥ and 75٥ degree reflectors. The transmit array 

1306 in front of the Y transmit transducer includes both 45٥ and 60٥ degree reflectors. The 

receive array 1303 in front of the X reaive transducer includes both 45° and 15٥ degree 

reflectors. The receive array 1307 in front of the Y receive transducer includes both 45٥ and 30٥ 

degree reflectors. These reflector orientations are appropriate for designs in which no mode 
conversion at the reflective arrays，i.e. reflector elements are oriented like mirrors so that the 
angle of incidence equals the angle of reflectance.

In a specific embodiment for which the acoustic wavelength is 0.0226’’, e.g. soda-lime- 
glass substrate with an operating frequency of 5.53 MHz，the reflector spacings along the array 
axes are an integer times 0.0226” for all 45٥ reflectors，an integer times 0.0121’’ for the 75٥ Xt 

reflectors，0.1687” for the 15٥ Xr reflectors, 0.0151” for the 60٥ Y( reflectors，and 0.0452” for the 

30。Yr reflectors.

Fig. 23 shows the timing of received signals for the all-Rayleigh X-Y-U 30٠-diagonal 
sensor shown in Fig. 13. Other options for acoustic modes and geometrical dimensions of an X- 
Y-U diagonal sensor will lead to qualitatively similar timing diagrams. As shown, a single 
acoustic emission from either transmit transducer is received by two receiving transducers. It is 
noted that the diagonal axis is read in two halves，from separate transducers, hence，a touch 2301 
will perturb only one such diagonal path signal. Compare Fig. 23(d) and 23(c).

In order to analyze the received signals，an anti-shadowing algorithm may be applied 
which first searches for a touch in one axis and then the other，reporting a valid output if both are 
found. If one is found and the other is not，the diagonal axis signals are analyzed for touch 
information. If one of the diagonal signals indicates a touch, then that signal is transformed to 
produce the missing data and output. Where a touch is not found on another axis，an error 
condition exists. Where no touch is seen on any axis，no output is reported. With such an anti- 
shadowing algorithm，consider the case in which an acoustic wave sensing a touch of one sensor 
subsystem is strongly shadowed by，for example，a drop of water absorbing a Rayleigh wave or a 
frozen drop of water absorbing a ZOHPS wave. In order to determine a position of a touch，two 
coordinates are required，which co^spond to an X and Y. Where one of the X and Y is subject 

to interference，the 30٥ diagonal path which intersects the touch position，but generally does not
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also intersect the interfering substance, may be analyzed to determine the position of a touch. A
relatively simple transform is applied to produce outputs corresponding to X and Y.

Alternately，a redundancy-check/multiple-touch algoritl^m may be employed. Because the 
data includes redundant infomation，in the absence of interference，the additional data may be 
u^d to check the computed positions for consistency or to detemine the existence and position 
of multiple touches· In an initial step，candidate X and Y touch coordinates are constructed from 
the X and Y data streams. These candidates are compared for consistency with the diagonal data· 
Where all three correspond，a valid output condition exists■ Where they do not correspond，a 

different candidate coordinate is proposed and tested.
EXAMPLE 4
The sensor of example 3 and Fig, 13 is an Χ-Υ-Ό sensor in which the u acoustic paths 

are at a 30٥ diagonal angle and an aspect ratio of 3:1 ٦ر . In this example，we consider an X-Y-U 
sensor with an arbitrary aspect ratio.

Let H and w be the height and width of the touch region of an X-Y-U sensor. The u 
acoustic paths through the touch region have a diagonal angle satisfying tan (Θ) = H/W. The 
principles or Fig. 10 and the spacing-vector fomalism lead to the reflector angles and spacings 
for the u subsystems as given in the table below· For the value Θ = 30٠, the angles and spacings 
of Fig. 13 are reproduce. The line widths given in the table correspond to the line width that 
maximizes the scattering amplitude; as previously noted these line widths may be u^d but are 
not required.

Angle Spacing Line width

X transmit 90°- Θ/2 λ/(1+οοδ(Θ)) ذاًلامالا0ةبة11١١

X receive ©IT. x/(l-cos(0)) λ/(4χ٠θ8(90٥-Θ/2))

Y transmit 450+Θ/2 λ/(1+.(Θ)) V(4xcos(45٥-©/2))

Y receive 45٥- Θ/2 لي-الماد١٠١ λ/(4χ٥θ3(45٥ + Θ/2))

In prototypes constructed according to the present invention, a system having touch 
region dimensions of H = 6.40” and w = 9.60” was construed. These are the same touch 
region dimensions as the commercial touchscreen product Ε284Α-693 sold by Elo 
TouchSystems，Inc. The prototypes were similar in construction，including placement of 
reflective arrays，except that the arrays in the prototype sensor were superposed arrays inchding 
u reflectors as well as standard X and Y reflectors. These prototypes demonstrated the use of
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diagonal acoustic paths and superposed arrays■ The u diagonal angle of the prototypes is 33.7٥ as
required by tan(©) = H/W = 6.40’，/9٠60” = tan(33.7٥). The spacings and orientations of the
reflectors for the u sensor subsystems were calculated using the fomulas in the above table.

All desired sets of acoustic paths were observed in the prototypes. This demonstrates the 
operation of superposed arrays. This also provides another demonstration of the spacing-vector 
formalism as a general means to enable calculation of reflector spacings and orientations from 
first principles. Some signal artifäcts from interfering parasitic acoustic paths were observed 
with these prototypes，but none that can not be removed or tolerated with the aid of one or more 
of the following parasitic suppression techniques: reduction of electronic cross-talk in controller 
and in cabling between X and Y burst lines; fine tuning of array foot print geometry; acoustic 
damping on back side of substrate (e.g. optical bonding or back side application of an OCLI 
HEA™ anti-reflective coating on a plastic film with contact adhesive); line width modulation; 
increased density of reflectors elements; and use of a phase-sensitive controller. In all cases in 
which parasitic acoustic paths were detected in the prototypes，the acoustic path from the 
transmit to the receive transducers involwd only one scattering off of an array; no signal artifacts 
were observed due to parasitic paths involving multiple reflections.

EXAMPLE 5
Fig· 14 provides for the addition of a second diagonal “V" measurement beyond the X，Y， 

u sensor of Fig. 13. Fig. 14 therefore illustrates two additional sensor subsystems· The reflective 
arrays for this V subsystem are superposd on χ,γ, and u arrays similar to those Fig.لل. 

Acoustic paths for one sensor subsystem start at the X transmit transducer 1301 and end at the Y 
transmit transducer 1305, which in this context serves as a receiving transducer; this sensor 
subsystem is of the type shown in Fig, 12(e). Acoustic paths for the other sensor subsystem start 
at the Y receive transducer 1308, now used as a transmit transducer，and are received by the X 
receive transducer 1304 transducer; this sensor subsystem is of the type shown in Fig. 12(d). In 
this case，the X transmit reflective array 1302 includes an additional set of reflective elements at 
15٥, the X receive reflective array 1303 includes an additional set of reflective elements at 75。， 

the Y “transmit” reflective array 1300 includes an additional set of reflective elements at 30٥，and 

the Y “receive” reflective array 1307 includes an additional set of reflective elements at 60。・ The 
reflector spacings are noted on Fig· 14, and may be calculad according to the principles 
according to Fig. 10 and the spacing-vector formula.

There are many options regarding the acoustic ^des wnich may be employed.
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In one embodiment，the u and V subsystems involve no mode conversions，while the X and Y 
subsystems do. For example，all acoustic path segments may use Rayleigh waves，except for the 
touch region segments of X and Y which use Love waves. Alternatively，all acoustic path 
segments may use ZOHPS waves，except for the touch regions of X and Y which use a lowest 
order symmetric or anti-symmetric Lamb wave. In both these cases，one of the pairs of 
coordinates (Χ,Υ) and (U,V) senses touch with a horizontally polarized shear wave and the other 
with an acoustic mode with significant vertical motion (coupling to pressure waves in fluids) at 
the touch surfäce. A false touch due to a water drop may be rejected by an anomalously small 
ratio of shear-wave to ηοη-shear-wave touch signal.

If there is no mode conversion in the u and V subsystems，the principles of Fig. 10 and 
the spacing-vector formula lead to the reflector angles and spacings shown in Figs. 13(b) and 14.
However，where mode conversions are implemented，different reflector angles are used. To 

implement mode conversion in the X and Y subsystems，the 45。reflector angles illustrated in 
Fig. 13(a) are not used; the tangent of these reflector angles will equal the ratio of the phase 
velocity of the mode in the touch region to the phase velocity of the mode propagating along the 
array.

As with the X-Y-U sensor，the X-Y-U-V sensor need not be limited to diagonal paths at 
ب30ه  and ا30ه  an^es■ The u and V angles are approximately equal and opposite with 

magnimdes equal to the inverse tangent of the aspect ratio of the touch region. Preferably，the 
diagonal waves have an angle of between about 10٥ to 80。to the reflective array，and more 

preferably between 25٥ and 65٥ to the reflective array. The various wave angles preferably differ 

from each other by about at least 5٥，and more preferably by at least 15٥.
It should be understood that，as an extension of these techniques，it is possible to direct a 

set of acoustic paths having an incremental variation from each transducer to all transducers， 
including the originating transducer. Thus，the system is not limited to, for example, four sets of 
acoustic paths. Likewise，while separating the sets of received waves at differing transducers 
allows use of simple AM receivers for the acoustic waves，the invention is not so limited and a 
plurality of sets of waves may be received by a single transducer，with portions received 
simultaneously.

EXAMPLE6
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Touch sensors according to the present invention need not be rectangular. A wide variety
of polygonal shapes are possible. For example，Fig. 15(b) illustrates a hexagonal sensor
including six identical trapezoidal sensor subsystems of the type of Fig. 12(c).

In this figure, even numbered transducers 1502, 1504, 1506, 1508, 1510, 1512 are 
transmit transducers صة odd numbead transducers 1501, 1503, 1505, 1507, 1509, 1511 are 
receive transducers，although this is not the only possibility. The six trapezoidal sensor 
subsystems provide acoustic paths between pairs of transducers as follows: transmit from 1512 
with receive at 1509; transmit 1502 with receive at 1511; transmit 1504 with receive at 1501: 
transmit 1506 with receive at 1503; transmit 1508 with receive 1505; and transmit 1510 with 
receive 1507.

The reflector angles of ±60。shown in Fig. 15(a) correspond to the case in which there is 
no mode conversion during scattering at the arrays. This can easily be generalized to other 
acoustic-mode options using the vector-spacing formula.

Most of the touch panel surface is covered by three sensor subsystems. If，as drawn, 
arrays are shorte^d to make room for transducers，then there may be the three strips covered by 
only two sensor subsystems. In this case，the very center of the panel is insensitive. Alternately， 
one can back off the transducers and use longer arrays; perhaps at the expense of increasing the 
width of the border region. In ddition，a set of paths may be proved which are rectangular， 
e.g·，Fig，12(a)，which encompass the gap region. Three such added rectangular sensor 
subsystems may utilize the following pairs of transmit/receive transducers: 1506 and 1501; 1508 
and 1503; and 1510 ^d 1505. When these three rectangular sensor subsystems are added, then 
each array has three superposed sets of reflective arrays.

In theory，a reflective array system may be proved to direct acoustic waves to each 
other reflective array (with a reflection allowing transmission to reflective arrays disposed on the 
same side or at an overly obtuse angle). It is preferred，however，in order to minimize acoustic 
losses，that no more than three sets of reflective element be provided in any reflective array.

This hexagonal touch sensitive suriace has application, for example，as a system built into 
a conference table. The sensor is provided as，for example，a portion of a table top for a round 
table. A central portion of the table incudes a hexagonal substrate，each edge having a pair of 
transducers and a composite reflective array having two or three sets of reflective elements for 
directing waves to each side which is not adjacent. Thus，with three superposed arrays，waves 
are direckd at 60٥, 90٥ and 120。・ Therefore，to sense cowdinate position along two axes， 
potentially 18 wave paths are provided，or nine non-trivial paths. A significant redundancy 
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therefore exists，providing enhanced immunity to shadowing and allowing resolution of multiple 
simultaneous touches, suppression of interference from fixed objects，distinction of finger from 
palm，and other advantages. Several people sitting around the table could simult^ 
interact with the system. Due to the large number of sensing paths，this table therefore allows 
conferencing and multitouch capability. The touch panel itself may be opaque or transparent. If 
it is transparent，a reverse projection screen may be provided on the back side of the substrate 
upon which an image is projected. For example，a projective display device may illuminate a 
reverse projection screen laminated to the underside of a 3 mm thick borosilicate glass substrate， 
upon which an all-Rayleigh wave hexagonal sensor is fabricated; the relatively low acoustic 
attenuation of borosilicate glass at 5-53 MHz can support a sensor size with a touch region large 
enough to contain a 60 cm diameter circle.

As shown in Fig. 15(c)，the principles may also be applied to a triangular sensor，which in 
this case also uses the arrays according to Fig. 15(a). In this case，the wavepaths correspond to 
Fig. 12(d). Alternatively，with array designs differing from Figure 15(a)，a triangular sensor 
may use three sensor subsystems of the type of Fig. 12(e) with the same arrangement of transmit 
and receive transducers given in Fig. 15(c).

As is evident from this example，and the general principles of Figs. 10 and 11, a wide 
variety of polygons are possible shapes for touch sensors.

EXAMPLE 7
This example illustrates the use of this invention to extend sensor size. For some 

applications，e.g. electronic whiteboards，larger sensor sizes are of considerable interest.
For a given acoustic mode，operating frequency，and acoustic substrate，the sensor size is 

limited by a maximum acoustic path length beyond which fürther attenuation of the acoustic 
waves leads to unacceptably weak signal strengths· For example，for 5.53 MHz Rayleigh waves 
in soda-lime glass, weak signal amplitudes typically are a problem for acoustic paths longer than 
about one meter. Use of borosilicate glass or aluminum as a substrate can almost double this 
maximum path length, for otherwise the same system parameters.

The characteristics of the receiver systems and electronics，the electromagnetic noise 
environment afiect the limit of detectability and hence affect the numerical value of Ле 
maximum acoustic path length. The efficiency of transducers and reflective arrays also influence 
the maximum path length. Whatever factors limit the acoustic path length，for a given 
maximum path this invention provides means to extend the maximum size of the sensor. For 
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example，as shown in Fig. 16, a large rectangular sensor is shown having an X, и，V sensor 
layout along with representative examples of sensor subsystems.

For the X sensor subsystem of a prior art rectangular touchscreen, the maximum path 
kngth is approximately 2W + H where w and H are the width and height of the touch region. In 
the sensor illustrated in Fig. 16, the width is divided into four segments of length s = W/4. 
Hence each of the X sensor subsystems has a maximum acoustic path length of approximately 2S 
+ Η： W/2 + H, For the υ and V sensor subsystems，the maximum path length is 3S/2 + ^[H2 + 

(3S/2)2] = 3W/8 + ٠٧[Η2 + (3W/8)2]. For a touch region with a 3-to-4 aspect ratio, known prior art 
rectangular touchscreens employ a maximum path length of 2W + H = (11/3)H，while Fig. 16 
gives maximum path lengths of w/2 + H = (5/3)H and O.46W + H = 1.62Η く (5/3)Η. For given 
sensor size, the maximum acoustic path has reduced by more than a factor of two. For a given 
maximum acoustic path kngth the sensor size can more than doubled. By avoiding long acoustic 
path lengths along arrays，the permissible path lengths crossing the touch region are increased. 
This increases the maximum permissible height of the rectangular sensor.

According to this embodiment, as shown in Fig. 16, acoustic paths that must traverse the 
entire width of the sensor，e.g. as found in a Y sensor subsystems，have been avoided. As a 
result, there is no acoustic-path—length limitation on the width of the large rectangular sensor， 
provided there is no limitation on the number of transducers. Thus，while the height of the sensor 
in Fig. 16 is extended by remains limited，the width of the sensor can be arbitrarily increased 
with ftirther segmentation of the arrays.

Delving into fiirther details of the sensor in Fig· 16, there are six transmit transducers as 
indicated at the top of the sensor Jabeled TL, Tl，Τ2, Τ3, Τ4, and TR, Six receive transducers are 
^dicated at the bottom of the sensor and are labeled RL，Rl，R2, R3, R4, and RR. The arrays 
associated with Tl, Τ2, Τ3, Τ4, Rl，R2, R3, and R4, are triply superposed arrays containing 
reflectors for X，u，and V sensor subsystems. The vertical arrays are doubly superposed mays 
supporting u and V sensor subsystems only.

The reflector angles and spacings can be computed from the principles of Figs. 10 and 11 · 
The acoustic paths across the touch region are at angles of 90。and 90٥ 土 Θ with respect to the 

horizontal where Θ is defined as arctan[(3/2)S/H]. If there is no mode conversion, the reflective 
arrays at the top and bottom of the sensor have reflectors at angles of 45٥ and 45° 士 Θ/2 and 
reflector spacings OI n人 and ηλ/(1 士 sine). The side arrays have reflector angles and spacings of 

士 Θ/2 and ηλ/(1 - cose). One option for the reflector width can be determined by equalizing the 
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reflector line widths and the gaps between reflectors for the densest reflector spacing. The 
spacing-vector formula allows calculation of reflector design parameters for embodiments 
employing mode conversion.

To minimize dead regions，it may be advantageous to ،،shingle٠١ the top and bottom 
transducer-array systems，as shown in Fig. 16(c). By tilting the arrays so that the transducer end 
of the arrays is at least one transducer width closer to the edge of the glass than the for end of the 
arrays，the arrays can be extended to eliminate the dead spaces caused by the transducers as 
shown in Fig. 16(b).

The X，u，and V，coordinates determine by the sensor subsystems are linearly related to 
the delay times for signal perturbations induced by touches. Each sensor subsystem has is own 
appropriate constants for this linear mapping, u and V are related to Cartesian coordinates by 
the following relations.

u = X + tanö X Y V：X-tanö X Y
The X，u, and V coordinates are interrelated by the following equations.

X = (U + V)/2U：2X-V V = 2X-U
Hence the Cartesian coordinates (Χ,Υ) are related to X，u，and V as follows.

(X，Y) = ({U + ٧}/2و {U - ٧}/{2 X tane}) : (X，{U - X}/tan0) = (X，-{V - X}/tan6) 
Any two of X，u，and V is sufficient to determine a touch position. Furthermore，due to the 
redundancy and segmentation of the touch sensitive surface, multiple touches may be 
simultaneously detected and their positions analyzed.

Now consider specific emhdiments with no mode conversion having a rectangular touch 
region with a 3-to-4 aspect ratio. The value for θ is 26.6。，so that the waves traverse the touch 
region at angles of 64.4。，90٥ and 116.6٥ with respect to the horizontal X direction. The u 

subsystem reflectors angles are 31.72٥ for the top arrays，58.28٥ for the bottom arrays，and 13.3٥ 

for the side arrays. The X subsystem reflectors ofthe top and bottom arrays are at 450. TheV 

subsystem reflector angles are 58.28٥ for the top arrays, 31.72〇 for the bottom arrays，and 13.3٥ 

for the side arrays. The u subsystem reflectors spacing is 1.809χηλ for the top arrays, 0.691χηλ 

for the bottom arrays, and 9.472χηλ for the side arrays. The X subsystem reflectors of the top 

and bottom arrays have ηλ spacing. The V subsystem reflector spacings are 0.691χηλ for the top 

arrays, 1·809χηλ for the bottom arrays，and 9.472χηλ for the side arrays·
Further，another embodiment of the sensor has a layout wherein the dimensions of the 

touch region are 3 foot by 4 foot，i.e. 60 inch diagonal. With the layout of Fig. 16(a)，the 
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maximum acoustic path length is 60”. This is feasible for 5.53 MHz Rayleigh waves in a 
borosilicate or aluminum substrate. Hence，the sensor design of Fig. 16(a) supports a size typical 
of many electronic white boards presently on the market·

White boards (not necessarily electronic) often have an enamel-on-metal writing surface.
An aspect of the present invention is the use of a Love-wave substrate composed of a thin layer 
of low-acoustic-velocity enamel on a low-acoustic loss metal substrate. For example，an 

approximately ЮОцт thick lead (or other heavy metal) based enamel on an 3 mm aluminum 
substrate，similar to known architectural panels in past use. Such a Love-wave substrate may be 
advantageous in suppressing effects of liquid contaminants such as a trail of drying ink from a 
felt pen and furthermore may be able to provide greater touch sensitivity than ZOHPS waves in a 
one millimeter thick substrate due to the Love wave’s higher concentration of acoustic power 
near the surfoce.

EXAMPLE 8
Flexibility of sensor design is ftirther enhanced by the use of reflective boundaries in 

sensor subsystems to produce intermediate scattering of acoustic paths· See Fig. 17 which is a 
generalization of Fig. 10 in which the acoustic paths undergo an intermediate reflection between 
the fransmit and receive amys. Similarly，a plurality of reflections may occur.

The reflective boundary 1701 may be formed of an array of reflective elements similar to 
the transmit and receive arrays. For example see item 60 of Fig, 11 of U.S. patent 4,700，176. 
The angles and spacing of reflectors may be calculated using the spacing-vector formula，that is 
the reflective boundary’s reflector spacing vector is given by the following expression (subscript 
“pt” for path from transmit array and “pr" for path to receive array).

8(8)：2πη(Μ5)-1،ρ٢(8))/|Μδ)٠1،ρΓ(δ) I2
As with transmit and receive arrays，mode conversion is an option at a reflective boundary 1701. 

Unlike the transmit and receive arrays，which need to be quasi-transparent to acoustic 
paths propagating along their lengths, reflective boundaries 1701 can be designed to be strongly 
reflective，so long as no acoustic path need pass through the reflective boundary 1701.

As with transmit and receive arrays，reflective boundary 1701 arrays from different 
sensor subsystems can also be can superposed with another sensor subsystem’s reflective 
boundary 1701 or reflective array.

The reflective boundary 1701 may include an edge of the substrate. In this case additional 
diffraction-grating reflective boundary schemes may be considered，such as a faceted edge. If no 
mode conversion is desired, and the angle of incidence equals the angle of reflectance，then a 
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simple machined glass edge may be sufficient，particularly for the lowest order plate waves: 
ZOHPS and lowest order symmetric and anti-symmetric Lamb waves. For example，see items 
220 and 222 of Fig. 17 of U.S. patent 5,243,148.

While the acoustic path in Fig. 17 encounters only one reflective boundary 1701，these 
principles generalize to two or more intermediate reflections.

The delay time in terms of path parameter and group velocities of modes along 
transmit array (V،), transmit path across touch region (Vpt)，transmit path across touch region 
(Vpr), and receive array (Vr) is

1(ة)：ة٨/٧₽ب<ا(ة/)٧₽هم٣(ة/)٧بمة^٧٢
A perturbation in the signal at this time corresponds to a touch within the union of the 

following two sets of points (where 0<α<1).

aPt(s)+sAt + Tt
aP٢(s) + Pt(s) + sAt + Tt

Fig. 11 of U.S. patent 4,700 176 illustrates the use of reflective boundaries to reduce the 
required number of transducers; a sensor subsystem is shown in which the acoustic path leaves a 
transducer，is scattered by 90٠ by the reflective array，traverses the touch region，is reflected back 
across the touch region by a reflective boundary，and retraces its path back to the same transducer 
from which it started.

Fig. 17 of U.S. patent 5,243,148 Ulustrates the use of reflector boundaries to pass the 
acoustic path though mode selective filters. In this example，the "reverse reflection” reflective 
array directs acoustic paths away from the touch region through a mode filter before a reflective 
boundary redirects the acoustic paths back toward the touch region.

In the context of the present invention, reflective boundaries ftirther increase the options 
for non٠orthogonal acoustic paths，the options non-rectangular and non-planar sensor shapes，and 
the options for sensing touches with more than one acoustic mode.

EXAMPLE 9
Fig. 17 embodies many possible sensor subsystem geometries，a few examples of which 

are show in Fig. 18·
In Fig. 18(a)，the receive and transmit transducers and arrays are on one side of a 

trapezoidal touch sensitive region. The receiver and transmit arrays may be superposed，thus 
allowing the use of a common transmit/receive transducer.
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Fig. 18(b) is a variation of the trapezoidal scheme in which the receive and transmit 

system are lined up in series· In the context of a vertical cylinder with periodic boundary 
conditions，the transmit and receive arrays may be superposed and use a common 
transmit/receive transducer.

The rectangular sensor subsystem in Fig. 18(c) involves a 180٠ reflection off the bottom 
edge. The transmit and receive arrays may be superposed，or indeed be identical，thus supporting 
the use of a common transmit/receive transducer. As presented in Fig. 18(c)，with reuse of the 
reflective array and transducer，such sensor subsystems are known and employed by Carroll 
Touch in its ZOHPS products for X and Y coordinate measurements.

In Fig. 18(d), the transmit and receive arrays scatter in directions opposite to standard 
commercial rectangular sensors. This scheme is shown in Fig. 17 of U.S. Patent 5,329,070 to 
Knowles. This scheme provides additional opportunities for mode filtering of the scattered 
acoustic waves and may be used to interpose time delays. Thus，a superposed reflective array 
may be provided with，e.g., reflective elements disposed at 土45٥ to an incident acoustic beam， 
with one scattered path traveling opposite to the other. One of the paths intersects a reflective 
boundary，which redirects it and/or mode converts It in a desired manner. Further，this 
configuration may be used to suppress certain parasitic paths· Finally note that the reflective 
boundary need not act as a mirror parallel to the reflective array，and therefore may produce an 
arbitrary reflection angle.

EXAMPLE 10
Fig. 19 illustrates a cylindrical sensor which includes sensor subsystems of the types 

given in Figure 18(b) and 18(c).
For the purposes of this invention, the meaning of "planar surface” is extended to include 

any 2-dimensional surfäce of Euclidean geometry，i.e. surfaces that can be “unrolled and laid 
flat” without wrinKles or other distortions. A spherical surface is still non-planar; this is an 
observation related to the map maKers’ problem for flat maps of the globe. However，a 
cylindrical surfäce may be considered “planar” according to the present invention. A cylindrical 
sensor surfoce along with acoustic paths can be mapped to a flat surface with corresponding 
acoustic paths provided that the curvature is always large compared to the acoustic wavelength; 
and in fact known touchscreens for cylindrically curved video monitors do not provide particular 
compensation for the cylindrical shape. Hence the cylindrically curved sensor of Mg. 19 may 
serve to illustrate application of Fig. 18.
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The sensor in the form of a complete cylinder poses an interesting topological twist to 
"planar” sensor geometry. The sensor of Fig. 19 takes advantage of the periodic boundary 
conditions of a full cylindrical surface 1901. As is apparent from inspection of Fig. 19, this 
eliminates the need for any vertical arrays·

The touch sensor of Fig. 19 includes the superposition of two sensor subsystems 1902， 
1903 of the type of Fig. 18(b) and two sensor subsystems 1904, 1905 of the type of Fig. 18(c). 
There are two receive/transmii transducers 1906，1907 each aimed at superposed reflector array 
1908, 1909 containing three sets of reflectors.

With the aid of the principles of Figs. 10 and 11，there are many options regarding 
acoustic modes. The choice of acoustic modes will affect the design of the reflective boundary at 
the top of the cylinder. If lowest order plate waves are used across the touch region，i.e. ZOHPS， 
lowestorder symmetric Lamb，or a flexural wave，the reflective boundary can simply be a 
machined edge as Ulustrated in Fig. 19(a). For other types of surfoce acoustic waves，reflective- 
array type reflective boundaries may be used.

If there is not mode conversion at the reflective arrays，then the reflector angles are 45٥ 

for the sensor subsystems of the type or ng. 18(c)，and the reflectors for the trapezoidal 
subsystems arc at angles of 45٥±θ/2 where tan(0) = ٦R/2H. If mode conversion is desired，then 
the spacing-vector fomula may be used to calculate reflector angles and spacings.

Note that a burst from a transducer will generate three signals. For some delay times，all 
three received signals will be active. Several approaches can be used to disentangle such 
simultaneously received signals.

Signals from the rectangular subsystems of the type of Fig. 18(c) are isolated. For these 
signals，the receive transducer is the same as the transmit transducer，in contrast to the four 
signals from the trapezoidal subsystems of the t^e of Fig. 18(b)· This is an exipie of using 
distinct receive transducers to separate signais generated by a common transmit pulse.

In trapezoidal sensor subsystems，for a given choice of transmit transducer (the other 
choice simply reverses the directions of the acoustic paths), a burst generates two signals in the 
same time window received by a common receive transducer. One approach here is to design 
the reflector spacings of the two sensor subsystems to correspond to two different operating 
frequencies. The frequency tuning of the receiver electronics is then used to separate the signals; 
the transmit burst may be broad band or a sequence to bursts at different frequencies.

Another approach is to use a phase-sensitive controller■ The two simultaneously received 
signals are allowed to combine with an uncontrolled phase at the receiver. However，regardless
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of the relative phase between the two received signals, a touch attenuation in one signa】 wiJI
always be recognized by an amplitude change，or phase change, or both，of the combined signal.

Signal separation with a phase sensitive controller may result in an ambiguity in the 
identification of which perturbation in the combined signal corresponds to which component 
signal. Seedottedghostpaths 1910 shown in Fig· 19(b)· ForthesensorofFig. 19, such 
ambiguities can be easily resolved with the aid of the coordinate data from the rectangular sensor 
subsystems.

Fig. 19 is but one of many possible cylindrical sensor configurations. Other examples 
include systems with a touch surface on an inside surface of a cylinder; a single transducer with 
reflective array around full circumference; top and bottom arrays，side-by-side arrays with 
separate transducers rather than superposed arrays; etc.

EXAMPLEll
Fig. 28 shows a planar sensor system which faces the same types of ambiguities as the 

cylindrical sensor according to Fig. 19. In this embodiment，a single transducer 2801 and 
superposed reflective array 2802 generates and receives sets of waves 2803, 2804 traveling at an 
angle to one another. In this system, as shown in Fig. 28(b2)١ a single touch produces a pair of 
perturbations in a received signal. The average time delay for the pair of signal perturbations 
represents the distance along the array from the transducer，while the separation represents the 
distance from the bottom edge of the substrate. Note that a single sensor subsystem observes the 
touch twice due to the forward and backward wave paths. The embodiment or Fig. 28(a) includes 
a third set of wave paths 2805 which is orthogonal. In this case, one set of the reflective 
elements in the array 2802 is used to mode convert a Rayleigh wave emitted from the transducer 
to a HOHPS wave at right angles.

The sensor of Fig. 28(a) provides redundancy that may support anti-shadowing 
algorithms，multiple-touch algorithms，as well as dual-mode touch-characteristic algorithms.

Figs. 28(b) and 28(c) further show that these three wavepaths may be used to determine 
the positions of a pair of touches. The method first looks for perturbations of the rectangular 
wave sets 2810. From these，the X coordinate is estimated 2811. Perturbations in the “w” 
shaped wavepaths are next determined 2812. An iterative loop 2813 is then commenced to 
review all pairs of perturbations■ The average delay is calculated 2814. For each perturbation of 
the rectangular path 2815, the consistency of the “w" shaped paths is determined 2816. Further， 
since the rectangular wave is a shear wave and the ،،w١, wave is a Rayleigh wave，the attenuation 
ratio may be determined to eliminate water droplet shadowing effects 2817. The confirmed
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touch position is then calculated 2818, and output 2819. Further rectangular path perturbations
are then analyzed 2820, and then the iterative loop 2813 incremented 2821.

EXAMPLE 12
The concepts of Fig. 10 generalize to non-planar，i.e. non-Euclidean，surfaces. On a non- 

planar surfoce，acoustic waves naturally travel on geodesics of the surfoce. For example, on a 
spherical surfoce，acoustic waves naturally follow great circles. The line segments of Fig. 10 
therefore generalize to the geodesics of Fig. 20.

All three segments of the acoustic path shown in Fig. 20 are geodesics. The path 
parameter "s” can be any parameter that is smoothly and monotonically related to the arc length 
along the reflective arrays. The delay time as a function of the path parameter，t(s)，can be 
determined by the sum of the arc lengths of the segments，each divided by the group velocity of 
its acoustic mode.

A closed analytic expressions for t(s) typically does not exkt for a general complex 
curved surface. Once the geometry of the sensor is known or proposed，numerical calculations 
may be needed to calculate t(s) as well as the wave vectors needed by the spacing-vector formula 
to compute reflector angles and spacings as a fonction of s.

Reflector spacing and orientations are determined as a function of the array and path 
parameter s by considering a small quasi-planar neighborhood in which the scattering takes 
place，and then applying the wave vector analysis in the same way it is applied to planar 
coordinate subsystems. In this context，Fig. 11 represents a small quasi-flat region of a general 
curved surfoce. The spacing-vector formula is equally applicable to planar and non-planar 
sensors.

As shown in Fig. 17, Fig. 10 can be generalized to cases in which the acoustic paths 
encounter reflective boundaries· While not explicitly shown，the same is understood for Fig. 20. 
Reflective boundaries are no less applicable to non-planar surfoces as they are to planar surfoces， 
and in fact may advantageously be employed to increase options for sensor geometry or to 
simplify construction of the touch sensor.

As noted with Fig. 10, wave guiding effects can be used to design transmit and receive 
arrays that cause the corresponding acoustic paths to deviate from line segments. Likewise，Fig. 
20 generalizes to cases in which the transmit and receive segments deviate from geodesics.

The principles of Fig. 20 enable numerous possible shapes for non-planar sensor design. 
A few examples follow. While there is pedagogic value to emphasize special cases which can be
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analyzed analytically，e.g.，sections of a sphere，the scope of the present invention is not subject
to such limitations·

EXAMPLES
Figs. 21(a) and (b) provides an example of a non-planar sensor. Here the touch surface is 

a section of a sphere，qualitatively corresponding to the Earth’s surface between the equator and 
the arctic circle.

This sensor contains four sensor subsystems as follows·
A burst from transmit transducer 丁 1 will be scattered at a 90٠ angle and proceed 叩 a 

“line of longitude” until it is reflected by a reflective boundary near the top of the spherical cap， 
and retraces its path back toll. This sensor subsystem covers a ،،twelve hour time zone”. 
Similar acoustic paths starting and ending at transducer Τ2 provide a second sensor subsystem 
which covers the other “twelve hour time zone’’· Together，these two sensor subsystems provide 
а Ф coordinate measurement where T1 senses a touch if Ф is negative and Τ2 senses a touch if Ф is 
positive.

Not shown in Fig. 21(a) are the "u” acoustic paths that start at transducerTl and end at 
transducer RI. As shown in Fig. 21(b)，at an angle u with respect to the Τ1/Τ2 transducer pair， 
the transmitted acoustic beam is scattered onto a great circle■ This great circle is tilted with 
respect to the vertical by an angle θ and passes between the R1/R2 transducers and the polar 
hole. When it intersects the equator，it is scattered onto the equator and completes its journey to 
RI■

Shown in Fig. 21(b) is an acoustic path of the “V” system which is very similar to the “u” 
sensor subsystem. This time the burst comes from Τ2 and the signal IS received at R2٠ The 
great-circle geodesic is again inclined at a tilt of angle Θ，but this time goes between the Τ1/Τ2 
transducers and the polar hole and the associated reflective boundary used by the Φ sensor 
subsystems，

Neither the u or the V sensor subsystems cover the füll touch region. However 
(neglecting possible dead regions due to the finite size of transducers)，all points on the touch 
surfoce are covered either by the coordinate pair (и，ф) or by (ν，φ). Two dimensional coordinates 
can be sensed for the entire touch surfoce with the aid of an anti-shadowing algorithm; here the 
shadows in question are due to the polar hole.

Looking at more detail at the sensor geometry，if any two of the three coordinates，Φ，и，V 

are measured，then the coordinates of the touch 에 the spherical cap，(Θ,φ) can be determined.
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Here we define the angle of the touch with respect to the vertical direction，Θ，such that ΘξΟοπ 
the “north pole” and Θ = 90٥=π/2 at the “equator”，where the arrays are situated. Possible 
measured values of Θ are in the range θ<Θ< π/2.

Θ = arctan(tan(e)/ sin(A٠)) = 3Γ٠βοΐ(δΐη(Δφ) X cote)) where
Δφ == (π - и - ν)/2 for φ > 0
Δφ = (и ب V - π)/2 ٢огф<0

or

△ф = ф-и ίθΓφ>0

Δφ：|φ|+υ-π ؛огф<0
or

Δφ：π٠φ-νίθΓφ>0
△φ = V - ΙΦΙ forφ<o

If φ is not measured directly，it can be determined from u and V as follows■

If (u + V) < π，then φ>0 and ф = (и- ν)/2 + π/2
If (u ب V)> π, then φ < 0 and φ = (и - ν)/2 - π/2

If φ and one of u and V is known，the other can be predicted as follows.

и = 2ф + ٧٠л ίο٣φ>0 or υ = 2φ + ν + π ίοΓφ<0

V : π ب и ٠ 2φ ٤огф>0 or ν：٠π+υ-2φ 1огф<0

The angles u and V have ranges between 0 and π and are linearly related to delay times.
With the aid of the spacing-vector formula and the principles of Fig. 20, there are many 

options for the choice of acoustic modes. As a simple example，consider the case in which only 
one acoustic mode is used for all acoustic path segments. In this case，the equatorial arrays will 
include three sets of superposed reflector elements as follows: 45٥ reflectors with ηλ spacing;

45。- Θ/2 reflectors with ηλ/(1 - sin(0)) spacing; and 45٠+θ/2 reflectors with ηλ/(1 + sin(6)) 
spacing. Also, in this case，the reflective boundary may be formed of a set of concentric rings 
with a surfoce spacing of λ/2.

There are many substrate options: glass，aluminum，enamel-on-aluminum Love-wave 
substrate，etc. The choice of acoustic mode and substrate do not affect the sensor geometry 
except in determining the maximum size. For example 5.53 MHz Rayleigh waves on aluminum 
can support sizes with a diagonal dimension larger than 30 centimeters.
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In a particular embodiment，a hemispheric aluminum dome is provided approximately 
300mm in diameter· Near the “equatorial” concave opening，a pair of reflective arrays are 
provided on the outer surfoce，each extending almost halfway around the hemisphere and nearly 
meeting at each side. On each end of each reflective array is provided an ultrasonic transducer, 
such as a piezoelectric ceramic element，which may be mounted on a wedge, to generate or 
receive an acoustic wave traveling parallel to the axis of the reflective array.

Near the apex of the dome，another reflective member is provided, having a diameter of 
approximately 100mm. This apical reflector may be strongly reflective for perpendicular 
incident waves and weakly reflective for possible parasitic acoustic paths at other angles of 
incidence.

Each reflective array includes three sets of reflective elements:
1. 45° to axis of symmetry of hemisphere with spacing of ηλ

2. 45٥ + Θ/2 (35.5。) to the equatorial plane of the arrays with spacing of nÄy(l-sinÖ)
3. 45٥ - Θ/2 (54.5。)to the equatorial plane of the arrays with spacing of ηλ/(1+5Ϊηθ) 

Mirror reflection ambiguities in these reflection angles are resolved by considering the desired 
acoustic paths along with the angle-of"incidence-equals-angle-of-reflectance criteria, θ is the 
angle between the center of the hemisphere of the upper reflective member，about 26。.

In this case, portions of a wave transmitted from a first transducer along one of the pair of 
arrays are emitted along great circles of the hemisphere，which are then received by the other 
reflective array, following a path parallel to the reflective array to a receiving transducer. Other 
portions of the wave are directed directly toward the apical reflective member and back down 
toward the originating reflective array and originating transducer. Therefore，at any time，a wave 
emitted by one transducer is received by that same fransducer as well as one receiving transducer 
associated with the other a^ay. Therefore，both systems may be operative simultaneously to 
receive acoustic waves without substantial mutual interference. The transmit transducers Tl and 
Τ2 may emit acoustic bursts sequentially.

Alternately，these arrays may be shingled，inclined at a small angle to allow the 
transducer of one array to sit distal to an end of the other array. Of course, the angles and 
spacing of the array must be compensated for this inclination per the spacing-vector formula. In 
a preferred embodiment，the transducers are tucked just below the equator and the conesponding 
reflector arrays follow great circles that end pass just above the transducers at the opposite side.
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Furthermore，there may be greater than two transducers and arrays，allowing a plurality of 
sensing waves to be emitted by a transducer and received by a plurality of tramducers, according 
to the principes set forth herein.

It is noted that, on any substrate，and in particular in substrates which are nonplanar, the 
coordinate system employed to define the perturbation position need not be in a Cartesian or 
pseudo-Cartesian system，and therefore may be expressed in a polar coordinates，or in other 
terms· Further, in certain instances, extrinsic factors，such as an overlay or superimposed image 
may be used to define valid entries，and therefore the ambiguities in the input position are need 
not necessarily be fully resolved solely through acoustic wave perturbation analysis in every 
instance in order to provide a useful output·

EXAMPLE 14
Figs 21(c) and 21(d) provide another example of a non-planar sensor utilizing the 

principles of Fig. 20. Again we consider a section of a sphere· This time the touch surface 
corresponds to everything north of the "Tropic of Cancer”，and the region between the equator 
and the Tropic of Cancer is available for arrays and transducers. This system is described in 
filrther detail below.

The dome sensor shown in Figs. 21(c) and 21(d) is hemispherical in shape. The touch 
region is above the “Tropic of Cancer” at 23.5。N latitude and is redundantly covered with no 
dead regions by three pairs of sensor subsystems. Arrays and transducers are placed in the region 
of the hemisphere between its base or equator and the Tropic of Cancer■ The arrangement of 
transducers and arrays are shown in the flat-map projection given in Fig. 21(c). One of the six 
sensor subsystems is illustrated from a top view perspective in Fig. 21(α).

In the simplest embodiment with six sensor subsystems，each array arc in Fig· 21(c) 
corresponds to a single set of reflective elements forming an array. However，according to the 
present invention，it is noted that these arrays may be superposed to support additional sensor 
subsystems, and therefore each transducer may be associated with a plurality of wave paths， 
providing farther redundancy. The simplest embodiment is described in more detail below.

Equally spaced around the equator are six pairs of transducers, one transmit and one 
receive. Each transducer pair supports one sensor subsystem■ Each ofthe following three 
sensor-subsystem pairs fully cover the touch region above the Tropic of Cancer: R1/T1 and 
R4/T4; R2/T2 and R5/T5; and R3/T3 and R6/T6,

For clarity of presentation only. Fig. 21(c) shows a gap between the end of the transmit 
array for Tl and the receive array for R4, and likewise for other diametrically opposed transmit 
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and receive transducers· In practice, it is desirable to extend both arrays so that there is an 
overlap. This assures that there is no dead region，and in fact an overlap between，for example， 
the R1/T1 sensor subsystem and the R4/T4 sensor subsystem. The overlapping portions of the 
arrays have reflector elements approximately mirror reflected with respect to the array axis.

Consider now in more detail an individual sensor subsystem，i٠e.١ the R1/T1 sensor 
subsystem shown in Fig. 21(d), the transmit array follows a section of a great circle that 
intersects the X axis and is rotated by an angle Θ about the X axis with respect to the equatorial 

plane. The tilt angle，say Θ : 20٥, is less than the 23.5。latitude of the Tropic of Cancer.
In analyzing this array，let R be the radius of the hemisphere. Then the transmit array 

follows the following trajectory on the surface of the hemisphere.
x(s) = R٠cos^s/2)

y(s) = R٠sin(©)٠sin(Ks/2)

z(s) = R٠cos(©)٠sin(Tis/2)
The definitions used here for the X, y，and z directions are shown in Fig، 21(d). Similarly，the 
trajectory for the receive array is as follows.

x(s) = R٠cos^s/2)

y(s) = R٠sin(0)٠sin(7rs/2)

z(s) = ٠R٠cos(0)٠sin(ns/2)
In these fomulae, s is the path parameter which nominally varies from zero to one as the 

distances from the transducers increases. In this example，the array will start for a small positive 
value of s in order to make room for the finite sized transducer，and the array will end at a value 
of s slightly greater than one in order to provide the overlap between the sensor subsystem pairs 
discussed above.

Now consider the (θ,φ) coordinate system for the surface of the hemisphere defiMd by 
the following relations.

0<φ<π

χ(θ,φ) = R٠COS(0)٠COS(^

у(0,ф) = R٠cos(0)٠sin(^

z(0,٠) = R٠sin(e)

In terms of this coordinate system，the transmit array follows the trajectory:
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θ(ε) = arcsin(cos(©)٠sin(ns/2))
φ(؟) = arctan(sin(®)٠tan(ns/2))

and the receive ату follows the following trajectory:

0(s) = ãrcsin(cosO)٠sin(^s/2))

٠(s) = arctan(sin(0)٠tan(ns/2))
The geodesic connecting the transmit and the receive arays for the path parameter s is a 

segment of a line of longitude with respect to the z axis, namely the following section of a great 
circle.

-arcsin(cos(©)٠sin^s/2)) <θ< arcsin(cos(0)٠sin(Ks/2))

Φ = arctan(sin(©)٠tan(ns/2))
There are many options regarding choice of acoustic modes, and the particular spherical 

configuration does not alter the general principles of the invention. Let US consider in more 
detail the case in which the same acoustic mode propagates along both the transmit and receive 
arrays with group velocity V，while the mode, perhaps different，traversing the touch region has 
the group velocity V’· The delay time as a function of path parameter is given as follows·

T(s) : (R٠(ns/2))/V + 2R٠arcsin(cos(0)٠sin(ns/2))/V, + (R٠(ns/2))/V
The delay time can also be expressed in terms of the coordinate φοία touch which 

intercepts the acoustic path.

Т(ф)= (21 ٧٧)٠ агс1ап(1ап(ф)/81п(0))+2к٠агс81п(со5(0)٠51п(агс1ап(1ап(ф)/5т(0)))/٧, 
With this analytic expression，a look-up table may be calculated. Such a look-up table can be 
used in real-time microprocessor code to convert measured delay times of signal perturbations 
into the touch coordinate Ф.

More generally，while explicit mathematical analysis may be able to determine a touch 
location on the surfoce，this analysis is not necessary in some cases. Rather，the transducers 
produce a set of outputs for a given touch condition，e.g.，a location. By empirically determining 
a signature of this touch condition，the controller will be able to determine when this input 
condition subsequently occurs. Further，with a number of such conditions determined，an 
interpolation or statistical determination of the condition of an input determined，even if it does 
not identically correspond to a previously determined input condition. A lookup table is one way 
to store the data. Alternately，the data may be stored as coefficients of a compensation algorithm 
for mapping the input space into a desired output space.
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The transducer pairs R1/T1 and R4/T4 provide complete coverage of the touch coordinate
Ψ over the entire touch region.

Similarly R2/T2 and R5/T5 provide measurement of a touch coordinate u which is an 

equivalent to Ф except that the polar axis，while still in the Χ-Ζ plane，is rotated 60٥ with respect 
to the z axis. Likewise R6/T6 and R3/T3 provide a touch coordinate V which is an equivalent to 
Ф rotated -60。. The three coordinates Ф，u，and V provide redundant coverage of the dome sensor. 

In terms of X，y，and z coordinates，Ф，u, and V are defined by the following relations.

Ф ：arctan (y/x)

u = arctan{ y / [ (l/2)x + (٧3/2)ζ ] }
V = arctan{ y / [ (l/2)x - (٧3/2)ζ ] }

The touch coordinate θ can be detemined from ф, u as follows.

θ(φ，u) = arctan [ 2cot(u)٠sin(( ١ ٠٠ [ ٧3/(<|))cos ؛>)/3/

Likewise，the touch coordinate θ can be determined from φ，V as follows.

θ(φ, V) = - arctan [ 2cot(v)٠sin( ٠/)٧ 3 - соз(ф)/٧3 ]
If θ(φ，u) and θ(φ, V) agree，then (ф, и，V) form a self consistent triple of delay times; the 

meaning of self consistency of a triple is discussed above，e.g·，in connection with item 2403 of 
Fig. 24(a). Thus，this sensor supports anti-shadowing ^d multiple-touch/redundancy-check 
algorithms.

If we define δθ = θ，δφ= φ - π/2, ôu = u- π/2, and δν = V - π2, then the top of the dome 

sensor corresponds to the values δθ = 0, δφ = 0, 0= لاة, and δν = 0. Taylor expanding the above 
relations about the top of the sensor gives the following approximate relations.

δθ：δφ/١/3٠2δπ/١/3

δθ = -δφ/١/3+2δν/٦73

δθ = (٠δυ+δν)/١/3
δφ：δυ+δν

Note the similarities for the planar hexagonal sensor of Fig. 15(b) where Y is the coordinate 
measured by the two sensor subsystems using transducers 1502, 1511，1508 and 1505, u is the 
coordinate measured by the two sensor subsystems using transducers 1504, 1501，1510 and 
1507, V is the coordinate measured by the two sensor subsystems using transducers 1512, 1509， 
1506 and 1503, and the center of the sensor corresponds toX = Y = U = V = 0.

υ = -٠2 + Υ/2 or Χ = +Υ/٧3-2υ/٧3
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ν = ٧3Χ/2 + Υ/2 or Χ = -Υ/٧3 + 2٧/٧3 

Χ=(-υ+ν)/٧3 
γ= υ+ν

There is a quantitative analogy between X，Y，u, and V with δθ，δφ，ÔU，and δν in the small 
quasi-flat region at the top of the sensor of Fig. 21(d). In this sense，The sensor of Fig. 21(d) is a 
non-planar generalization of the sensor of Fig. 15(b). Similarly，there are non-planar 
generalizations of other planar sensors geometries.

Reflector spacing and angles can be calculated using previously discussed principles. 
Let us refer again to this first sensor subsystem in Fig. 21(d), For the transmit array，the 
reflector spacing vector is s = 2nn(k((s)i kp(s))/| k (s)- kp(s )¡2 where k((s) and kp(s ) can be 

calculated from the known array trajectory (0(s)١ φ(δ)) given above by the following expressions.

kt(s) : (2π/λ)٠(-3Ϊη(π$/2), sin(©)٠cos(^s/2), cos(0)٠cos(ks/2)) 

kp(s) = (2n/xz)٠(-cos(٠(s))sin(0(s)), -sin(^s))sin(ö(s))，cos(0(s)) 

Here λ represents the wavelength of the acoustic mode traveling along the transmit array and λ' 
represents the wavelength traversing the touch region.

Note that the maximum acoustic path length for the sensor subsystems is (2π -2Θ)Κ. For 

Θ = 20٥，this becomes 5.585*R. For Rayleigh waves at 5.53 MHz on aluminum or borosilicate 
glass substrates, this means the dome sensor can have a radius in excess of 10 inches. Even larger 
sizes are possible if a lower operating frequency is used，or other means are provided to reduce 
acoustic attenuation or tolerate weaker signal amplitudes·

Therefore，an application for the hemispheric dome sensor according to this embodiment 
is，for example，in an interactive museum environment. For example，a 20 inch (or a 1/2 meter) 
diameter borosilicate-glass dome sensor with a reverse-projection screen laminated on the back 
side may be provided. Star patterns of the night sky，or a section of the Earth’s globe may be 
projected onto the sensor. This system could support a table-top hands-on planetarium or an 
interactive globe exhibit. The touch surfoce，arrays，and transducers may be placed on the 
concave side of the sensor; for example，an interactive touch sensitive aquarium portal may be 
provided，perhaps in combination with an ultrasonic fish finding/identification system，in which 
the user points to sea creatures that may swim by. Many other applications can be imagined.

EXAMPLE 15
Figs. 22(a) and 22(b) provide an example which illustrates the inherent geometric 

flexibility of the present invention. It shows a basin which may be thought of as a flattened and
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otherwise distorted hemisphere with a hole in it for a drain. Such a sensor geometry may be of 
interest as a basin perhaps containing a liquid. Furthermore the touch sensitive surface is on the 
inside rather than the outside. The reflective arrays 2201，2202, 2203, 2204, 2205, 2206 are 
disposed with topological similarity to the hexagonal sensor of Fig. 15(b); there are six 
superposed arrays，each with one transmit 2207, 2208, 2209, 2210, 2211，2212 and one receive 
transducer 2213, 2214, 2215, 2216, 2217, 2218. As with the hexagonal sensor of Fig. 15(b)，a 
third set of reflectors may be superposed on each array to support sensor subsystems involving 
opposite pairs of arrays.

The sides of the basin 2200 are vertical at the locations of the transducers and arrays. 
Thus the intersection of a horizontal plane at the level of the transducers and arrays with the 
basin forms a geodesic loop. The acoustic paths along the arrays follow sections of this closed 
loop geodesic.

For the transmit and receive arrays of each sensor subsystem，we define the path 
parameter "s" to be arc length of the path along the array from the transducer array divided by the 
total arc length of the array.

Conceptually, the geodesic paths across the touch region for value s can be determined as 
follows. A string is anchored on the transmit array corresponding to the value of the path length 
parameter s. The string is looped over the convex surface of the basin 2200 so that it intersects 
the receive array at the location corresponding to the path length parameter s٠ The string is 
pulled taught，and the length of the string between the arrays and the directions of the string at 
both arrays is observed; this determines the path length of the geodesic across the touch sensitive 
zone as well as the directions of the wave vectors of the geodesic where scattering takes place on 
the transmit and receive arrays In practice, this conceptual scheme serves as the mathematical 
basis of a computer simulation algorithm that solves the acoustic path geometry. In this manner， 
all relevant geometric information of Fig. 20 may be detemined.

If the basin 2200 is very deep，e.g. not a flattened hemisphere but rather a stretched 
hemisphere，then the geodesics between the arrays might not pass through the desired touch 
region. In the string analogy，pulling the string tight may cause the string to slip off the desired 
touch zone. In this case，the design engineer can either flatten the basin geometry or introduce 
intermediate scatterings in the acoustic path with reflective boundaries.

For any choice of acoustic modes and substrate options，the principles of Fig. 20 and the
spacing-vector formula allow calculation of reflector angles and spacings. As is typical of
present commercial acoustic touchscreen design methods，modulation of array reflectivity (e.g.，
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via reflector density，reflector height，or line width) can be determined iteratively by building 
prototypes，observing signal uniformity (or lack thereof)，and improving the modulation of array 
reflectivity. Means are thus available to design reflector arrays for the sensor in Figs‘ 22(a) and 
22(b)■

As an illustrative example，consider the following choice of acoustic modes and substrate■ 
The basin 2200 is formed of aluminum with a thickness of 1 mm which smoothly increases to a 
thickness of 3 mm within a centimeter of the arrays and transducers. The inside of the aluminum 
basin is enamel coated，with an appropriate type and thickness of enamel to support Love waves 
at about 5 MHz，e.g. 100 microns of lead (or other heavy metal) based enamel. For the acoustic 
paths across the touch region，the lowest order Love wave is used. Along the reflective arrays， 
e٠g., a third order symmetric Lamb-type wave as modified by the presence of the enamel coating 
propagates. The array reflectors are formed as modulations in an otherwise smooth inside 
surface of the aluminum basin and may be fabricated by milling，scribing，chemical etching， 
photoetching，photoresist，or stamping before application of the enamel coating. The transducers 
(coupling to the Lamb_type waves) are wedge transducers and are bonding to the outside or 
convex surface of the aluminum basin. Thus，both the transducers and reflective arrays are 
protected from the environment in the basin 2200.

Note that for this particular choice of inodes and substrate，the basin 2200 can be partially 
or completely filled with water and still respond to and distinguish a touch due to a finger of 
similar perturbation that provides viscous damping at the touch surface.

From the perspective of perturbation analysis algorithm design，the drain pipe hole 2219 
shown in Fig. 22(b) maybe regarded as a generalized “contaminant”■ In this regard，note that the 
sensor design of Fig. 22(a) and 22(b) has sufficient redundancy to support anti-shadowing 
algorithms·

After a use of the wash basin or toilet is detected，a water flow or flush is manually or 
automatically initiated. In this case，the acoustic sensor may be used to detemine when the bowl 
is emptied，and cease water flow when the contents are evacuated. In the case of a toilet，which 
operates according to a fixed cycle，a minimal cycle may be preprogrammed，detecting when 
such a cycle is necessary，with repetition as required to fully evacuate the bowl. Otherwise，a 
rate or duration of water flow may be modulated. Thus，a closed loop washing or flushing cycle 
control is possible.

Applications of acoustic sensors such as the above applications demand sensor designs of 
complex non-planar geometry as is enabled by the present invention.
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In some cases it may be advantageous to use the same spacing vector of the same 
reflective array for more than one sensor subsystem. This farther extends the design options 
within the scope of this invention.

As an illustrative example，consider a reflective array along the X direction with a single 

set of uniformly spaced 45。reflectors on a soda-lime glass substrate. The array is illuminated by 
a transmit transducer which generates Rayleigh waves at either 5 MHz with or 2.5 MHz. The 
Rayleigh wavelength is 0.025” at 5 MHz and 0.050” at 2.5 MHz. The spacing of the reflectors 
along the axis of the array is 0.100’’，that is，four Rayleigh wavelengths at 5 MHz and two 
Rayleigh wavelengths at 2.5 MHz.

The spacing vector for this reflective array is s 二 (-0.050”，0.050”). This spacing vector 
supports 90٥ scattering of Rayleigh waves at 5 MHz，90٥ scattering of Rayleigh waves at 2.5 
MHz，and，as discussed below，for certain discrete thickness of the glass substrate，scattering ot د
MHz Rayleigh waves at 71.56° into a plate wave.

The incident wave vector for Rayleigh waves is kj : ( 2π/λ，0 ) is evaluated as (251.3 

inch' 0) at 5 MHz and (125.7 inch·'，◦) at 2.5 MHz. The corresponding 90٥ reflected wave 
vectors kR are given by (0, 251.3 inch·( ) and ( 0, 125.1 inch '). In the spacing vector formula，the 
factor 2π (k| - kR) / |ki - kR|2 is evaluated as (0.0125’’，-0.0125”)at 5 MHz and (0.025”，-0.025’，) 
at 2.5 MHz· The spacing vector formula

s = 2nn (K-k^/lkf-kRp
is satisfied with n = -4 at 5 MHz and n :-2 at 2.5 MHz■ (Because reflector spacing is a 
unidirectional concept，the algebraic signs of s and n are physically irrelevant.)

Now consider the case of the incident Rayleigh wave at 5 MHz scattered into a plate 
wave at and a scattered plate wave 71.56。・ Furthermore，the thickness of the substrate is 
adjusted to support a 5 MHz HOHPS plate wave with a wavelength of 0.0316 inches. In this 
case，the reflected wave vector may be calculated to be kR： (62.85 inch1，188.49 inch ؛ ) and the 
spacing-vector formula factor 2π (k| - kR) / |ki ٠ kR|2 is evaluated as (0.0167 inch，-0.0167 inch)· 
In tnis case，the spacing vector formula is satisfied with n = -3٠

The substrate thickness “b” supporting a HOHPS wave of order “n” of wavelength λΗ0ΗΡ5 
is given by

b = (η/2)٠λΗθΗΡ5٠λζο۶ϊΡ8 /٧( XhOHPS2 ·
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where at 5 MHz λΖΟΗΡ5 = 00267 inch· For example，at 5 MHz an n：4 HOHPS wave will have a
wavelength of 0.0316 inch if the glass substrate has a thickness of 0.100 inches.

Signal equalization methods become more complex when the same spacing vector is used 
for more than one sensor subsystem; equalizing signals for one sensor subsystem may comprise 
signal unifomity for another sensor subsystem. In this context，equalization techniques such as 
line-width modulation are of interest. Unlike varying the reflector height, varying the line width 
may differentially affect the scattering amplitudes for different sets of waves. Note also that 
signal equalization techniques may be applied to any array or reflective boundary within a sensor 
subsystem.

This example illustrates a particular aspect of the invention，that the same spacing vector 
s an array may support more than on set of waves scattered.

EXAMPLE 17
In this example we consider a feature of this invention from a touch-reconstruction 

algorithm perspective. This invention enables redundancy checks. Redundancy checks are 
important to algorithms with multiple-touch capability as well as being of value in their own 
right for rejection of false touches· Any sensor system in which a touch may be sensed by thiee 
or more sensor subsystems may utilize algorithms with redundancy checks. Below we first 
consider general principles of redundancy checks and then consider specific applications to 
specific sensor geometries.

Fig. 24(a) illustrates the basic blocks of a redundancy-check algorithm. This algorithm 
can either be used to provide enhanced rejection of folse touches，resolve ^biguities due to 
multiple touches，resolve ambiguities due to sensor geometry，or any combination of the above.

The identification of significant perturbations 2401 and determination of delay times 
2402 in Fig. 24(a) are implemented using techniques discussed above. Existing commercial 
products use a variety of signatures to identify significant signal perturbations worthy of ftirther 
processing by touch recognition algorithm: sufficient amplitude change; reproducibility of 
perturbation of signal with repeat burst; time duration characteristics consistent with finger 
touch; etc. The time delays for significant signal perturbations are also easily calculated with a 
variety of averaging or centroid-finding methods to assign a unique time to perturbations of 
limited duration. Thus，these steps correspond to the low level signal processing and 
intermediate level perturbation extraction components of the control.

This scope of the present invention includes use of a phase sensitive controller and 
associated signal processing equipment to implement this low level signal processing. With
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appropriate controller electronics，signal processing algorithms can utilize perturbations in phase 
as well as amplitude to detect and interpret perturbations of the signal; see discussion of 
associated with Fig. 19. In some cases，use of a phase sensitive controller enables sensor designs 
in which signals from more than one sensor subsystem are simultaneously received by a single 
receive transducer and ambiguities exist as to which perturbation is associated with which sensor 
subsystem; in these cases redundancy check algorithms may be used to resolve these ambiguities· 

The third box of Fig. 24(a)，the identification of self-consistent triples 2403, is specific to 
sensors that can sense a touches with three or more sensor subsystems. (More generally，as 
illustrated by the sensor in Fig. 28(a)，it is sufficient to have three independent delay times even 
if provided by less than three sensor subsystems■) Here the algorithm identifies self consistent 
triples of delay times，e.g., perturbations of all three received signals may be consistently 
interpreted, within measurement errors，as corresponding to a common location on the two- 
dimensional touch surface■ There are many choices for the algorithm details for testing for self: 
consistency. One option is to convert all delay times into coordinates and then check the 
consistency of the coordinates. Alternatively，two delay times may be used to calculate two 
coordinates and hence a touch position which in turn can be used to predict the third delay time; 
prediction and measurement for the third delay time are compared· In some cases, it is possible 
to check self_consistency of delay times without ever converting delay times to coordinate 
values. Other options exist. The essential ingredient is a test for self-consistency of three or 
more delay times with a single touch position on the touch surfäce.

The fourth box in Fig. 24(a) represents the processing of the identified self consistent 
triples into a list of zero, one, or more touch coordinates in the desired coordinate system 2404. 
Several self consistent triples may correspond to a single touch; this is typical when a touch is 
sensed by four or more sensor subsystems. The desired coordinate system for output of touch 
positions need not be directly related to the natural coordinate systems of the sensor subsystems. 
For example，in the spherical cap sensor of Figs. 21(a) and 2I(b)，the (Θ，φ) coordinate system 

may be used to output coordinates despite the ñct that Θ is not measured directly by any of the 

Φ, u, or V sensor subsystems.
It is possible to combine the third and fourth boxes in various ways. For example，in a

sensor for which a desired touch region is reliably sensed by four sensor subsystems，one may
test candidate self consistent quadruples of delay times. A self-consistent quadruple contains
four selfÇonsistent triples of delay times■ While the block diagram of Fig. 24(a) emphasizes the
minimal requirement of three measurements for a redundancy check for touches on a two-
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dimensional surface; it is implicitly understood that algorithms with the same net effect may be
employed.

For a sensor designed to measure only one coordinate of a touch，then a redundancy 
algorithm may be possible with self-consistent doubles of delay times. For example，a sensor 
containing a Rayleigh-wave X sensor subsystem and a shear-wave X sensor subsystem, a 
redundancy-check may be based on a requirement that both sensor subsystems measure the s^e 
value of X within errors.

Now consider the X-Y-U sensor in Fig. 13 in more detail· Fig. 23 presents schematic 
signals from the sensor system according to Fig. 13, having a soda-lime substrate, propagating 
5.53 MHz Rayleigh waves，and a touch at a location indicated in Fig. 13, namely 5.75 inches up 
and 5.75 inches across from the comer of the touch region having no transducers■ Approximate 
delay times are given in Fig. 23 for this particular case.

The X-transmit-tdreceive signal provides an X coordinate measurement. The Y- 
transmit-to-Y receive provides a Y coordinate measurement. The X，transmit-to-YTCceive signal 
and the Y-transmit-to-X-receive signal provide a u coordinate measurement· u is related to X 
and Y as follows.

u Ξ - sin(0)X + cos(0)Y

The diagonal angle is Θ = 30。，от тоте generally the inverse tangent of the sensor’s aspect ratio.
Delay times，t，for each sensOT subsystem are linearly related to X，Y，otU^ If the comer 

of the active region with no transducers is defined as the origin, then the coordinates are related 
to delay times as follows.

X = W + H2-Vt/2

U = -Wsin(©)٠(W + W/cosO)-Vt)/(W + W/cos(©)-H)fOT X-to-Y-receive

u = +Wsin(©)٠(H + w/cos(©) - Vt)/(H + w/cos(0) - w) for Y-to-X-receive
V is the group velocity for the acoustic mode used. For the touch position indicated in Fig. 13， 
the X coordinate is reconstructed from the perturbation at 205 microseconds in the X sensor 
subsystem，the Y coordinate is reconstructed from the perturbation at 155 microseconds in the Y 
sensor subsystem，and the u coordinate is reconstructed from the perturbation at 175 
microsecond in the Y-to-X-receive sensor subsystem using the second of the u expressions 
above.
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In practice，the constants in the equation above will typically be determined from a 

calibration procedure in order to properly account for various electronic offsets and path length 
effects due to the finite width of reflector arrays. The real value of formulas like those above is 
to provide a means to check that empirically derived linear mapping coefficients ‘‘make sense".

The 205, 155, and 175 microsecond delay times in Fig. 23 form a selfÇonsistent triple for 
the 30٥ X-Y-U sensor of Fig. 13. This may be verified by reconstructing the X，Y，and u 
coordinates from the delay times，and then testing the resulting values with the following 
inequality.

）u - sin（0）X - cos（0）Y ا く ε
where ε is the measurement tolerance and Θ = 30٥٠ The tolerance ε is adjusted to be large 
enough to accommodate reasonable measurement errors and uncertainties and yet small enough 
to reject combinations of delay times derived from more than one touch. Its numerical value 

depends on many factors. In many cases the optimal value of ε will be in the range from 0.1 
inches to 0.5 inches.

Using the linear relations between X，Y，and u to delay times，the inequality above may 
be re-expressed directly in terms of delay times. It is not necessary to convert delay times to 
coordinates to test for self_consistency of triples of delay times.

Another variation of the self"Consistency check is to detemine two coordinates，say X 
and Y，which may then be used to determine a point on the touch surface （Χ,Υ）, which in turn is 
used to predict a delay time for the third sensor system, say u.

Self consistent triples may be used to resolve ambiguities due to multiple touches. For 
example，consider the case in which the sensor in Fig. 13 is sheeted to two touches，on at 
location （X，Y） and the other at （X，y）. Data from the X and Y signals can be interpreted as a pair 
of touches at （X,y） and （χ,Υ） as well as a pair of touches at （Χ,Υ） and （x,y）. However，only the 
（Χ,Υ） and （x,y） interpretation will lead to sefconsistent triples of delay times when X，Y, and u 
datais combined.

If Ле sensor of Fig. 13 is subjected to three simultaneous touches at locations （X，Y）， 
（x，y），and （X’，Y’），then there are six ways to interpret the X and Y signals: ［（χ，γ），（X’，Y’）， 

（x，y）］;［（X，Y），（X，Y’），（x’，y）］;［（x，y），（X，Y’），（X١，Y）］;［（X，y），（χ'，γ’），（χ,Υ）］; ［（Χ,γ٠）, （χ,Υ）, 
（X٦y）］； ［（χ，γ’），（χ’，γ），（x٠y）］٠ Again，using u coordinate data to identify selfconsistent triples 
of delay times will uniquely identify the three touch positions. In principle，the same principle 
applies to any number of simultaneous touches. In practice，the lin te resolution effets and
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overlapping of signal perturbations will result in practical limits in the number of simultaneous
touches that can be sorted out. In any case, either instead or in addition to known techniques，the
present invention enhances multiple touch capability.

Multiple touches may lead to cases in which one touch “shadows” another touch. For 
example，consider two simultaneous touches in the sensor of Fig. 13 in which the two touches 
have similar X coordinates but different Y and u coordinates. For best multiple-touch 
performance，the preferred embodiment is to use algorithms that incorporate the anti-shadowing 
algorithms along with the redundancy check methods presented in this example.

If four or more sensor subsystems sense a touch，then it is possible for more than one self- 
consistent triple of delay times to be associated with a touch. For example，with the X-Y-U-V 
sensor of Figure 14, a touch may result in four self consistent triples involving any of the 
following combinations of coordinates: （X，Y，u）; （X，Y，V）; （X，и，V）; （Y，и，V）. AltCTnate 
^Ifconsistent triples for the same touch can be associated because they all lead to the same 
reconstructed two-dimensional touch location.

Without the Ф sensor subsystems，of the sensor of Fig. 19 would still be able to 
reconstruct touch positions with the u and V sensor subsystems. However，such a reduced 
version of the sensor in Fig. 19 would be subject to ambiguities due to sensor geometty; see 
“ghost” touch indicated in Fig. 19Β. This ambiguity is resolved with the addition of the Ф sensor 
subsystems and the use of self-consistent triples.

Let us look at the sensor of Fig. 19 in more detail. From the delay times，one can 
determine the values of the coordinates u, V，and Ф which are defined to be the angle in radians 
about the cylindrical axis from Ф = 0 to the point on the transmit array where the acoustic waves 
are scattered. Touch positions can be reconstructed from the u and V delay times. The 
cylindrical coordinates （φ，ζ） are determined by u and V by the following relations.

Φ = （u + ν）/2 mod 2π

z == （Н/лЯ）х {¡[（π + u-v） mod 2π ] - π I }
Now consider the case were the u and V signals are simultaneously received and disentangled 
with a phase-sensitive controller. If the phase-sensitive controller does not have means to 
identify which perturbation belongs with which of the simultaneously received signals，the 
acoustic paths labeled u١ and V’ provide an alternate interpretation of the signal data，which in 
turn leads to the reconstruction of the ghost touch location indicated in Fig. 19（b）. This is an 
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example of a discrete touch location ambiguity. However，note that （u,v，4＞） will form a self 

consistent triple while （и，,٧’，ф） will not. The ambiguity is resolved.
EXAMPLE 18
A touchscreen with multiple touch capability may be utilized as a 3-D input device. For 

example，consider a transparent cylindrical sensor enclosing a three dimensional display having a 
rotating helical sheet within the cylinder upon which pixels are projected. In this case，two 
coordinate axes，h and Ф，are easily obtained and interpreted from a touch. However，it would be 

desirable to be able to acquire touch information representative of the third axis，p，the radial 
distance from the axis of the devices. With the coordinates from two simultaneous touches, （h|， 

Φι） and （h2, Φ2），there are many choices for a mapping to the three dimensional space （h，φ，p）， 
e.g.，（h，φ，p） = （ [h| + h2]/2，[Φι + φ2]/2, Κ|φ2 - Φ1Ι ） where R is the radius of the cylinder. With 
three touches，there is enough information （six parameters） to control both the position and 
orientation of the image of a solid body in three dimensional space. In a particular
embodiment of a cylindrical sensor for such an application, a borosilicate glass cylinder is 
provided having a height which equals its circumference，e.g.，15 inches. At a lower portion of 
the cylinder，three sets of side-by-side arrays are each provided，each array having an associated 
transducer. A first reflective array has reflectors at 22.5٥, a second reflective array has reflectors 

at 45。，and a third reflective array has reflectors at 67.50. Thus，three acoustic waves are 

generated，two of which having paths which are ±45٥ with respect to a central axis of the 
cylinder，with other having an axis parallel to the central axis of the cylinder. On the top of the 
cylinder，a single transmit transducer emits a pulse on a superposed array having three sets of 
reflectors. In this case，a four transducer system is implemented without any reflective airays on 
a side portion. This system may be used，for example，as a touch interface for three dimensional 
displays having a rotating helical sheet within the cylinder upon which pixels are projected.

It is noted that these dual or multiple touch analyses are a result of the availability of 
ambiguity resolving data and a motivation for analysis thereof，and are not limited to cylindrical 
touchscreen systems. Therefore，systems which are flat，spherical sections，or of other geometry 
may be used as three or greater dimensional inputs.

Alternatively，a third axis may be obtained by analyzing an intensity of a touch，a so- 
called Z-axis. This Z-axis，however，has low resolution and may be difficult to control. Thus 
multiple-touch capability provides a more precise and reliable 3-D input means.

EXAMPLE 19
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The feasibility of anti-shadowing algorithms is an outstanding feature of sensor designs 
in which at least portions of the touch regions is sensed by three or more sensor subsystems· 
This enables enhanced sensor performance in the presence of contaminants as well as adding 
flexibility to sensor design options.

Fig. 25(a) is a generic flow chart for an anti-shadowing algorithm. In known sensors，loss 
of a coordinate measurement due to shadowing results in a failure or inability to reconstruct the 
two-dimensional position of the touch. Here shadowing refers to the disruption of the acoustic 
signal passing through the touch position due to contaminants，another touch，or obstacles 
intrinsic in the sensor design，at a location distal from the touch.

The first two boxes 2501，2502 in Fig. 25 are the same as for Fig. 24 and are discussed 
above in that connection. They will not be discussed further here.

The third box refers to the pairing up of delay times corresponding to sensor subsystems 
with overlapping touch regions 2503. The fourth box calculates the positions of touch 2504. 
The basic feature of the anti-shadowing algorithm is that good data from two sensor subsystems 
is sufficient to reconstruct the position of a touch on a two-dimensional surfoce. It is not 
necessary for all sensor subsystems to make successful measurements. More generally if a touch 
is within the acceptance of N sensor subsystems, then an anti-shadowing algorithm may ‘‘pair 
up’’ 2, 3, ·._，OT N-1 delay times.

Anti-shadowing algorithms use data from a third sensor subsystem to improve touch- 
detection efficiency. This contrasts with the redundancy-check algorithm in which data from a 
third sensor subsystem is used to improve false-touch rejection. If a touch is sensed by four OT 
тоте sensor subsystems，then anti-shadowing and redundancy-check features are easily 
combined in the same algorithm. If only three sensor subsystems are available，тоте complex 
algorithms may be used that conditionally utilize anti-shadowing and redundancy-check features·

Now let us consider anti-shadowing algorithms in the context of specific sensor 
geometries. Consider the X-Y٠u sensor in Fig. 13 and the associated signals of Fig. 23. In this 
case，three pairings can be made，each of which allows the determination of the (Χ,Υ) 
coordinates of the touch. Referring now to Fig. 23, the 205 microsecond X delay and the دؤل 

microsecond Y delay allows determination of (Χ,Υ) as is known. However，the 205 
microsecond X delay can also be combined with the 175 microsecond Y-to-X delay. In this case 
the mining Y coordinate can be determined by the equation

Y = +Η + (H/W)xX - {H/[٧(H2+W2) + H-W]}xVxt
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where ٧ is the acoustic group velocity (assuming all modes the same) and t is the Y-to٠X delay 
time. Similarly，if the 155 microsecond Y delay is combined with the 175 microsecond Y٠to٠x 
delay，the missing X coordinate can be determined by the following equation.

X = -w + (W/H)xY + {W/[٧(H2+W2) + H-W]}xVxt
If the touch is in the zone covered by the X-to-Y sensor subsystem，then the corresponding 
equations are as follows.

Y = -H + (H/W)xX + {H/[٧(H2+W2) + W-H]}xVxt 
x：+w + (W/H)xY - {W/[١Z(H2 + W2) + W-H]}xVxt

The X٠to٠Y and the Y-to_X sensor subsystems are an example of sensor subsystems that 
do not have overlapping touch zones. The algorithm in Fig. 25 does not attempt to pair up delay 
times from such pairs of sensor subsystems.

In many cases the redundancy-check algorithm of Fig. 24(a) and the anti-shadowing 
algorithm of Fig. 25(a) can be combined· For example，consider the X-Y-U-V sensor of Fig. 14, 
in which a touch is typically sensed by four sensor subsystems. One coordinate measurement 
can be lost due to shadowing，and yet three coordinate measurements will remain to support an 
algorithm requiring a self_consistent triple of deJay times■

The cylindrical sensor of Fig. 19 also provides an application for this type of analysis· As 
is evident from inspection of Fig. 19(b)，any or the following three coordinate pairs，(u，v)，(и，ф)， 

and (ν,φ), is sufficient to determine the (r，Φ) coordinates of the touch.
The spherical cap sensors of Figs. 21(a) and 21(b) and Figs. 21(c) and 21(d) provide 

other examples. In these cases，any of the three possible coordinate pairs (u，V)，(и，Φ)，and (V，Φ) 

is sufficient to determine the (Θ，Φ) coordinates·
For the sensor of Fig. 21(a) and 21(b)，the anti-shadowing algorithm is essential to assure 

two-dimensional touch reconstruction for the entire touch surfoce. The V sensor subsystem has a 

blind region to between the hole and the transducers Rl and R2; in this region (Θ,φ) coordinates 
are reconstructed from the (и，ф) sensor subsystem pair. Similarly the u sensor has a blind region 

between the hole and the transduce s Tl and Tl؛ in this region (Θ,φ) coordinates are 
reconstructed from the (ν，φ) sensor subsystem pair.

Similarly，the anti-shadowing algorithm of Fig. 25(a) can be used to optimize touch 
performance of polygonal sensors such as the hexagonal sensor of Fig. 15(b) and large sensors 
such as the large rectangular sensor of Fig. 16(a).
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In general，the redundancy-check algorithm of Fig. 24(a) and the anti-shadowing 
algorithm of Fig. 25(a) allow one to make beneficial use of sensor designs employing redundant 
coordinate measurements.

EXAMPLE 20
If a touch is sensed with more than one acoustic mode，then an additional characteristic 

beyond touch position and “z axis” touch pressure may be determined. Such infbmation may be 
used，for example，to reject false touches due to water drops on the touch surfoce.

Fig. 26 outlines the basic parts of a dual-mode touch characteristic rejection algorithm. 
The first box，delay times from different sensor subsystems for a touch are associated as a 
byproduct of the touch-position reconstruction algorithms 2601 ; more generally，the first box 
represents the group of delay times from different sensors that correspond to a single touch 
regardless of whether the touch location is actually computed. The second box represents the 
determination of the magnitude of the signal perturbations for the delay times associated with the 
touch 2602; it may be that the magnitudes of the signal perturbations have already been 
calculated as part of a test of perturbation significance. Here it is assumed that not all signal 
perturbations involve the same acoustic mode in the touch region. In the third box the signal 
perturbations are compared with expected characteristics，e.g. ratios of perturbation amplitudes， 
of valid touches 2603.

Fig. 26 illustrates the basic features of a dual-mode algorithm. In practice，the dual mode 
feature may be incorporated in various ways into algorithms that reconstruct touch positions， 
perhaps detemine touch pressure，perhaps provide anti-shadowing and multiple features，etc. 
The essential feature here is the comparison with expectations of the relative magnitudes of 
coupling of two or more acoustic modes to a touch.

As an example，consider the sensor shown in Fig. 14 for an embodiment in which the X 
and Y sensor subsystems sense touches with a horizontally polarized shear wave (ZOHPS， 
HOHPS，or Love)，and in which the u and V sensor subsystems sense touches with an acoustic 
mode with vertical particle motion at the surface，such as Rayleigh and Lamb waves. To be 
more specific one may，for example，use a 0.090 inch thick soda-lime substrate at an operating 
frequency of 5.53MHz for which the Rayleigh wavelength is 0.0226 inches where the u and V 
reflector angles and spacings are given in Fig. 13(b) and Fig. 14 and the X and Y reflector 
spacings are integer multiples of the Rayleigh wavelength and the X and Y reflector angles are 
about 52.5。as needed to couple Rayleigh waves to n：4 HOHPS waves traversing the touch 

region.
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If such a sensor is subjected simultaneously to a water drop and a finger touch，due to 

viscosity damping，the finger touch will result in expected amplitudes of signal perturbations in 
both the (Χ,Υ) and ( ولآ٧ ) subsystems. However due to the weak coupling of horizontally 
polarized shear waves to water，the (Χ,Υ) signal perturbations due to the water drop will be weak 
while the (u，v) signal perturbations will be strong. The weak (X，Y) signal for the water drop 
will not be interpreted as a light finger touch because the corresponding (U,V) touch is strong. 
The ratios of signal perturbations for the same touch thus provides a characteristic of a touch that 
differentiates between water drops and finger touches. With empirically determined thresholds 
for such ratios，the algorithm can respond to finger touches and yet reject touches from water 
drops.

The algorithm of Fig. 26 has other uses besides water rejection. For example， 
such an algorithm can be used to verify that a user is properly wearing gloves provided that the 
type of glove is constructed of a material that has a ratio of radiation-damping to viscosity 
damping characteristics that is sufficiently distinct from bare finger touches. This feature could 
be used，for example，to assure compliance with safety procedures for equipment where the 
wearing of gloves is mandatory.

EX^PLE21
A test reflective array is provided having continuously varying reflector angles，from 45٥ 

to 56٠ with respect to the axis of the array. Other ranges of reflector angles may also be of 
interest. This array serves to produce，at various portions of the substrate，increasing reflector 

angles that may be experimentally tested for mode-conversion scattering at 90٥ of an incident 

Rayleigh wave to a plurality of propagation modes. A useftil feature of 90٥ scattering is that the 
reflector spacing along the axis of the array depends only the in incident mode and not the 
reflected mode. The reflective array acts as a diffraction grating，directing waves having varying 
phase velocities at different positions along the arrays،

It has been found that the optimal chevron angle from the axis of propagation of an 
incident Rayleigh wave for scattering at right angles，for a shear wave of n：0 is about 46。，n=l is 
about 47-48٥，n=2 is about 48٥，n=3 is about 50٥, n：4 is about 52-53。，and 11=5 is about 56٥, for 
glass thickness of 0.085" to 0.090"，with increasing thickness tending to smaller angles. The 
ratio of the phase velocity of a Raleigh wave and an п=ц HOHPS is about 0.92.

EXAMPLE 22
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The output of a dual-mode algorithm as represented by Fig. 26 need not be limited to a 

simple pass/r^ject judgment on the nature of the touch. The dual-mode algorithm may categorize 
valid touches amongst a discrete set of categories，or even provide an analog measure of a touch 
characteristic.

"Dual-mode" algorithms need not be limited to the use of only two distinct acoustic 
modes. Use of three or more acoustic modes is also within the scope of this invention. In this 
context “distinct acoustic modes，，may refer to the same acoustic mode at a significantly different 
frequencies，e.g. Rayleigh waves at 2 and 5 MHz. The essential feature is that not all sensor 
subsystems couple to a touch in the same way.

A dual mMe algorithm with a discrete-set output has application with sensor systems 
used with multiple styli. For example，a set of styli may be provided in which each stylus has a 
tip with a unique acoustic coupling properties. The unique acoustic coupling properties may be， 
for example，a particular ratio of coupling strength to Rayleigh-waves via dominant leaky-wave 
damping mechanism to the coupling strength horizontal shear motion via viscous damping. 
When a user draws on the touch surface with a stylus，the dual-mode algorithm enables 
determination of the particular stylus used. For example，in an electronic white-board 
application，different styli may correspond to different colors; depending on whether the 
electronic white-board is combed with a display technology，the styli may or might not also 
double as markers applying physical (in contrast to "electronic”)ink to the touch surface.

The dual-mode algorithm may be combined with other techniques to ftirther categorize 
the nature of the touch. For example, the time duration of the touch perturbation may be used to 
help distinguish different styli via the size of the contact area between the sensor and the stylus 
tip，as is considered in claim 10 of European Patent Application 9411927.7. The stylus tip may 
be vibrated at a signature frequency，e.g· 100 Hz，in order to modulate the magnitude of the touch 
perturbation is a fäshion that can be recognized by a controller algorithm. These and other 
mettods may be combed with the dual-mode algorithm to more reliability or more completely 
characterize the nature of a touch perturbation.

Here “stylus" generalizes to anything that results in a touch. For example，consider an 
acoustic sensor per this invention built into the bottom of a drip pan. More particular imagine 
that liquid drops are sensed by both ZOHPS and flexural (lowest-order anti-symmetric Lamb) 
waves. The ratio of ZOHPS to flexural perturbation magnitudes is larger for a high viscosity oil 
drop than a low viscosity gasoline drop.
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As an example of an analog output of a dual-mode algorithm，consider again the above 
drip-pan application. The ratio ofZOHPS signal perturbation，a measure of viscosity，to the 
flexural wave perturbation，a measure of leaky-wave attenuation which is weakly dependent on 
viscosity, is a measure of viscosity. Hence with a dual-mode algorithm，this invention supports 
viscosity measurement. It is known that blood،count is strongly coiïelated with blood viscosity, 
so a “drip pan" blood-count sensor may provide a portable sensor with fast response; in this case 
the sensor substrate may be a glass slide and the operating frequency may be above 5 MHz to 
reduce size and increase resolution.

In a blood drop viscosity measurement system，the reflective arrays may be formed as a 
screened frit on the glass slide or as an etched or ground structure■ However，where the slide is 
disposable，the transducers may be proved separately and as a part of a permanent fixture. 
Thus，the transducers are pressed tight y against the glass during testing to couple the acoustic 
waves，without a pemanent adhesive bond.

EXAMPLE 23
As shown in Figs. 32(a)(1) and 32(b)(2)，an adaptive threshold determination scheme 

may be implemented with regional variations to optimize the sensitivity of the touchscreen 
without causing undue errors. This adaptive threshold scheme has two slightly different aspects· 
First，during initialization，the system rapidly acquires sufficient data to allow perturbation 
detection. Then，after initialization，the threshold is adaptively updated，excluding portions of 
the sensor for which significant perturbations are detected.

Thus，the system initially seeks to determine a baseline input 3201，presumably in the 
absence of touch, for each available subsystem· During initialization, the system may also detect 
and ignore significant transient perturbations which may be due，for example，to premature 
touches，and thus the processing scheme for the first and second aspects of the adaptive baseline 
processing may be merged. The baseline characteristics are stored 3202. It is noted that this 
baseline characteristic data is generally stored separately for each sensor subsystem of the device. 
Based on the stored baseline characteristics for each sensor subsystem，a statistical analysis of 
the normal variations，instability and noise may be made，which may provide a basis for setting a 
margin between the nomal baseline and a threshold 3203. The threshold may vary based on a 
signal space of the sensor subsystem，based on the baseline stability in a given region of the 
sensor or time delay after transducer excitation 3204. In a normal operational mode，the baseline 
is determined 3206, without reference to detected perturbations 3205, and adaptively updated 
3207. In addition，the baseline stability characteristics 3208 and threshold 3209, which may each
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vary based on a position or region of the sensor，and for each available sensor subsystem，are also
adaptiveJy updated.

According to the present invention，a single emitted acoustic wave may give rise to a 
plurality of received signals，representing different transducer subsystems. Therefore，as shown 
in Fig. 32(b)，a received signal may be analyzed for resolution of information relating to a 
plurality of sensor subsystems 3211，3213, 3215. The system will generally sequentially 
measure the signals from each available sensor subsystem 3210. However，in some cases， 
available redundancy may allow the sensor to operate in the absence of data from one or more 
sensor subsystems. Further at any given point in time，sufficient data may be available for 
certain analyses，even though a complete mapping of the sensor for each subsystem is not 
complete.

If the received signal is above the threshold for a given position and subsystem 3212， 
which，for example in a phase sensitive receiver embodiment，is evaluated 3216 as 
٠٧((ΔΙ)2+(ΔΩ)2) - Threshold (position，subsystem) > 0, further analysis ensues 3217. Otherwise， 
no perturbation is deemed detected 3218, and the system continues to receive and analyze ftirther 
data，e.g.，from the next sensor subsystem 3220. ◦n the other hand，if the data from a sensor 
subsystem is superthreshold，a significant perturbation is detected，and this information passed 
3219 to higher level，baseline analysis，or other algorithms.

As shown in Fig. 32(c)，after data for some or all avaUable sensor subsystems is obtained 
from the perturbation detection algorithm 3221，a detemination may be made whether sufficient 
data is available to proceed with analysis 3222, which may differ for the various algorithms. 
Further analysis of the perturbations according to the present invention may then be performed， 
as appropriate，including an anti-shadow algorithm 3223, a multiple touch/redundancy algorithm 
3224, and a consistency algorithm 3225. Normally，the size and shape of a perturbation will also 
be analyzed 3226，to allow an optimal output coordinate to be calculated. If sufficient 
perturbation data is received and analyzed 3227, which as stated above need not include all the 
data，or data from each sensor subsystem，then a further process ensures that a coordinate 
representation of the perturbation(s) are normalized into a desired output coordinate space 3228. 
The actual normalization or coordinate transformation may be performed at various points in the 
process，and indeed various portions of the process may operate in different spatial 
representations of the perturbation position(s). The normalized coordinate representations are 
then output 3229. The perturbation analysis is a continuous process，analyzing each significant 
perturbation. Thus，the processes set forth in Figs. 32(a)(1)，32(a)(2)，32(b) and 32(c) may
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proceed independently and asynchronously，except where data from one process is required for 
operation of the other process·

The present invention therefore extends the field of acoustic touchscreens by describing 
such systems which innovate the mechanical construction，receiver electronics and or logical

5 processing systems, for the purpose of providing，among other advantages，increased flexibility 
in packaging and configuration，improved performance，and the ability to process multiple 
perturbations simultaneously. It should be understood that the preferred embodiments and 
examples descrikd herein are for illustrative purposes only and are not to be construed as 
limiting the scope of the present invention，which is properly delineated only in the appended 

10 claims.
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What is claimed is:
1. A touch sensor comprising:
an acoustic wave transmissive medium having a surface and a touch sensitive portion of 

said surface;
a transducer system for emitting acoustic energy into said medium; and
a receiver system for receiving the acoustic energy from the substrate as at least two 

distinct sets of waves，a portion of each of which overlap temporally at said receiver system or 
overlap physically by propagating in said touch sensitive portion along axes which are 
substantially non-orthogonal;

said receiver system determining a position or a waveform perturbing characteristic of a 
touch on said touch sensitive portion.

2. The touch sensor according to claim 1，wherein said at least two distinct sets of 
waves from said touch sensitive surface propagate along different sensing axes.

3. The touch sensor according to claim 1，wherein said at least two distinct sets of 
waves from said touch sensitive surface are of differing wave propagation modes.

4. The touch sensor according to claim 1，wherein said at least two distinct sets of 
waves differ in frequency.

5. The touch sensor according to claim 1，wherein said at least two distinct sets of 
waves are emittód by a common transducer.

6. The touch sensor according to claim 5, wherein ^id at least two distinct sets of 
waves are emitted simultaneously.

7. The touch sensor according to ^aim 1，wherein said transducer system comprises 
at least one array of transducing elements.

8. The touch sensor according to claim 1，wherein said receiver system comprises at 
least one array of transducing elements.

9. The touch sensor according to claim 1，wherein said transducer system comprises 
a single electroacoustic transducer.

10. The touch sensor according to claim 1，wherein said receiver system comprises a 
single electroacoustic transducer.

11. The touch sensor according to claim 1，wherein at least two distinct wave paths 
intersect at a non-perpendicular angle.
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12. The touch sensor according to claim 1，forther comprising a reflective array， 

situated along a path，said path not being a linear segment parallel to a coordinate axis of a 
substrate in a Cartesian space，a segment parallel to an axial axis or perpendicular to a radial axis 
of a substrate in a cylindrical space，nor parallel and adjacent to a side of a rectangular region of a 
small solid angle section of a sphere;

13. The touch sensor according to claim 1, wherein said at least two distinct wave 
paths share a common segment wherein substantially all of the wave energy of each wave path 
travel.

14. The touch sensor acTOrding to claim 1，wherein said at least two distinct wave 
paths do not share a common segment wherein substantially all of the wave energy of each wave 
path travel.

15. The touch sensor according to claim 1，forther comprising a reflective array 
intersecting acoustic paths，having a two dimensiona】 Fourier transform with at least one usefol 
spacing vector component.

16. The touch sensor according to claim 1，forther comprising at least two reflective 
arrays intersecting acoustic paths, each having a two dimensional Fourier transform with one 
useful spacing vector component.

17. The touch sensor according to claim 1, further comprising a superposed reflective 
array intersecting acoustic paths, having a two dimensional Fourier transform with at least two 
usefol spacing vector components■

18. The touch sensor according to claim 1, wherein said transducer system comprises 
a superimposed array)

19. The touch sensor according to claim 18, wherein said superimposed array has a 
two dimensional Fourier transfom with at least two usefol spacing vector components for waves 
scattered at differing angles.

20. The touch sensor according to claim 18, wherein said superimposed array has a 
two dimensional Fourier transfom with at least two useful spacing vector components for waves 
of differing frequencies·

21. The touch sensor according to claim 18, wherein said superimposed anay has a 
two dimensional Fourier transform with at least two useful spacing vector components for waves 
of differing propagation modes.

22. The touch sensor according to claim し wherein said receiver system comprises a 
superimposed array.
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23. The touch sensor according to claim 22, wherein said superimposed array has a 
two dimensional Fourier transform with at least two useful spacing vector components for waves 
scattered at differing angles.

24. The touch sensor according to claim 22, wherein said superimposed array has a 
two dimensional Fourier transform with at least two useful spacing vector components for waves 
of differing frequencies.

25. The touch sensor according to claim 22, wherein said superimposed array has a 
two dimensional Fourier transform with at least two useful spacing vector components for waves 
of differing propagation modes.

26. The touch sensor according to claim 1，wherein said at least two distinct sets of 
waves intersect at angles between about 10 and 80 degrees.

27. The touch sensor according to claim 1，wherein said at least two distinct sets of 
waves include a Rayleigh wave and a horizontally polarized shear wave.

28. The touch sensor according to claim 1，wherein said at least two distinct sets of 
waves include a higher order horizontally polarized shear wave.

29. The touch sensor according to claim 1，further comprising a reflective boundary 
for reflecting sets of acoustic waves.

30. The touch sensor according to claim 1, wherein said at least two distinct sets of 
waves comprise at least three distinct sets of waves·

31. The touch sensor according to claim 1，wherein said at least two distinct sets of 
waves have differing axes of propagation，said receiver system comprising at least two 
transducers，each receiving a portion of said at least two waves.

32. The touch sensor according to claim 1，wherein said at least two distinct sets of 
waves have differing axes of propagation，said transducer system comprising at least two 
transducers, each emitting a portion of said at least two sets of waves.

33. The touch sensor according to claim 1, wherein said at least two distinct sets of 
waves propagate simultaneously in said touch sensitive region.

34. The touch sensor according to claim 1，wherein said at least two distinct sets of 
waves do not propagate simultaneously in said touch sensitive region.

35. The touch sensor according to claim 1，wherein said receiver system is sensitive to 
waveform information of said received signals.

36. The touch sensor according to claim 1，wherein said receiver system is phase 
sensitive to said received signals.
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37. The touch sensor according to claim 1，wherein portions of said at least two 

distinct sets of waves share are incident on a singe receiving transducer simultaneously.
38. The touch sensor according to claim 1, further comprising means for determining 

the characteristic of the touch based on a pattern of perturbation of the received signal 
corresponding to a superposed wave consisting of portions of each of said at least two distinct 
sets of waves.

39. The touch sensor according to claim 1，further comprising means for recognizing 
perturbations in components of said received signal derived from each of said at least two 
distinct sets of waves■

40. The touch sensor according to claim 1，wherein said surface is planar.
41. The touch sensor according to claim 1, wherein said surface is cylindrical.
42٠ The touch sensor according to claim 1, wherein said surface is a large solid angle

spheric section.
43. The touch sensor according to claim 1，wherein said at least two distinct sets of 

waves travel over differing paths, said receiver system detemining a position of a perturbing 
influence and producing an output including a coordinate position，at least one of said 
coordinates of said coordinate position being calculated based on a transfom of signals 
representing at least one of said sets of waves·

44. A touch sensor comprising:
an acoustic wave transmissive medium having a surface and a touch sensitive portion of 

said surface;
a transducer system for emitting acoustic energy into said substrate; and
a receiver system for receiving acoustic energy from said substrate，

said receiver system analyzing a perturbation of said received acoustic energy in 
wavefom sensitive manner.

45. The touch sensor according to claim 44, ftirther comprising a filter for electively 
analyzing received acoustic energy signals corresponding to acoustic energy traveling a 
predetermined path from said transducer system.

46. The touch sensor according to claim 44, wherein said receiver system analyzes a 
phase pattern of said acoustic energy from said substrate for determining a position or a 
characteristic of a touch on said touch sensitive portion.

47. A touch sensor comprising:
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an acoustic wave transmissive medium having a surface，an edge，and a touch sensitive 
portion of said surface medial to said edge;

a transducer system for emitting acoustic energy onto said touch sensitive portion as 
waves traveling along a plurality of sets of paths;

a receiver system for receiving acoustic energy from said touch sensitive portion from 
said plurality of sets of paths,

said plurality of sets of paths having at least two components propagating along a path 
intersecting a respective position along said edge, differing in propagation angle with respect to 
said edge.

48. The touch sensor according to claim 47, forther comprising means for determining 
a position or a waveform perturbing characteristic of a touch on said touch sensitive portion 
based on at least two of said plurality of sets of paths.

49. A touch sensor comprising:
an acoustic wave transmissive medium having a surface and a touch sensitive portion of 

said surface;
a transducer system for emitting acoustic energy into said medium; and
a receiver system for receiving the acoustic energy from the substrate as at least three 

distinct sets of waves which propagate in the touch sensitive portion;
said receiver determining a position or a waveform perturbing characteristic of a touch on 

said touch sensitive portion based on said at least three sets of waves·
50. A control for determining a position of a touch on a surface by means of sets of 

acoustic waves having incrementally varying paths，portions of at least two of said se s of waves 
being received simultaneously at an electroacoustic transducer, comprising a phase sensitive 
circuit，retaining phase information of said portions of at least two of said sets of waves·

51 ٠ A control for determining a position of a touch on a surface by means of sets of 
acoustic waves having incrementally varying paths，portions of at least two of said sets of waves 
being perturbed by a touch, comprising a transform processor for producing an output 
representative of a position along a single axis based on information derived from each of said 
sets of waves.

52. A control for determining a position of a touch on a surface by means of sets of 
acoustic waves having incrementally varying paths，portions of at least two of said sets of waves 
being perturbed by a touch，comprising a processor for determining a positional consistency of 
information derived from each of said sets of waves·
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53. A control for determining a position of a touch on a surface by means of sets of 
acoustic waves having incrementally varying paths，at least two of said sets of waves differing in 
frequency or wave propagation mode, comprising a processor for determining a characteristic of 
a touch based on said sets of waves·

54. A control for determining a position of a touch 에 a surface by means of a set of 
acoustic waves having incrementally varying paths，receiving signals corresponding to said set of 
acoustic waves, said control being capable of sensing a perturbing influence by detecting an 
increase in a signal amplitude.

55. A substrate for an acoustic touch sensor system comprising:
an acoustically transmissive medium having a surface with a touch sensitive region 

having at least one side;
at least two reflective arrays, disposed parallel to one another and on the same side of the 

touch sensitive region, together having a two dimensiona】 Fourier transform with at least two 
useful spacing vector components.

56. The substrate according to claim 55, wherein said two useful spacing vector 
components are for waves scattering at different angles

57. The substrate according to claim 55, wherein said two usefol spacing vector 
components are for waves of differing frequencies.

58. The substrate according to claim 55, wherein said two usefol spacing vector 
components include at least one acoustic wave mode conversion.

59. The substrate according to claim 55, wherein said reflective amys are superposed.
60. The substrate according to claim 55, wherein said reflective arrays are not coaxial.
61. The substrate according to claim 55, wherein said reflective arrays each comprise

reflective elements，corresponding elements of each reflective array having differing angles.
62. A touch sensor comprising:
an acoustic wave transmissive medium having a surface and a touch sensitive portion of 

said surface;
a transducer system for emitting acoustic energy into said medium؛ and
a receiver system for receiving the acoustic energy from the substrate，for determining a 

perturbation of said acoustic energy due to a touch on said surface,
said touch sensor comprising a reflective array having a plurality of spaced ekments for 

scattering portions of an incident acoustic wave as waves having a different propagation vector 
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than said incident wave and passing other portions unscattered, said٠array being providd an 
array selec^d from the group consisting of:

(a) an array associated with said medium situated along a path，said path not being a 
linear segment parallel to a coordinate axis of a substrate in a Cartesian space，a segment parallel 
to an axial axis or perpendicular to a radial axis of a substrate in a cylindrical space，nor paraUel 
and Mjacent to a side of a rectangular region of a small solid angle section of a sphere;

(b) an array situated along a path substantially not corresponding to a desired 
coordinate axis of a touch position output signal;

(c) an array situated along a path substantially non-parallel to an edge of said 
medium;

(d) an array having a spacing of elements in said array which differs，over at least one 
portion thereof^ from an integral multiple of a wavelength of an incident acoustic wave;

(e) an array having elements in ^id array which are non-parallel;
(f) an array having an angle of acceptance of acoustic waves which varies over 

regions of said array;
(g) an array which coherently scatters at least two distinguishabk acoustic waves 

which are received by said receiving system; and
(h) combinations and subcombinations of the above，

except that said array in (d)，(e) or (f) is not proved parallel and adjacent to a side of a 
rectangular region of a small solid angle section of a sphere·

63. The touch sensor according to Claim 62, wherein said array is associated with ^id 
Indium being situated along a path，said path not being a linear segment parallel to a coordinate 
axis of a substrate in a Cartesian space, a segment parallel to an axial axis or perpendicular to a 
radial axis of a substrate in a Cylindrical space，and parallel and Mjacent to a side of a 
rectangular region of a small solid angle section of a sphere,

64. The touch sensor according to Claim 62, wherein said array is situated along a 
path substantially not corresponding to a desired coordinate axis of a touch position output 
signal.

65. The touch sensor according to Claim 62, wherein said array is situated along a 
path substantially non-parallel to an edge of said medium.

66. The touch sensor according to Claim 62, wherein said array has a spacing of 
elements in said array which differs，over at least one portion thereof，from an integral multiple 
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of a wavelength of an incident acoustic wave, said array not being proved parallel and adjacent 

to a side of a rectangular region of a small solid angle section of a sphere.

67. The touch sensor according to claim 62, wherein said array has elements in said 

array which are non-parallel, said array not being proved parallel and adjacent to a side of a

5 rectangular region of a small solid angle section of a sphere.

68. The touch sensor according to claim 62, wherein said array has an angle of 

acceptance of acoustic waves which varies over regions of said array，said array not being 

provided parallel and adjacent to a side of a rectangular region of a small solid angle section of a 

sphere.

10 69, The touch sensor according to claim 62, wherein said array coherently scatters at

least two distinguishable acoustic waves which are received by said receiving system.
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AMENDED CLAIMS
[received by the International Bureau on 24 December ”97 (24٠12.97); 

original claims 17,49 ؛12,44ا  and 62 amended;
remaining claims unchanged (7 pages)]

What is claimed is:

1. A touch sensor comprising:

an acoustic wave transmissive medium liaving a surface and a touch sensitive portion of

5 said surface;

a transducer system for emitting acoustic energy into said medium; and

a receiver sysiem for receiving the acoustic energy from the substrale as at least two 

distinct sets of waves，a portion of" each of which overlap temporally at said receiver system or 

overlap physically by propagating in said touch sensitive portion aiong axes which are

10 substantially non-orthogonali

said receiver system being for determining a position or a waveform perturbing 

characteristic of a touch on said touch sensitive portion.

2. The touch sensor according io claim 1١ wherein said at ،east two distinct sc s of 

waves from said touch sensitive surface propagate along difierent sensing axes

15 3. The touch sensor according to claim 1١ wherein said at least two distinct seis of

waves from said touch sensitive surface are ot٠d١Rcring wave propagation modes

4. The touch sensor according to claim 1 ١ wherein said at leas( two distinct sets of 

waves differ in frequency.

5, The touch sensor according to claim 1١ wherein said at least two distinct sets of

20 waves are emitid by a common t٢a^ducc٢

6٠ The touch sensor according to claim 5١ wherein said at least two distinct sets of 

waves are emitted simultaneously.

7 The touch sensor according to claim 1٠ wherein said transducer system comprises 

at least one array of transducing elemenis.

25 8. The (ouch sensor according to claim i，wherein said receiver system comprises ai

least one array of transducing elements

9. The touch sensor according to claim ٦١ wherein said transducer system comprises a 

single electroacoustic transducer.

10. The touch sensor according to claim 1١ wherein said receiver system comprises a

30 single electroacoustic transduce「

11 ٠ The touch sensor according to claim أ و  wherein at least two distinct wave paths 

intersect at a non-perpendicular angle.

amended SHEET (ARTICLE ١9١
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12. The touch sensor according to claim ١，ftirther comprising a reflective array， 

situated along a path，said path not being a linear segment parallel to a coordinate axis of a 

substrate in a Cartesian؛ space，a segment parallel to an axial axis ٥٢ perpendicular to a radial axis 

of a substrate in a cylindrical space, nor parallel and adjacent to a side of a rectangular region of a 

small solid angle section of a sphere.

13. The touch sensor according to claim 1٦ wherein said at least two dislinct wave 

paths share a common segment wherein substantially all of lhe wave energy of each wave path 

travel.

14. The touch sensor according io claim 1١ wherein said al IcasT tw،) distinct wave 

paths do not share a common segment wherein substantially all of the wave energy of each wave 

path travel.

15 The touch sensor according to claim 1, forther comprising a reflective array 

intersecting acoustic pñths٠ having a two dimensional Fourier transform with al least one useiul 

spacing vector component.

16. The touch sensor according to claim 1 ٠ ftirther comprising at least two reflective 

arrays intersecting acoustic paths，each having a two dimensional Fourier transform with one 

useful spacing vector component,

17. The touch sensor according to claim 1，forther comprising a superposed reflective 

array intersecting acoustic paths，having a two dimensional Founer transfbrni with at least two 

useful spacing vector components·

18٠ The touch sensor according to claim 1 wherein said transducer system comprises a 

superimposed array.

19. The touch sensor according to claim 8ا, wherein said superimposed array has a
٠١ ٠ ٠

two dimensional Fourier transform with at least two uselul spacing vector components for waves 

scattered at differing angles.

20. The touch sensor according to ciaim 18١ wherein said superimposed array a 

two dimensional Fourier transform with at least two useful spacing vector components for waves 

of differing frequencies.

21 The touch sensor according to claim 8 ا, wherein ؛،aid superimposed array has a 

two dimensional Fourier transform with at least two useful spacing vector components for waves 

of differing propagation modes

AMENDED SHEET (ARTICLE 19)
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35. The touch sensor according to ciaim 1 ٠ wherein said receiver system is sensitive to 

waveform information of said received signa s

36. The touch sensor according to claim 1，wherein said receiver system is phase 

sensitive to said received signas-

5 37. The touch sensor according to claim 1，wherein portions of said at leas two

distinct sets of waves skare are incident on a single receiving transducer simultaneously 

38٠ The touch sensor according to claim 1 ١ further comprising means for determining 

the characteristic of the touch ba^d on a pattern of perturbation of the received signal 

corresponding to a superposed wave consisting of portions of each of said at Icasr TWO distinct

10 sets of waves.

39. The touch sensor according to claim ا ١  filrther comprising means for recognizing 

perturbations in components of said received signal derived from each of said at least two distinct 

sets of waves.

40 The touch sensor according to claim 1١ wherein said surface is planar

15 41. The touch sensor according to claim 1١ wherein said surface is cylindrical

42. The touch sensor according to claim ا ١  wherein said surfice is a large solid angle 

spheric section.

43. The touch sensor according to claim ا、wherein said a( least two distinct sets of 

waves travel over difiering paths，said receiver system determining a portion ofa perturbing

2(1 influence and producing an output including a coordinate position，at least one of said coordinates 

of said coordinate position being calculated based on a transform of signals representing at ،cast 

one of said sets of waves.

44 A touch sensor comprising:

an acoustic wave transmissive medium having a suriacc and a touch sensitive portion of

25 said surface;

a transducer system for emitting acoustic energy into said substrate; and

a receiver system for receiving acoustic energy from said substrate， 

said receiver system analyzing a phase-amplitude perturba'^ of said received acousiic 

energy in waveform sensitive manner.

٦0 45. The touch sensor according to claim 44, ^rther comprising a filter fu٢ selectively

analyzing received acoustic energy signals corresponding 0ا acoustic energy traveling a 

predetermined path from said transducer system

amended sheet (article 19)
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46. The touch sensor according to ciaim 44٠ wherein said receiver system analyzes a 

phase pattern of said acoustic energy from said substrate for determining a position or a 

characteristic of a touch on s^d touch senstive portion.

47٠ A touch sensor comprising:

5 an acoustic wave transmissive medium having a surface, an edgc١ and a touch sensitive

a transducer system for emitting acoustic energy onto said touch sensitive portion as 

waves traveling aJong a plurality of sets of palhs，each set of paths sharing a mutually exckisive 

common constraint with respect to others of said plurality of sets of paths,

١(» a receiver system for receiving acoustic energy from said touch sensitive portion from said

plurality of sets of paths，

said plurality of sets of paths having at least two components propagating along a path 

intersecting a respective position along said edge, differing in propagation angle with respect lo 

said edge.

15 48. The touch sensor according to claim 47١ iiinhcr compnsxng means far determining

a position ٥٢ a waveform perturbing characteristic of a touch on said touch sensitive portion based 

on at least two of said plurality of sets of paths.

49. A touch sensor comprising

an acoustic wave transmissive medium having a surface and a touch sensnive portion of

20 said surface;

a transducer system for emitting acoustic energy into said medium; and

a receiver system for receiving the acoustic energy irom the substrate as at least three 

distinct sets of ^aves which propagate in lhe touch sensitive portion, each set of waves sharing d 

mutually exclusive common constraint with respect to others of said plurality of sets of waves;

25 said receiver determining a position or a waveform perturbing characteristic of a loud) on

said touch sensitive portion based on said at least three sets of waves

50. A control for determining a position of a touch on a surface by means of sets of 

acoustic waves having incrementally vafying paths, portions o؛· at least two of said sets of waves 

being received simultaneously at an electroacoustic transducer，campnstng a phase sensitive

30 circuit, retaining phase information of said posions of at least two of said sets of waves

51. A control for determining a position of a touch on a surface by means of sets of 

acoustic waves having incrementally varying paths, portions of at least two of said sets of waves

AMENDED SHEET (ARTICLE 19)
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being perturbed by a touch，comprising a transform processor for producing an output 

representative of a position along a single axis based on information derived from each of said sets 

of waves

52. A control for determining a position of a touch on a surface by means of sets of

5 acoustic waves having incrementally varying paths, portions of at ،east two of said sets of waves 

being perturbed by a touch，comprising a processor for determining a positional consistency of 

information derived from each of said sets of waves.

53. A control for determining a position of a touch on a surface by means of sets of 

acoustic waves having incrementally varying path٥٦ at least two of said sets of waves differing in

10 frequency or wave propagation mode，comprising a processor for determining a characteristic of a 

touch based on said sets of waves.

54. Л control for determining a position of a touch on a surface by means of a set of 

acoustic waves having incrementally varying paths，receiving signals corresponding to said set of 

acoustic waves，said control being capable of sensing a perturbing influence by detecting an

Ï5 increase in a signal amplitude.

55. A substrate for an acoustic touch sensor system comprising:

an acoustically transmissive medium having a surface with a touch sensitive region having 

ai least one side,

at least two reflective arrays，disposed parallel t() one another and on the same side of the 

2٧ touch sensitive region, together having a two dimensional Fourier transform with at least two 

usefi t spacing vector components.

56. The substrate according to claim 55, wherein said two useftil spacing vector 

components are for waves scattering at different angles

57. The substrate according to claim 55١ wherein said two uscftjl spacing vector

25 components are for waves of differing frequencies

58. The substrate according to claim 55, wherein said two useful spacing vector 

components include at ،east one acoustic wave mode conversion

59. The substrate according to claim 55, wherein sairi reflective arrays are superposed

60 The substrate according to claim 55, wherein said reflective arrays arc not coaxial.

30 61, The substrate according to claim 55ا wherein said reflective arrays each comprise

reflective elements，corresponding elements of each reflective агтау having differing angles·
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62. A touch sensor comprising:

an acoustic wave transmissive medium having a surface and a touch sensitive

portion of said surface;

a transducer system for emitting acoustic energy into said medium; and

5 a receiver system for receiving the acoustic energy from the substrate、for

determining a perturbation of said acoustic energy due to a touch on said surface, 

said touch sensor comprising a reflective array having a plurality of spaced 

elements for scattering portions of an incident acoustic wave as waves having a different 

propagation vector than said incident acoustic wave and passing other portions unscattered，said

10 reflective array being provided as reflective array selected from the group consisting of.

(a) a reflective array associated with said medium situated along a path，said path not 

being a linear segment parallel to a coordinate axis of a substrate in a Cartesian space, a segment 

parallel to an axial axis or perpendicular to a radial axis of a substrate in a cylindrical space，nor 

parallel and adjacent to a side of a rectangular region of a s nail solid angle section of a sphere;

١5 (b) a reflective array situated along a path substafitially not corresponding to a desired

coordinate axis of a touch position output signa!;

(c) a reflective array situated along a path substantially non-parallcl to an edge of said 

medium:

(d) a reflective array having a spacing of elements in said reflective array which differs·

over at least one portion thereof from an integra) multiple of a wavelength of an incident acoustic لاة

wave,

(e) a reflective array having elements in said reflective array which are non-parallel١

(f) a reflective array having an angle of acceptance of acoustic waves which varies

over regions of said reflective array:

25 (g) a reflective array whicli coherently scatters at least two distinguishable acoustic

waves which are received by said receiving system; and

(h) combinations and subcombinations of the above，

except that said reflective array in (d)٠ (e) or (П is not provided parallel and 

adjacent to a side of a rectangular region of a small solid angle section of a sphere.

30 63. The touch sensor according to Claim 62١ wherein said aray is associated with said

medium being situated along a path4 said path not being ن linear segment parallel to a coordinate 

axis of ٥ substrate in a Cartesian space，a segment parallel til an axial axis or perpendicular lo a
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radi^ axis of a substrate in a Cylindrical space: and parallel and adjacent to a side of a rectangular 

region of a small solid angle section of a sphere

64٠ The touch sensor according to 1/laim 2 ة١  wherein said array is situated along a 

path substantially not corresponding to a desired coordinate axis of a touch position output signal■

5 65, The touch sensor according ta Claim 62, wherein said array is situated along a

path substantially non٠parallel to an edge of said medium.

66. The touch sensor according to naim 62, wherein said агтау has a spacing of 

elements in said array which diflers, over at least one portion thereof； from an integral multiple of 

a wavelength of an incident acoustic wave，said array not being proved parallel and adjacent to a

10 side of a rectangular region of a small solid angle section of a sphere

67 The touch sensor according to claim 62. wherein said array has elements i» said 

array which аге поп١рага11е1١ said array not being provided parallel ^d adjacent to a side of a 

rectangular region ofa small solid angle section of a sphere.

68. The touch sensor according to claim 62, wherein said array has an angle ◦f

15 acceptance of acoustic waves which varies uver regions of said array，said array not being 

provided parallel and adjacent to a side ofa rectangular region ◦fa small solid angle section ofa 

sphere.

69. The touch sensor according TO claim 62, wherein said array coherently scalers at 

least IWO distinguishable acoustic waves which are received by said receiving system.
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Fig. lO-Pianarcoordinatesubsystem
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(e) Diagonai-transducer 
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Fig. 12-Example touch region geometries
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Fig. 16 - Large rectangular sensor
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Fig. ٦ 9 - Example qiindrical sensor
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Fig. 20 - Sensor subsystem on ηοη٠ρ١αηα٣ surface
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Fig. 2 7 - Spherical cap sensor
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Fig. 22-Basinsensor
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Fig. 23-Examp١esignals0ئsensor١ηFig. ٦ة
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Fig. 24 (α١ - Redundancy-check algonthm
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Fig. 25(a)-Antishadowing algorithm
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dip time relative to beginning of signa)!)٠v٠{ H2 + W2) + W-H1)٠x + {H/l٧(quation 1 : Y = -H + (H/W: 

dip time relative to beginning of signal))H2+W2) + H-wn٠V٠/):quation 2:Υ = +Η +(нллп٠х + {H/i٦ 

signal) 0؛ dip time relative to beginning)٠v٠{ !H2 + W2) + w - H)٠[/١Y + {W(;quation 3: X = +w + (W/H 

٠v٦dip time relative to beginning of signal){ |٠Y + {W/H(H2+W2) +H-W(quation 4: Y = -W 十(W/H 

to the receiver pair ramer, H and w are the height ؟sit؟corner of touch region opp ؟r le؟w؟l؛Υ) a؛Jote (Χ 
nd width of the touch region; V is the araustic velocity.
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Fig. 26 - Dua١-m0de touc١٦-c١٢٦aracter٦st١c algorithm
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Algorithm flow chart for single-transducer two-frequency sensor

Equation 1：x = w- {V(Rayieigh)/2}٠(dip time relative to beginning of signa
Ecjuation 2:λ：νν- H٠tan(0)-١/(Rayleigh)٠(tj + ١)4
Ecjuation 3: y = {VRayleigh jt¡- tj|}/(4٠tan(0))

F٠ig٠28(c١
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Signal before toucfT；?

Signal after touch/؟

Parasite R(t)

Touch :〉no change In amplitude
Fig.29(c)

!㈦本

Signal before touch；?

Signa، after
/；Parasite

Touch = >more amplitude ("pop٠up'') 
F١a٠29(d١
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Fig.

Fig. ة٦جأ١

3120

F٠ig٠3٦m
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( start initialization sequence

۶١9٠ة2ا0١أ٦١
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( Start baseJine correction 
sequence/normal operation لم

٢١g.32(a١(2١
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Continuous Operation
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